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Disclaimer 
 

Legally binding regulatory requirements are stated only in laws, NRC regulations, licenses, 
including technical specifications, or orders; not in Research Information Letters (RILs). A RIL 

is not regulatory guidance, although NRC’s regulatory offices may consider the information in 

a RIL to determine whether any regulatory actions are warranted.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
These conference proceedings transmit the agenda, abstracts, and presentation slides for the 
Eighth Annual Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment 
Research (PFHA) Workshop held at NRC Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland on March 21–24, 
2023. The workshop offered both in-person and virtual participation. Participants included NRC 
staff, NRC licensees, nuclear industry staff and consultants, staff from U.S. federal and state 
agencies, regulators and consultants from other countries, staff of international agencies, as 
well as, participants from academia and members of the public. The workshop began with an 
introductory session that included perspectives and research program highlights from NRC 
Office of Research (RES), the Nuclear Energy Agency’s working group on external hazards, 
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. This introductory session was followed by 
technical sessions on climate and weather, intense precipitation, riverine flooding, coastal 
flooding, as well as external hazard operational experience and probabilistic risk assessment. 
Most workshop sessions were followed by a panel discussion featuring the session’s 
presenters. 
 
The PFHA Research Workshops support the NRC/RES PFHA Research Program. This 
multiyear, multi project research program to enhance the NRC’s risk-informed and performance-
based regulatory approach regarding external flood hazard assessment and safety 
consequences of external flooding events at nuclear power plants. RES has presented annual 
PFHA research workshops to communicate results, assess progress, collect feedback, and 
chart future activities. These workshops have brought together NRC staff and management 
from RES and user offices, technical support contractors, interagency and international 
collaborators, and industry and public representatives.  
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1    INTRODUCTION 

This research information letter (RIL) details the Eighth Annual U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment (PFHA) Research Workshop, which 
took place from March 21–24, 2023 at NRC Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland. These 
proceedings include presentation abstracts, slides, as well as summaries of the questions and 
answers from individual presentations as well as panel discussions. The workshop offered both 
in-person and virtual participation options. Attendees included NRC staff, NRC licensees, 
industry consultants, Federal and State agencies, National Labs, regulatory counterparts from 
other countries, international agencies, academia, and the public. 

The workshop began with an introduction from Ray Furstenau, Director, NRC Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research (RES). Following this introduction, Thomas Aird from RES provided an 
overview of the current progress and next steps in NRC’s PFHA research program. Minkyu Kim, 
from the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, then provided an overview of external hazard 
efforts (including flooding) underway by the Nuclear Energy Agency, Committee on the Safety of 
Nuclear Installations (CSNI), Working Group on External Events (WGEV). Next, staff from the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) presented information on the FEMA 
Resilience Analysis Planning Tool (RAPT). 

Technical sessions followed the introduction session over the course of the four-day workshop; 
sessions covered climate and weather, intense precipitation, riverine flooding, coastal flooding, 
as well as external hazard operational experience and PRA. Most sessions consisted of a series 
of technical presentations on similar topic, followed by a panel of all speakers, who discussed 
the session topic in general. A “poster session” also took place, which consisted of a series of 
shorter technical presentations encompassing the range of topics listed above.  

1.1  Background 

The NRC is conducting the multiyear, multi project PFHA Research Program. It initiated this 
research in response to staff recognition of a lack of guidance for conducting PFHAs at nuclear 
facilities that required staff and licensees to use highly conservative deterministic methods in 
regulatory applications. The staff described the objective, research themes, and specific 
research topics in the “Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment Research Plan,” Version 
2014-10-23, provided to the Commission in November 2014 (Agencywide Documents Access 
and Management System (ADAMS) Accession Nos. ML14318A070). The NRC Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the former Office of New Reactors endorsed the PFHA 
Research Plan in a joint user need request. This program is designed to support the 
development of regulatory tools (e.g., regulatory guidance, standard review plans) for permitting 
new nuclear sites, licensing new nuclear facilities, and overseeing operating facilities. Specific 
uses of flooding hazard estimates (i.e., flood elevations and associated affects) include flood-
resistant design for structures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to safety and 
advanced planning and evaluation of flood protection procedures and mitigation. 

The lack of risk-informed guidance with respect to flooding hazards and flood fragility of SSCs 
constitutes a significant gap in the NRC’s risk-informed, performance-based regulatory 
approach to the assessment of hazards and potential safety consequences for commercial 
nuclear facilities. The probabilistic technical basis developed will provide a risk-informed 
approach for improved guidance and tools to give staff and licensees greater flexibility in 
evaluating flooding hazards and potential impacts to SSCs in the oversight of operating facilities 
(e.g., license amendment requests, significance determination processes, notices of 
enforcement discretion) as well as the licensing of new facilities (e.g., early site permit 
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applications, combined license applications), including proposed small modular reactors and 
advanced reactors. This methodology will give the staff more flexibility in assessing flood 
hazards at nuclear facilities so the staff will not have to rely on the use of the current 
deterministic methods, which can be overly conservative in some cases. 

The main focus areas of the PFHA Research Program are to (1) leverage available frequency 
information on flooding hazards at operating nuclear facilities and develop guidance on its use, 
(2) develop and demonstrate a PFHA framework for flood hazard curve estimation, (3) assess 
and evaluate the application of improved mechanistic and probabilistic modeling techniques for 
key flood-generating processes and flooding scenarios, (4) assess potential impacts of dynamic 
and nonstationary processes on flood hazard assessments and flood protection at nuclear 
facilities, and (5) assess and evaluate methods for quantifying reliability of flood protection and 
plant response to flooding events. Workshop organizers used these focus areas to develop 
technical session topics for the workshop. 

1.2  Workshop Objectives 

The Annual PFHA Research Workshops serve multiple objectives: (1) inform and solicit 
feedback from internal NRC stakeholders, partner Federal agencies, industry, and the public 
about PFHA research being conducted by RES, (2) inform internal and external stakeholders 
about RES research collaborations with Federal agencies, the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI), and the IRSN, and (3) provide a forum for presentation and discussion of notable 
domestic and international PFHA research activities. 

1.3  Workshop Scope 

The scope of the workshop presentations and discussions included the following:  

• overview of flooding research programs of the NRC, other Federal agencies, and 
selected international organizations  

• climate influences on flooding hazards 

• precipitation processes and modeling  

• riverine flooding processes and modeling  

• coastal flooding processes and modeling 

• external hazard operational experience and probabilistic risk assessment 

1.4  Organization of Workshop Proceedings 

Section 2 provides the agenda for this workshop. The agenda is also available from NRC's 
Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) at Accession No. 
ML23177A151. 

Section 3 presents the proceedings from the workshop, including abstracts and presentation 
slides and abstracts for submitted posters. 

The summary document of session abstracts for the technical presentations is available at 
ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A150. The complete workshop presentation package is 
available at ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A135. 

Section 4 lists the workshop attendees and Section 5 summarizes the workshop. 
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1.5  Related Workshops 

Proceedings of previous NRC Annual PFHA Research Workshops have been published as 
NRC Research Information Letters (RILs) on the agency’s public Web site as listed below:  

• 1st Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, October 14–15, 2015 (RIL 2020-01, Part 1)  

• 2nd Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, January 23–25, 2017 (RIL 2020-01, Part 2) 

• 3rd Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, December 4–5, 2017 (RIL 2020-01, Part 3) 

• 4th Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, April 30–May 2, 2019 (RIL 2020-01, Part 4) 

• 5th Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, February 19–21, 2020 (RIL 2021-01) 

• 6th Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, February 22–25, 2021 (RIL 2022-02) 

• 7th Annual NRC PFHA Research Workshop, February 15-18, 2022 (RIL 2022-10)  
 
In addition, an international PFHA workshop took place January 29–31, 2013. The workshop 
was devoted to sharing information on PFHAs for extreme events (i.e., annual exceedance 
probabilities (AEPs) much less than 2x10-3 per year) from the Federal community. The NRC 
issued the proceedings as NUREG/CP-0302, “Proceedings of the Workshop on Probabilistic 
Flood Hazard Assessment (PFHA),” in October 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML13277A074). 

 

https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2004/ML20045F282.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2004/ML20045F283.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2004/ML20045F284.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2004/ML20045F285.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2102/ML21027A213.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2221/ML22214B351.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/docs/ML2225/ML22257A136.pdf
https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/conference/cp0302/index.html
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2    WORKSHOP AGENDA 

Day 1 (March 21, 2023) Oral Presentations 

* denotes speaker 

Session 1A:  Introduction 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

1A-0 10:00 - 10:10 Meeting and Webinar 
Logistics 

Kenneth Hamburger*, NRC/RES 

1A-1 10:10 - 10:20 Opening Remarks Ray Furstenau*, Director, NRC Office 
of Research 

1A-2 10:20 - 10:35 NRC PFHA Research 
Program Update 

Tom Aird*, NRC/RES 

1A-3 10:35 - 11:00 Presentation and Training: 
Resilience Analysis and 
Planning Tool (RAPT) 

Karen Marsh, Benjamin Rance, Scott 
Mahlik*; Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 

1A-4 11:00 - 11:25 Committee on the Safety of 
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) 
Working Group on External 
Events (WGEV) 

Minkyu, Kim*, Korea Atomic Energy 
Research Institute, Division of 
Structural and Seismic Safety (WGEV 
Chair)  

 11:25 - 11:40 Break  

Session 1B: Climate and Weather 

Session Chair: Elena Yegorova, NRC/RES 

1B-1 11:40 - 12:05 Overview of the U.S. Global 
Change Research Program 

Michael Kuperberg*, Executive 
Director, U.S. Global Research 
Program 

1B-2 12:05 - 12:30 A Coastal Flood Regime 
Shift Is on the Horizon 

William Sweet*, NOAA National Ocean 
Service 

 12:30 - 13:30 Lunch  

1B-3 13:30 - 13:55 Observation-based 
Trajectory of Future Sea 
Level for the Coastal United 
States Tracks Near High-
end Model Projections 

Benjamin Hamlington*1, Don 
Chambers2, Thomas Frederikse1, 
Soenke Dangendorf3, Severine 
Fournier1, Brett Buzzanga1,2, R. Steven 
Nerem4; 1NASA Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, 2University of South 
Florida, 3Tulane University, 4University 
of Colorado, Boulder 

1B-4 13:55 - 14:20 National Weather Service 
Forecasts for the late 
December 2022 to mid-
January 2023 West Coast 
Atmospheric Rivers 

Mark Fresch*1, Alex Lamers*2; 1NOAA 
National Weather Service Office of 
Water Prediction, 2NOAA National 
Weather Service Weather Prediction 
Center 

 14:20 - 14:30 Break  
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1B-5 14:30 - 14:55 Sharpening of cold-season 
storms over the western 
United States  

Xiaodong Chen, L. Ruby Leung*, Yang 
Gao, Ying Liu, Mark Wigmosta; Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory  

1B-6 14:55 - 15:20 2022 U.S. Billion-dollar 
Weather and Climate 
Disasters Analysis and Tools 

Adam Smith*, NOAA National Centers 
for Environmental Information (NCEI) 

1B-7 15:20 - 15:40 Climate and Weather Panel 
Discussion 

All Presenters 

1C 15:40 - 15:50 Day 1 Wrap-up  
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Day 2 (March 22, 2023) Oral Presentations 

* denotes speaker 

Session 2A: Precipitation 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

2A-1 10:00 - 10:25 NOAA’s Exploration of 
Future Probable Maximum 
Precipitation Datasets and 
Methods 

Kelly Mahoney*1, Janice Bytheway2, 
Diana Stovern2, James Correia3, Sarah 
Trojniak3, Ben Moore1; 1NOAA 
Physical Sciences Laboratory (PSL), 
2NOAA PSL/University of Colorado 
Boulder & Cooperative Institute for 
Earth System Research and Data 
Science (CIESRDS), 3University of 
Colorado Boulder & CIESRDS, 
NOAA/NWS/Weather Prediction 
Center 

2A-2 10:25 - 10:50 The “Perfect Storm”: Can 
Atmospheric Models 
Improve Confidence in 
Probable Maximum 
Precipitation (PMP)? 

Emilie Tarouilly*, University of 
California, Los Angeles 

2A-3 10:50 - 11:15 Improving the Reliability of 
Stochastic Modeling of 
Short-Duration Precipitation 
by Characterizing 
Spatiotemporal Correlation 
Structure and Marginal 
Distribution 

Giuseppe Mascaro*1, Simon 
Papalexio2, Daniel Wright3; 1Arizona 
State University, 2University of Calgary, 
3University of Wisconsin-Madison 

 11:15 - 11:25 Break  

2A-4 11:25 - 11:50 Stochastic Design Storm 
Sequence in the Lower 
Mississippi River Basin 

Yuan Liu*, Daniel Wright; University of 
Wisconsin-Madison 

2A-5 11:50 - 12:15 An Update to the NOAA 
Atlas 14 National 
Precipitation Frequency 
Standard 

Michael St Laurent*, Sandra Palovic, 
Carl Trypaluk, Dale Unruh, Fernando 
Salas; NOAA National Weather 
Service Office of Water Prediction 

2A-6 12:15 - 12:35 Precipitation Panel 
Discussion 

All Presenters 

 12:35 - 13:30 Lunch  
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Session 2B: Riverine Flooding 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

2B-1 13:30 - 13:55 Lowering the Barriers to 
Process-Based Probabilistic 
Flood Frequency Analysis 
using the NextGen Water 
Modeling Framework 

Daniel, Wright*1, Ankita Pradhan1, 
Mohammad Sadegh Abbasian1, 
Benjamin Fitzgerald1, Gary Aaron1, 
Fred Ogdan2, Mathew Williamson2; 
1University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
2NOAA National Water Service Office 
of Water Prediction 

2B-2 13:55 - 14:20 Towards the Development of 
a High-Resolution Historical 
Flood Inundation Reanalysis 
Dataset for the 
Conterminous United States 

Sudershan Gangrade*1, Ganesh 
Ghimire1, Shih-Chieh Kao1, Mario 
Morales-Hernandez2, Michael 
Kelleher1, Alfred Kalyanapu3; 1Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, 2University 
of Zaragoza (Spain), 3Tennessee 
Technological University 

2B-3 14:20 - 14:45 Quantifying Uncertainty for 
Local Intense Precipitation 
and Riverine Flooding PFHA 
at Critical Structures on the 
Idaho National Labs 
Property 

Ryan Johnson*1, Shaun Carney1, Paul 
Micheletty1, Debbie Martin1, Bruce 
Barker2; 1RTI International, 2MGS 
Engineering  

 14:45 - 14:55 Break  

2B-4 14:55 - 15:20 Back to the Future: 
Paleoflood Hydrologic 
Analyses Provide Insights 
into Extreme Flood Risk in 
the Tennessee River Basin 

Lisa Davis*1, Ray Lombardi2, Matthew 
Gage1; 1University of Alabama, 
2University of Memphis 

2B-5 15:20 - 15:45 Testing New Approaches to 
Integrating Sediment-Based 
Flood Records into Flood 
Frequency Models 

Ray Lombardi*1, Lisa Davis2, Tessa 
Harden3,4, John F. England, Jr.5; 
1University of Memphis, 2University of 
Alabama, 3Thomas College, 4U.S. 
Geological Survey, 5U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, Risk Management 
Center 

2B-6 15:45 - 16:10 Using Paleoflood Analyses 
to Improve Hydrologic 
Loading for USACE Dam 
Safety Risk Assessments: A 
Nationwide Approach 

Keith Kelson*1, Justin Pearce2, Amy 
LeFebvre2, Ryan Clark3, Bryan 
Freymuth4, Nathan Williams5, John 
England2; 1US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE), South Pacific 
Division Dam Safety Production 
Center, 2USACE Risk Management 
Center, 3USACE Dam Safety 
Modification Mandatory Center of 
Expertise, 4USACE Northwest Division 
Risk Cadre, 5USACE Lakes and Rivers 
Division Risk Cadre 

2B-7 16:10 - 16:30 Riverine Flooding Panel 
Discussion 

All Presenters 
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2C 16:30 - 16:40 Day 2 Wrap-up  
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Day 3 (March 23, 2023) Poster Presentations 

* denotes speaker 

Session 3A: Posters 

Session Chair: Thomas Aird, NRC/RES 

3A-1 10:00 - 10:15 Identifying and Cataloging 
Major Storm Events from 
Gridded Quantitative 
Precipitation Estimates for 
use in Stochastic Storm 
Transposition 

Alyssa Dietrich*, Eric King, Seth 
Lawler; Dewberry 

3A-2 10:15 - 10:30 A Bayesian Network and 
Monte Carlo Simulation PRA 
Approach for External Flood 
Probabilistic Risk 
Assessments at Nuclear 
Power Plants 

Joy Shen*, Michelle Bensi, Mohammad 
Modarres; University of Maryland, 
College Park 

3A-3 10:30 - 10:45 Probabilistic Compound 
Flood Hazard Assessment 
Using Two-Sided 
Conditional Sampling 

Somayeh Mohammadi*1, Ahmed 
Nasr2, Muthukumar Narayanaswamy1, 
Celso Ferreira1, Arslaan Khalid1; 
1Michael Baker International Inc, 
2University of Central Florida 

3A-4 10:45 - 11:00 Estimation of Probabilistic 
Flood Hazard Curve at the 
NPP Site Considering Storm 
Surge 

Beom-Jin Kim*, Minkyu, Kim; Korea 
Atomic Energy Research Institute 
(KAERI) 

3A-5 11:00 - 11:15 Compound Flood Risk 
Assessment of the Coastal 
Watersheds of Long Island 
and Long Island Sound in 
Connecticut and New York 

Liv Herdman*, Robert Welk, Robin 
Glas, Salme Cook, Kristina Masterson; 
U.S. Geological Survey New York 
Water Science Center 

 11:15 - 11:25 Break  

3A-6 11:25 - 11:40 Steps Toward Extensions of 
Existing Probabilistic Coastal 
Hazard Analysis for Coastal 
Compound Flood Analysis 
Leveraging Bayesian 
Networks 

Ziyue Liu*1, Michelle, Bensi1, Meredith 
Carr2, Norberto Nadal-Caraballo2, 
Madison Yawn2, Luke Aucoin2;  
1University of Maryland, College Park, 
2U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Engineer R&D Center, Coastal & 
Hydraulics Laboratory 

3A-7 11:40 - 11:55 Assessing Uncertainty 
Associated with Hurricane 
Predictions and Duration to 
Inform Probabilistic Risk 
Assessments for Nuclear 
Power Plants 

Kaveh Faraji Najarkolaie*, Michelle 
Bensi; University of Maryland, College 
Park 
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3A-8 11:55 - 12:10 Assessment of Uncertainty 
Associated with the 
Development of Intensity 
Duration Frequency Curves 
under Changing Climate for 
the State of Maryland 

Azin Al Kajbaf*1, Michelle Bensi2, Kaye 
Brubaker2; 1Johns Hopkins University, 
2University of Maryland, College Park 

 12:10 - 13:10 Lunch  
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Day 3 (March 23, 2023) Oral Presentations 

* denotes speaker 

Session 3B: Coastal Flooding 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

3B-1 13:10 - 13:35 Flood Inundation Modelling 
on Nuclear Power Plant Site 
due to Complex Disasters 

Byunghyun Kim*1, Jaewan Yoo, 
Beomjin Kim2, Minkyu Kim2; 
1Kyungpook National University, 
2Korea Atomic Energy Research 
Institute 

3B-2 13:35 - 14:00 Probabilistic Flood Hazard 
Assessment for a Coastal 
Nuclear Power Plant Using 
Climate Change Projections 

Gorkem Gungor*, Zeynep Arslan; 
Minstry of Energy and Natural 
Resources, Turkey 

3B-3 14:00 - 14:25 Probabilistic Coastal 
Compound Flood Hazard 
Analysis Pilot Study 

Victor M. Gonzalez1, Meredith L. 
Carr*1, Luke Aucoin1, T. Chris 
Massey1, Ning Lin2, Dazhi Xi2, Norberto 
C. Nadal Caraballo1, Karlie Wellls1; 
1U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Engineer Research and Development 
Center, Coastal and Hydraulics 
Laboratory, 2Princeton University  

 14:25 - 14:35 Break  

3B-4 14:35 - 15:00 HEC-RAS Modeling 
Framework and Lessons 
Learned from Coastal 
Flooding PFHA Pilot Study: 
Coupling and Automation of 
HEC-HMS and ADCIRC 
Outputs to 2D HEC-RAS 
Model Using Python 

Kathleen Harris*, Chase Hamilton, 
Waleska Echevarria-Doyle, Meredith 
Carr, Victor M. Gonzalez; U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Engineer 
Research and Development Center, 
Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory  

3B-5 15:00 - 15:25 An Overview of a Multi-
Agency Modeling Effort to 
Quantify Future Conditions 
in the Great Lakes 

Margaret Owensby*1, T. Chris 
Massey1, Robert Jensen1, Norberto 
Nadal-Caraballo1, Madison Yawn1, 
David Bucaro2, Johnna Potthoff2, 
Kaitlyn McClain2; 1U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Engineer Research and 
Development Center, Coastal and 
Hydraulics Laboratory, 2U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Chicago District 

3B-6 15:25 - 15:45 Coastal Flooding Panel 
Discussion 

All Presenters 

3C 15:45 - 15:55 Day 3 Wrap-up  
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Day 4 (March 24, 2023) Oral Presentations 

* denotes speaker 

Session 4A: Operational Experience 

Session Chair: Tom Aird, NRC/RES 

4A-1 10:00 - 10:20 PRA Modeling the FLEX 
Strategies for External 
Hazards 

John Hanna*, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

4A-2 10:20 - 10:40 Failure to Verify Flood 
Restoration Times at 
Millstone Unit 2 

Dave Werkheiser*, U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Region 1 

4A-3 10:40 - 11:00 Impact of the 2022 Lake Erie 
Seiche the Davis-Besse 
Nuclear Power Station 

Daniel Mills*1, Russ Cassara1, John 
Hanna2; 1U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Davis Bessie Resident 
Inspector, 2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 

4A-4 11:00 - 11:15 Operational Experience 
Panel Discussion 

All Presenters 

 11:15 - 11:25 Break  

Session 4B: Wrapping Up 

Session Chair: Tom Aird, NRC/RES 

4B-1 11:25 - 11:50 On Fuzzy-Systems Modeling 
of Ponded Infiltration, as 
Analogue to Flooding, in 
Fractured-Porous 
Subsurface Media  

Boris Faybishenko*; Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory 

 11:50 - 13:00 Lunch  

4B-2 13:00 - 13:25 Probabilistic Flood Hazard 
Assessment for Local 
Intense Precipitation at 
Nuclear Power Plant Sites – 
A Pilot Study 

Rajiv Prasad*1, Arun Veeramany1, 
Rajesh K. Singh1, Joseph Kanney2; 
1Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 
2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

4B-3 13:25 - 13:50 Research Activities on 
Extreme External Hazard 
Risk Assessment of Korean 
NPP 

Minkyu Kim*, Daegi, Hahm; Korea 
Atomic Energy Research Institute 
(KAERI)  

 13:50 - 14:00 Break  
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4B-4 14:00 - 14:25 External Flooding PRA 
Guidance 

Marko Randelovic*1, Raymond 
Schneider*2; 1Electric Power Research 
Institute, 2Westinghouse Company 

4B-5 14:25 - 14:50 A Proposal for Paradigm 
Shift in Hydrological 
Ensemble Predictions: From 
Parameter Inference to 
Probabilistic Error 
Estimation 

Vinh Ngoc Tran1, Valeriy Y. Ivanov*1, 
Donghui Xu1, Jongho Kim2; 1University 
of Michigan, 2University of Ulsan, 
South Korea 

4C 14:50 - 15:10 Workshop Wrap-up  
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3    PROCEEDINGS 

3.1  Day 1: Session 1A – Introduction 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

3.1.1  Presentation 1A-1: Opening Remarks 

Speaker: Raymond Furstenau, Director, NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research  

3.1.1.1  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A152) 
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3.1.2  Presentation 1A-2: NRC Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment Research 
Program Overview 

Author: Thomas Aird, NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research  
Speaker: Thomas Aird 
 
3.1.2.1  Abstract 

This presentation will provide an update on the NRC probabilistic flood hazard assessment 
(PFHA) research program. Topics will include the completion of Phase 1 (technical basis 
research) and Phase 2 (pilot studies) and the status of Phase 3 (guidance development). 
 

3.1.2.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A153) 
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3.1.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Comment: 

We did not hear much about nonstationarity. 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: That’s a good comment. Some of the work that we have done, specifically in 
flood frequency analysis, has touched on nonstationarity issues. To the person who submitted 
that commentonline: if you send me an email, I can point you to the research reports where we 
have looked at some aspects of nonstationarity. I won’t claim that we have solved the 
nonstationarity issue in its entirety though, obviously. 
 
3.1.3  Presentation 1A-3: Moving FEMA towards Presentation and Training: Resilience 
Analysis and Planning Tool (RAPT) 

Authors: Karen Marsh, Benjamin Rance, Scott Mahlik, Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) 
 
Speaker: Scott Mahlik 
 
3.1.3.1  Abstract 

Many of the utilities that own nuclear generating facilities and the relevant off-site response 
organizations (ORO) can benefit from the Resilience Analysis and Planning Tool (RAPT), as 
there is an increased focus on equity in emergency management, including a need for federal, 
state and local governments, utility companies and disaster support organizations to better 
understand the community and population demographics in areas surrounding these facilities.  
 
FEMA’s National Integration Center would like to present the updated and improved RAPT, a 
free GIS web map that allows users to examine the interplay of census data, infrastructure 
locations, and hazards. RAPT helps users visualize and analyze data about their community to 
inform resilience, response, and recovery actions. Participants will learn how to use RAPT to 
understand their community and the populations that may have more difficulty receiving an alert 
and/or following the proscribed protective action, such as those with limited English, individuals 
without access to a vehicle, or with a disability.  
 
The RAPT includes information from FEMA’s Community Resilience Index (CRI), derived from 
the science-based Community Resilience Indicator Analysis report. The CRI allows users to 
identify areas of the community with greater potential challenges to resilience while also 
providing census-tract level information on each of the indicators that contribute to the CRI. In 
addition to the community and population demographic information, the session will also provide 
an overview of unique analysis tools that allow users to isolate specific incident areas and 
identify, summarize, and export information as needed. The information in RAPT can benefit all 
stakeholders and we hope to facilitate discussion and collaboration amongst attendees.  
 
In addition to a presentation, we would also provide an in-depth, interactive demonstration of the 
tool to participants. This demonstration will show participants demographic information for their 
specific communities, demonstrate the powerful analysis tools in RAPT and examine local data 
layers. We believe this presentation opportunity would help participants use RAPT to 
understand community dynamics and demographics in areas surrounding nuclear facilities. 
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3.1.3.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A154) 
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3.1.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

How do you deal with deep uncertainty in extreme rainfall when using dynamical downscaling? 
 
Answer:  

Diane Cooper: If you are familiar with any of the atmospheric models, we are using the using 
the WRF1; they [Argonne National Laboratory] are running hourly simulations and then 
identifying that over longer periods, which is why you need supercomputing capacity to be able 
to be able to create this gridded output. We are at least getting in some of the orographic 
elements that maybe aren’t well represented in the climate models because your grid scale is 
too large. The WRF has a much finer resolution and does have the topography included as well 
as the water information from the oceans, bays, Great Lakes that is going to be a little bit more 
defined than what you would have in the traditional climate models.  
 
Question: 

Any plans to add CMIP62 to ClimRR3? 
 
Answer: 

Diane Cooper: I believe that this is in the conversation for one of our future releases, but not 
sure of the timing. 
 
Question: 

 
1 Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model 
2 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) Phase 6 
3 Climate Risk and Resilience Portal 
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Two questions: 1) Do you have plans to integrate this with Hazus; and 2) do you have the 
constituent components of the National Resilience Index in there or is it just the final index 
value? 
 
Answer: 

Scott Mahlik: The Hazus team isn’t in the federal insurance and mitigation administration, but 
they are, obviously, our colleagues and partners. We haven’t talked specifically about adding 
the ClimRR data yet, but definitely something we will consider and is on the plate as this data 
should be incorporated into many different places. We do have the have the index values and 
constituent components in there. 
 
Question: 

Is there timing information provided in RAPT? Some context for the question is when we look at 
core damage frequency (CDF) scenarios and large early release frequency (LERF) scenarios 
for our plants, the LERF answers are largely dependent on whether we can get the population 
evacuated before that large and early release happens. Does RAPT include that kind of timing 
where you could either use the emergency planning zone (EPZ) or draw a polygon around a 
plant and say what is the distribution of the time for evacuation for this area? 
 
Answer: 

Scott Mahlik: Unfortunately, no for the timing. That would have to be an “add data.” It’s not pre-
loaded into RAPT so that’s something that you would have to add, unfortunately. You can get 
the context of how many people are in the area but not an evacuation timing. That would be 
something you’d have to add. 

Diane Cooper: There are evacuation studies that have been done along the coast from a 
hurricane perspective and the timeframes that would be needed for that, which have been done 
in very close concert with the local emergency management. I suggest that, for whatever facility 
you are concerned about, you would need to work with those local emergency managers who 
would initiate those evacuations. We offer technical assistance in a workshop format to 
emergency management on how to word that information to the public. 
 
Question: 

RAPT is clearly a great planning tool, but what kind of capabilities does it have for real time 
events, for trying to conduct evacuations? 
 
Answer: 

Scott Mahlik: We are using data that are estimates (e.g., population demographics change over 
time). It is the latest data, but it is by no means giving you real-time information. You can add 
traffic layers, which are real-time, and those are brought in through ESRI that would be through 
the Add Data tool. So, you can get some real time information, but it depends. If you were a 
county or a state using RAPT to make decisions, you would want to make sure that you 
understand what data is uploaded and what the limitations are. For example, some of the data 
pre-loaded into RAPT is real-time (e.g., information from the national weather service is real-
time), but that is not true for all layers. So be sure you understand whether a layer you are 
looking at is real-time or stored data. 
 
Question: 
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You just talked about the real-time hazard information, and I was curious about what you have 
there in terms of forecasts. What about forecasts like precipitation forecasts or river flooding 
forecasts? Are those included or if they aren’t, do you have plans to include them? 
 
Answer: 

Scott Mahlik: We do have excessive rainfall outlooks pre-loaded. We do have stream gages 
also pre-loaded. That will give you the real-time, but you can add future or forecast conditions 
from the National Weather Service as well. The tool is configured so that whatever problem that 
you want to solve, you can bring data in as necessary. It can be added and we that's why we do 
a lot of work with folks who are using RAPT. So, send an e-mail fema-trequestthatfema.dhs.gov. 
We have really focused on customer support to make sure if you want to use it for something, 
we can help you do that. 
 
3.1.4  Presentation 1A-4: Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) 
Working Group on External Events (WGEV) 

Author: Minkyu Kim, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Division of Structural and Seismic 
Safety (WGEV Chair) 
 
Speaker: Minkyu Kim 
 
3.1.4.1  Abstract 

The March 2011 accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant triggered discussions 
about the natural (external) events that are low-frequency but high-consequence. To address 
these issues and determine which events would benefit from international co-operative work, 
the Working Group on External Events (WGEV) was established in CSNI. WGEV is composed 
of a forum of experts for the exchange of information and experience on external events in 
member countries, thereby promoting co-operation and maintenance of an effective and 
efficient network of experts. 
 
WGEV already finalized some international collaboration works as below; severe weather and 
storm surge, examination of approaches for screening external hazards, riverine flooding - 
hazard assessment and protection of NPPs, concepts, and definitions for flooding protective 
measures, benchmark exercise to validate hazard frequency and magnitude for external events 
risk assessment. Also, WGEV now performing several activities for high wind and tornado - 
hazards assessment and protection of Nis, combined external hazards, uncertainties in the 
assessment of natural hazards (Excluding Earthquakes), sources of uncertainties and methods 
to deal with uncertainties, and local intense precipitation. 
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3.1.4.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A155) 
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3.1.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Is tsunami considered a seismic hazard in this context? 
 
Answer: 

Our working group is WGEV. Another working group, WGIAGE4, considers seismic hazards, but 
they don’t consider flooding. We consider flood (and tsunami)  
 
Question: 

Do the proceedings from the various meetings and workshops, do they get released publicly? 
 
Answer: 

Yes, they become publicly available if CSNI approves the proceedings they will be published 
and made publicly available. They can be found on the NEA5 website. 
 
 

3.2  Day 1: Session 1B –Climate and Weather 

Session Chair: Elena Yegorova, NRC/RES 

3.2.1  Presentation 1B-1: Overview of the U.S. Global Change Research Program 

Author: Michael Kuperberg, Executive Director, U.S. Global Research Program 
 
Speaker: Michael Kuperberg 
 
3.2.1.1  Abstract 

The U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) is a federal program mandated by 
Congress to coordinate federal research and investments in understanding the forces shaping 
the global environment, both human and natural, and their impacts on society. USGCRP 
facilitates collaboration and cooperation across its 14 federal member agencies to advance 
understanding of the changing Earth system and maximize efficiencies in federal global change 
research. Together, USGCRP and its member agencies provide a gateway to authoritative 
science, tools, and resources to help people and organizations across the country manage risks 
and respond to changing environmental conditions. This presentation will provide an overview of 
USGCRP, its structure and major responsibilities. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4 Working Group on Integrity and Ageing of Components and Structures 
5 Nuclear Energy Agency (https://www.oecd-nea.org/) 
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3.2.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Is the peer review with the National Academies mandated somewhere or is that something that 
you decided to do? 
 
Answer: 

The law requires that we partner with the National Academies for the development of our 
strategic plan. There is also an OMB policy that defines something called a highly influential 
scientific assessment (HISA). The national climate assessment is a HISA and has to go to 
external peer review. Because we have an existing relationship with the National Academies 
through our strategic plan, we use them as our external peer review body for the national 
climate assessment. So, it’s mandated that we have an external peer review. It doesn’t say that 
is has to be the National Academies. We see the National Academies as the gold standard on 
external peer review and so we use them in that way. 
 
Question:  

How does the private sector participate or give information or their position on things to 
USGCRP? Is this strictly a federal group talking to other federal members or is there some 
mechanism for the private sector to have some involvement? 
 
Answer: 

There are mechanisms. We work with the private sector through open public venues. However, 
we are mindful of and we work within the Federal Advisory Committee Act, which makes it 
difficult to work with external bodies if they are not established. The National Academies has a 
standing committee that we support, that provides us with advice as well as input on our 
strategic plan and the review of the National Climate Assessment. So that is a body, it’s 
essentially our advisory committee, a federally chartered group, the National Academy, that 
meets regularly and does provide ongoing advice to us. 

All the activities that we are working on, the National Nature Assessment that I mentioned 
earlier, the National Climate Assessment, have a very strong external input process. The 
National Climate Assessment will have gone through three or four federal register notices where 
we put out open comment on a pre-prospectus, the full prospectus, and then the third draft of 
the National Climate Assessment went out for public comment. So, we work within the rules that 
govern the federal government. We work as closely as we can with the external community, and 
that’s not just academia. We invite and encourage input from the private sector as well. The 
National Climate Assessment will have authors. Approximately 50% of the authors are from 
outside the federal government. Many of those are academic, but you don’t have to be. We can 
and like having private sector folks involved in the National Climate Assessment. 
 
Question:  

How does the National Climate Assessment relate to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) reports? 
 
Answer: 

The IPCC is the United Nations body that assesses climate change (it’s a big international 
assessment). 
These bodies, whether it is the National Climate Assessment or the IPCC, assess the scientific 
literature. They don’t do new research or create new findings. They assess the existing scientific 
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literature and make broad statements about what we know, what we understand, what we 
expect, and what we project into the future. The U.S. National Climate Assessment focuses on 
the United States. Even in the international chapter it looks at the impact of international climate 
change on the United States. The IPCC is an international assessment. North America is a 
region for the IPCC. It’s very similar science and the numbers are very similar (e.g., temperature 
projections or precipitation projections into the future) because they all come from the same 
place. They all come from the output of global climate models and the consolidated scientific 
literature that is available. 
 
Question:  

Does the USGCRP develop any policy recommendations?  
 
Answer: 

No, USGCRP is staunchly policy neutral. Our goal is to provide information that informs policy. 
 
Question:  

IPCC says we have a small window of opportunity to reduce greenhouse gases. Does USGCRP 
agree? Will NCA5 reflect that? 
 
Answer: 

Yes, USGCRP agrees with that finding. You will find that same finding in the 4th National 
Climate Assessment. I believe you will find that more starkly in the 5th National Climate 
Assessment. 
 
3.2.2  Presentation 1B-2: A Coastal Flood Regime Shift Is on the Horizon 

Authors: William Sweet, NOAA National Ocean Service 
 
Speakers: William Sweet 
 
3.2.2.1  Abstract 

The US Interagency Sea Level Rise Task Force recently released their 2022 report that 1) 
updated the 2017 sea level rise scenarios for the U.S., 2) provided extreme water level 
probabilities based upon a regional frequency analysis of tide gauge data and 3) assessed how 
minor, moderate, and major flood probabilities associated with contemporary infrastructure-
vulnerability and emergency-response criteria will change in the coming decades unless action 
is taken. This talk will review the findings of the 2022 report and discuss some next steps to 
continue to quantify coastal flood risk today and tomorrow. 
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3.2.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

So, if I understand correctly, a flood that was happening every once every 10 years can now be 
expected maybe once a year and something that was happening once every 100 years we 
could now expect every 10 years. Is that understanding correct? 
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Answer: 

More or less. The idea is that the storms may not be changing, but the water levels that are 
associated with the let’s say 1% or 5% chance event will become more frequent as sea level 
rises. A lesser storm can produce a similar water level height, as it’s referenced to ground, 
looking forward with higher sea levels. So yes, as sea level increases, there would be an 
increase in flood frequency or the likelihood of flooding without any changes in storms. 
 
Question:  

If we go way out on the tail, can I extrapolate and say something that I’d expect once in a million 
years would now happen once in a hundred thousand years? 
 
Answer: 

That is of interest, but to get out there to those low probabilities like the 10,000-year event, we 
need to think about ways of assessing risk, like what is the sedimentary evidence? There’s 
evidence that the hurricane Sandy storm surges have happened in New York maybe 3 or 4 
times in the last 500 years if we start using other records. So that really gets into data 
exploration. You really need to up your sample size to understand. Mathematically, you can 
extend the tail of those plots I showed you out to a million years. Would I have faith in it? The 
confidence intervals would explode. That’s an emerging science to say how can we actually get 
more data sets involved to give us more robust very rare event water level probability. 
 
Question:  

Have coastal reclamation, estuary dam construction, etc., been taken into account in assessing 
sea level rise?  
 
Answer: 

Yes. We pulled directly from the IPCC AR6. Groundwater pumping is contributing now. 
Impoundment was definitely something that helped retain water on land in the fifties, sixties, 
seventies, but it’s a small contribution, maybe 5%. It varies, but has been factored in. It’s a small 
contribution about 5%. A much smaller contributor than melting of ice sheets and thermal 
expansion. 
 
3.2.3  Presentation 1B-3: Observation-based Trajectory of Future Sea Level for the 
Coastal United States Tracks Near High-end Model Projections 

Authors: Benjamin Hamlington1, Don Chambers2, Thomas Frederikse1, Soenke Dangendorf3, 
Severine Fournier1, Brett Buzzanga1,2, R. Steven Nerem4; 1NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
2University of South Florida, 3Tulane University, 4University of Colorado, Boulder 
 
Speaker: Benjamin Hamlington 
 
3.2.3.1  Abstract 

With its increasing record length and subsequent reduction in influence of shorter-term 
variability on measured trends, satellite altimeter measurements of sea level provide an 
opportunity to assess near-term sea level rise. Here, we use gridded measurements of sea level 
created from the network of satellite altimeters in tandem with tide gauge observations to 
produce observation-based trajectories of sea level rise along the coastlines of the United 
States from now until 2050. These trajectories are produced by extrapolating the altimeter-
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measured rate and acceleration from 1993 to 2020, with two separate approaches used to 
account for the potential impact of internal variability on the future estimates and associated 
ranges. The trajectories are used to generate estimates of sea level rise in 2050 and 
subsequent comparisons are made to model-based projections. It is found that observation-
based trajectories of sea level from satellite altimetry are near or above the higher-end model 
projections contained in recent assessment reports, although ranges are still wide. 

3.2.3.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A158) 
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3.2.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

How does the sea level rise model consider ocean-atmosphere coupling? 
 
Answer: 

Not very well at this point. There are certainly simplifications that are made within the 
projections. The scenarios that Billy and I have both talked about really connect to the AR6. The 
foundation of those scenarios is within the IPCC AR6 report and the way those projections are 
built up are by integrating across different processes, so the ice sheet models incorporate a 
certain amount of information and the CMIP5 and CMIP6 provide the ocean side of things. But 
there are definitely limitations in how well certain processes are captured with the ocean 
atmospheric coupling being one of those. 
 
Question: 

How can you check the quality of observational data in predicting sea level rise using observed 
data? 
 
Answer: 

It’s a difficult thing to do if we think about these trajectories going forward from our observations. 
We have an associated likely range with those, where we try our best to capture the 
uncertainties in the rates in accelerations what we can estimate from the observations 
themselves. But any inference or interpretation of those observations must be considered 
alongside those likely ranges, those uncertainties. So, I don’t know if there is a good way to 
check. We can compare our observations to the models, but if there is misalignment it tells us 
either we are not capturing something in the observational uncertainties or there is something 
missing in the models. It requires additional research to find out where the problem might sit. 
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Question: 

On the whisker plot slide, what do the red dots represent? Are they projections based on 
observed data? 
 
Answer: 

That’s right. They are projections based on observed data. I kind of glossed over this, but we 
actually took a couple of different approaches to correct for the natural variability and its 
influence on rates and accelerations and that was one of those specific ways of doing that. That 
does go back to the other question. Trying to figure out ways to understand the separation of 
natural variability from the forced response to isolate that trend that we want to project out into 
the future within the observations is a really key part of this work and something that is ongoing 
in terms of research. 
 
3.2.4  Presentation 1B-4: National Weather Service Forecasts for the late December 2022 
to mid-January 2023 West Coast Atmospheric Rivers 

Authors: Mark Fresch1, Alex Lamers2; 1NOAA National Weather Service Office of Water 
Prediction, 2NOAA National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center  
 
Speakers: Mark Fresch, Alex Lamers 
 
3.2.4.1  Abstract 

Accurate precipitation and hydrologic forecasts are crucial for mitigating natural disasters such 
as floods or droughts and optimizing reservoir operations for diverse and sometimes competing 
user needs. This presentation will describe the heavy precipitation and flooding impacts from a 
sequence of 9 atmospheric rivers into the state of California in approximately 3 weeks from late 
December 2022 to mid-January 2023. In that time frame, the state of California received an 
average of over 11 inches of precipitation. The presentation will describe how the National 
Weather Service (NWS) forecasts these atmospheric rivers, the challenges of forecasting and 
communicating the expected precipitation and associated impacts, and new frontiers in 
forecasting these events. 
 
The NWS has also developed the Hydrologic Ensemble Forecast Service (HEFS). The HEFS 
uses “raw” precipitation and temperature forecasts from weather and climate forecast models 
and provides bias-corrected ensemble forcing and streamflow forecasts at forecast locations 
across the US. Streamflow forecasts from the HEFS have shown consistently better quality than 
those from the climatologically based Ensemble Streamflow Prediction (ESP), which is being 
replaced by the HEFS. This presentation explains HEFS, shows validation results for HEFS, 
including from January 2023 atmospheric river events, and describes future enhancements for 
the HEFS. 
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3.2.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Broadly, how does the recent December-January, and I guess maybe continuing, atmospheric 
river events in California, compare to the ARkStorm scenario6 that was developed in a 2011 
USGS report? It’s obviously less than that but broadly how does it compare? Is it 20%, 50%, 
60%?. 
 
Answer: 

David Novak7: In terms of peaks, the ARkStorm event was towards 100”. I think this event 
peaked at about 40”.  

Joseph Kanney: This is about 40%. 
 
Question: 

In Alex’s presentation, he made some comments about the skill of the quantitative precipitation 
forecast (QPF) and it being better for the bigger events. I recall a report from the 2010 time-
frame by Marty Ralph, Mark Dettinger and other folks in the Journal of Hyrdometeorology that 
compared about 20 years’ worth of QPF, not just for atmospheric rivers, but more broadly for 
other storms as well. They had the exact opposite conclusion, that is, the more intense the 
precipitation event, the worse the skill was in terms of timing and location. So, my question is, 
has the forecasting improved that much broadly, over all types of storms, or is this improvement 

 
6 A modeled scenario of U.S. West Coast winter storm events induced by the formation of Atmospheric Rivers (AR) 
and capable of causing massive and devastating flooding. https://www.usgs.gov/programs/science-application-for-
risk-reduction/science/arkstorm-scenario 
7 Provided this response in the meeting chat. 

https://www.usgs.gov/programs/science-application-for-risk-reduction/science/arkstorm-scenario
https://www.usgs.gov/programs/science-application-for-risk-reduction/science/arkstorm-scenario
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that you’ve noted there something that is more pertaining to the atmospheric river events, that 
our forecasting has gotten much better for them. 
 
Answer: 

Zack Taylor: In general, the QPF forecasting has improved, just with the improvements in 
numerical weather prediction, maybe not necessarily tied to the specific atmospheric river 
forecasting. On average, we've seen ~15% improvement in QPF over the decade. This 
improvement lags other elements. Atmospheric rivers are some of the better forecast 
phenomena, but there is certainly room for improvement. Summer-time isolated thunderstorms 
are poorly resolved. 

Mark Fresch: I can’t speak to pulling out the data from atmospheric rivers only and comparing it 
to overall performance. 
 
Question: 

How will climate change affect atmospheric river strength and frequency? 
 
Answer: 

Zack Taylor: In terms of climate change and how it impacts these weather events, like all 
impacts across all weather events, we would expect to see potentially stronger systems and 
maybe perhaps more frequent systems. For atmospheric rivers specifically you might see a 
greater frequency within a season perhaps or maybe the strength of them could be stronger. I 
think that’s what we would expect in a changing climate, that the intensity and frequency would 
be amplified, whether that means more frequent of them or that the strength of them specifically. 
But the direct ties there are a little bit more loose in terms of one particular event to climate 
change. 

Mark Fresch: Also, on Day 2, there’s a talk by some of my colleagues on precipitation 
frequency. They are better to speak towards precipitation frequency than I am. 
 
Question: 

Are atmospheric rivers associated with exceedance probabilities?  
 
Answer: 

Mark Fresch: We provide exceedance probabilities for any event, including atmospheric rivers. 
For the different thresholds of flooding, those are available, and atmospheric rivers are no 
different than any other flooding event in that regard, as far as the products available. 
 
Question: 

How can atmospheric river events affect the probable maximum precipitation used in riverine 
flood or LIP assessments? 
 
Answer: 

Mark Fresch: The Hydrologic Ensemble Forecast System (HEFS) is calibrated using past data. 
We like to use at least 10 years of data, and the most recent data is the data that we favor, 
although it’s a bit lagging. It’s not predictive in as far as calibrating the hydrologic models or 
HEFS ensembles. Again, those atmospheric rivers aren’t labelled as special events, but they 
are in the period of record. So those values of observed precipitation are used to calibrate 
HEFS, but they are just part of the record. 
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3.2.5  Presentation 1B-5: Sharpening of cold-season storms over the western United 
States 

Authors: Xiaodong Chen, L. Ruby Leung, Yang Gao, Ying Liu, Mark Wigmosta; Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory 
 
Speaker: L. Ruby Leung 
 
3.2.5.1  Abstract 

Winter storms are responsible for billion-dollar economic losses in the western United States. 
Because storm structures are not well resolved by global climate models, it is not well 
established how single events and their structures change with warming. Here we use regional 
storm-resolving simulations to investigate climate change impact on western U.S. winter storms. 
Under a high-emissions scenario, precipitation volume from the top 20% of winter storms is 
projected to increase by up to 40% across the region by mid-century. The average increase in 
precipitation volume (31%) is contributed by 22% from increasing area coverage and 19% from 
increasing storm intensity, while a robust storm sharpening with larger increase in storm centre 
precipitation compared with increase in storm area reduces precipitation volume by 10%. 
Ignoring storm sharpening could result in overestimation of the changes in design storms 
currently used in infrastructure planning in the region. 
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3.2.5.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Have you applied this to the East Coast or Alaska? 
 
Answer: 

After seeing these results for the western United States, and because these are cold season 
storms, I would imagine that warm season storms, such as those convective storms that happen 
over the central and eastern United States, could potentially behave in a similar way. As I 
mentioned before, the reason we get this special concentration is because the of the increased 
moisture in the future and therefore releasing more latent energy that causes the vertical motion 
to become stronger. Because of this, I would expect that perhaps for convective storms, this 
kind of spatial concentration may become even larger. We have started analyzing similar kinds 
of simulations produced by other storms across the United States and then we can look at how 
warm season storms might behave, similarly or not, for a comparison. 
 
Question: 

Your description of how the vertical motion plays into this makes a lot of sense for mesoscale 
convective systems in terms of the enhanced updraft but also the downdraft of cold air. But I 
had a bit of a problem wrapping my head around that explanation when you are talking about 
these cold season storms on the west coast, which are large-scale or synoptic-scale systems. 
Can you maybe explain that a little bit more. What is the mechanism for how those vertical 
motions play out in these synoptic systems? 
 
Answer: 

In my view, regardless of whether you are talking about storms that are associated with synoptic 
systems or storms that might be related to convection or things like that, essentially all storms 
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have vertical motion. You have to have some kind of convergence, whether the convergence is 
brought about by temperature gradients or by some other mechanisms like convective available 
potential energy. So, you always need to have vertical motion. So regardless then, in the future 
when you have more moisture, so you can consider then the moisture will be converged by the 
vertical motion and then producing a large amount of precipitation and therefore releasing more 
latent energy. The latent energy then becomes a feedback to the vertical motion to make the 
vertical motion even stronger. So, in fact, I think the mechanism would be very similar except 
like how big would the storms be: like frontal storms versus mesoscale convective systems as 
well as how strong the vertical motion is. I think that this would really distinguish between the 
behavior of the two types of storms in terms of their changes in the future. But overall, I think the 
picture remains similar in that you need to have vertical motion, and vertical motion can induce 
downward motion towards the edges of the storm and that would actually suppress the 
precipitation to cause lighter precipitation near the edge. 
 
3.2.6  Presentation 1B-6: 2022 U.S. Billion-dollar Weather and Climate Disasters 
Analysis and Tools 

Author: Adam Smith, NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) 
 
Speaker: Adam Smith 
 
3.2.6.1  Abstract 

The NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) has released the final update 
to its 2022 Billion-dollar disaster report (www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/billions), confirming another 
intense year of costly disasters and extremes throughout much of the country. 
In 2022, the U.S. experienced 18 separate weather and climate disasters costing at least 1 
billion dollars. That number puts 2022 into a three-way tie with 2017 and 2011 for the third-
highest number of billion-dollar disasters in a calendar year, behind the 22 events in 2020 and 
the 20 events in 2021. It was another year with a high diversity of destructive disasters: 

• 1 winter storm/cold wave event (across the central and eastern U.S.). 

• 1 wildfire event (wildfires across the western U.S. including Alaska). 

• 1 drought and heat wave event (across the western and central U.S.). 

• 1 flooding event (in Missouri and Kentucky). 

• 2 tornado outbreaks (across the southern and southeastern U.S.). 

• 3 tropical cyclones (Fiona, Ian and Nicole). 

• 9 severe weather/hail events (across many parts of the country, including a derecho in 
the central U.S).  

2022 was also third highest in total costs (behind 2017 and 2005), with a price tag of at least 
$165.0 billion. Over the last seven years (2016-2022), 122 separate billion-dollar disasters have 
killed at least 5,000 people and cost >$1 trillion in damage. In addition, the $100 billion cost 
figure has been eclipsed in 5 of the last six years (2017-2022 with 2019 being the exception). 
One of the drivers of this cost is that the U.S. has been impacted by landfalling Category 4 or 5 
hurricanes in five of the last six years, including Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, Maria, Michael, Laura, 
Ida, and Ian. 
 
The increase in population and material wealth over the last several decades are an important 
cause for the rising costs. These trends are further complicated by the fact that much of the 
growth has taken place in vulnerable areas like coasts, the wildland-urban interface, and river 
floodplains. Vulnerability is especially high where building codes are insufficient for reducing 
damage from extreme events. Climate change is also supercharging the increasing frequency 

https://usnrc-my.sharepoint.com/personal/shg1_nrc_gov/Documents/Desktop/PFHA%20Workshop%20Notes/RIL/www.ncei.noaa.gov/access/billions
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and intensity of certain types of extreme weather that lead to billion-dollar disasters—most 
notably the rise in vulnerability to drought, lengthening wildfire seasons in the Western states, 
and the potential for extremely heavy rainfall becoming more common in the eastern states. Sea 
level rise is worsening hurricane storm surge flooding. Given all of these compounding hazard 
risks, there is an increased need to focus on where we build, how we build, and investing in 
infrastructure updates that are designed for a 21st-century climate. 
 
3.2.6.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A162) 
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3.2.6.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

How do you account for overlap in the data, for example, severe storms and flooding? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney8: In what Adam presented, there isn’t overlap. The flooding impacts are 
separate from the severe storms. Severe storm in this context means high wind events. The 
criterion for high winds is over 58 mph or something like that. So, it’s high wind phenomena like 
tornadoes, straight-line winds, etc. Also hail is included in the severe storm category. So those 
sorts of damages would be in severe storms. If the same storm had flooding, then that would be 
counted under flooding. So, there’s no an overlap in that. 
 
Question: 

Are costs for prior years adjusted to 2022 dollars before determining the number of billion-dollar 
events? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: Slide 6 shows that the costs are CPI (Consumer Price Index) adjusted.. 
 
3.2.7  1B-7: Climate and Weather Panel Discussion 

Moderator: Elena Yegorova, NRC/RES 

 
8 Adam Smith was not available for questions during the workshop. 
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Participants: 

Michael Kuperberg, Executive Director, U.S. Global Research Program 
William Sweet, NOAA National Ocean Service 
Benjamin Hamlington, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Mark Fresch, NOAA National Weather Service Office of Water Prediction 
L. Ruby Leung, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

 
Question: 

Regarding PFHA for nuclear power plants, which one is more effective, PFHA based on past 
meteorological or hydrological data or PFHA based on forecast results considering climate 
change? 
 
Answer: 

Michael Kuperberg: I don’t know, this is not my area. I do think that it is dangerous to assume 
stationarity when we know that is not the case and will not be the case going forward. 
 
Question: 

Nuclear facility site characterization activities are carried out within a quality assurance plan. 
What is the quality assurance plan for climate change assessment activities? 
 
Answer: 

Michael Kuperberg: It seems to me that the world has changed its view very recently from “I 
don’t believe it” to “OK, I believe it, what do I do?” The research enterprise is struggling to move 
quickly enough to answer those questions. And in the absence of authoritative data, what we 
are seeing is a wild west of people using what they find (e.g., Google online). We are well aware 
of the need and the challenge, and we are working very hard on coming up with a resolution to 
it. But right this second, authoritatively across the government, I can’t tell you that there is a 
single place. There is a lot of good information. I don’t mean to downplay that. Unfortunately it is 
very siloed. Where you ought to go and whether you’ll find exactly what you need within the 
government depends on what you are looking for. Maybe you’ll find what you are looking for 
outside the government. 
 
Question:  

What do you see as the most exciting new science emerging out of the USGCRP program? 
 
Answer: 

Michael Kuperberg: It has to do with extremes. When you are worried about really important 
infrastructure, you have to be concerned about those extremely high-impact, low probability 
events. They are very difficult for us to tease out of our understanding because they happen so 
infrequently and it’s very hard to model them. But there is a lot of work going on. What you 
heard from Ruby earlier today and the work of Billy Sweet and a lot of their colleagues around 
the federally funded research enterprises focused on dealing with extreme events and those tail 
risks. 
 
Question: 

What are some of the measures that can be taken to prepare for the coastal flood regime shifts 
that you discussed in your presentation? 
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Answer: 

William Sweet: For built infrastructure, it seems like some of the first things that communities are 
doing are stormwater upgrades, whether it’s inflow preventors and outflows (i.e., active pump 
systems). Charleston and Miami are looking at moving water downhill, down gradient in storm 
water systems that are gone. Green infrastructure. Also, raising sea walls. Use the maps to get 
a sense of what’s getting wet now and what’s likely to start getting wet more often. Can you 
move infrastructure? It’s hard because right now a lot of it is at a local level and communities 
are asked to adapt, change, deal with it. Collectively, if we could keep emissions in check, 
perhaps there wouldn’t be that much mitigation needed moving forward. But that doesn’t really 
bode well at a municipal level when you are saying “I have a problem and what do I need to 
do?” Storm barriers work, but they come at a cost for ecosystems. Storm and waste-water 
systems are the ones that are at the front edge of the impacts right now. Combined systems 
and septic systems are starting to fail. 
 
Question: 

What are the limitations of current methods used to measure sea level rise; we have satellite 
altimetry and tide gages. How can these limitations be addressed to improve the accuracy and 
precision of sea level rise measurements? 
 
Answer: 

Benjamin Hamlington: We have known for a long time that our satellite observations don’t get us 
very close to the coast. Tide gages certainly do get us up to the coast, but there are gaps 
between them so there’s big spatial gaps between our tide gage observations. While the two 
can work together nicely (the tide gages can help get our open ocean information from satellites 
ultimately to the coast), both of them still have these limitations that really prevent us providing 
information everywhere along the coastlines. I think there are necessary developments on the 
satellite side to fill some of those gaps. One in particular is the Surface Water and Ocean 
Topography (SWOT) Mission, , which we launched in December 2022 here at NASA. It’s going 
to get us closer to the coast and start measuring some of those higher-resolution, smaller-scale 
features that we know are happening along the coastline. Right now, we are limited somewhat 
by the data directly at the coast, but I think there are these opportunities to do better and to start 
to fill some of those gaps, including with technologies that we are just launching now. The next 
decade or so is going to be a big evolution in our ability to deliver information at the coast.  
 
Question:  

When you work with the tide gages, especially when you are doing the regionalization, I assume 
that you define some sort of a homogenous region and within that region, you can use those 
collective tide gages to improve the at-site results. As a practical matter, how big are the 
homogenous regions when you are talking about the tide gages? Is it like you are going from at-
site to three or at-site to ten? How much power do you get from the regionalization? 
 
Answer: 

Benjamin Hamlington: In terms of what the ice sheets are contributing, these are very large-
scale patterns; you aren’t getting much variability along the coast. As you start to think about 
other processes, that’s where you start to get more and more local and regional, like ocean 
dynamics. Those changes often drive how we group regionally. The groupings we had for that 
technical report were really driven by considerations of ocean dynamics. Where you have 
common ocean signals you can then group. To get even more local, the big issue then is 
subsidence. It can be very localized along the coastlines of the world and indeed of the U.S. As 
you start to group regionally, you are going to miss some of those vertical land motion signals 
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that could be quite local. There are definitely utilities in starting to group, and reasons to do that, 
and simplifications that can be made, but you have to be aware of the information that you are 
losing when you are doing that regionalization. 

William Sweet: In terms of extreme water levels, previous regional frequency-type analysis 
oftentimes try to make very large homogenous regions. That has been done and we’ve found it 
useful for, say, the Pacific Islands where you just don’t have enough gages. You need very big 
physically defined regions that the statistics work out, so it is homogenous. Although in the 
gridded for the United States, we did a 500-mile diameter and you typically had plenty of tide 
gages except along certain areas of the Florida coast. Statistically it tends to get sort of bogged 
down after greater than 10 gages. That is something we are going to continue to work with and 
get improvement of the results. I think that it’s important to recognize the storms that are 
missed, in general. Without including past storms or synthetic storms. For instance, the tide 
gage at Virginia Key has had periodic gaps in it. When hurricane Andrew came across Haulover 
Key it didn’t pick up the big surge that occurred away from it. Reanalysis is a step in the right 
direction, but ultimately, I think you need the dynamical model simulated historical storms as 
well as unknown storms, with the regionalization approach to really get at a robust solution. 
 
Question:  

I’ve got a question for Ruby, and its relation to the impact of the storm sharpening on the larger 
basins in the Pacific Northwest, in particular the Columbia River basin. Given that we will be 
expecting snow on the higher elevations, with rainfall at the foothills. But then that snow field 
melts during the spring runoff, so it must be a very complicated pattern you’re going to be 
building up in relation to the Columbia River Basin given how vast it is and how complicated the 
various mechanisms are. Can you possibly comment on that? 
 
Answer: 

Ruby Leung: I think you brought up a very important point about storm analysis. In what I have 
been showing in my presentation, we did not separate the precipitation into rainfall versus 
snowfall, but we know that this separation is very important. We know that under global 
warming, more of the precipitation would be falling in the form of rain, rather than snow and 
therefore contribute more immediately or directly to flooding. In fact, the next step for this type of 
analysis would be to separate out the rainfall versus the snowfall. One speculation is that the 
storm sharpening normally happens in areas where the mountain has very large effects. But 
that would also mean that perhaps the sharpening happens in a region of high elevation such 
that even under global warming, maybe the change from rainfall to snowfall is not that 
significant, meaning that the increased intensity of the precipitation would still be in the form of 
snow. But this is just a speculation. I think that this is an important point that we need to 
continue to look into. 
 
Question: 

Where do you see modeling going in the next 5 to 10 years? Can we quit worrying about 
downscaling?  Are we going to be able to take care of this with regional models and high-
resolution earth system models? 
 
Answer: 

Michael Kuperberg: So, we are seeing a real demand for downscaled climate data and sort of 
an argument over which is the right downscaling approach to use. Earth system models run at 
100 km. I can’t make decisions at that scale, so we downscale and then you derive things from 
that. Then you’ve got regional climate models and you’ve got the modelers saying don’t worry, 
we will be at 5 km in a few years  with exascale computing, etc. 
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Ruby Leung: This is interesting because we just achieved a milestone for the DOE Energy 
Exascale Earth System Model project. We now have a graphical processing unit (GPU) enabled 
global cloud-resolving model at 3 km resolution that we can run on the fastest machine in the 
world. This is the first exascale computer. We got our first benchmark running this global scale 3 
km resolution model on the first exascale computer: you can simulate 1 year running on the 
whole machine in 1 day. As you can imagine, this is not fast enough for any useful simulations. 
If we need to provide information for decision-making, we need to provide a lot of simulations to 
capture the uncertainty and we also need all kinds of simulations like different scenarios and 
things like that. So, I would say that, even in the next ten years will we not be able to run this 
kind of global cloud resolving model to provide the type of information needed for supporting 
decisions. But it doesn’t mean that this type of model would not be useful because there are 
other types of simulations besides running one thousand years of simulations. I mentioned an 
approach that we use called pseudo global warming (PGW) where you can select a specific 
storm that happened in the past and simulate how it looks in the future. For that type of 
simulation, you want high resolution so you can actually resolve the storm, but you don’t need to 
run it for thousands of years. You only need to run the storm for a few days and perturb the 
conditions to see how it would look. So, I would say that we need to think along the line of what 
are the different uses of these different types of approaches and how can we combine them 
together. In the future, regional model is one way of doing dynamical downscaling. But even for 
global models we now have the capability to zoom in to a specific region of interest to do high-
resolution only over a region, but still within a global context. So there are multiple approaches 
that we can and should take advantage of in thinking about how we can provide higher 
resolution information to support decisions. 
 
Question: 

You mentioned the pseudo global warming (PGW) modeling again. Do you have to downscale 
the reanalysis before doing the pseudo global warming or do we have enough fine scale 
reanalysis model results out there at this point in time. 
 
Answer: 

Ruby Leung: It depends on whether you already have simulations driven by some trustworthy 
boundary condition such as reanalysis. Different groups have done that kind of simulation, so 
you can build on that and take those as your control simulations and run the future projection by 
perturbing the boundary conditions corresponding to some projected mean changes provided by 
global models. This is one way you can take advantage of some existing simulations and data. 
Also, as I mentioned, for PGW simulations in the past, we refer to that type of simulation as 
continuously running for let’s say 10 years or 30 years. But now you can also take the storyline 
approach, which is a very similar kind of approach, but you only run it for a collection of storms, 
or a collection of extreme events. You don’t have to run it continuously for decades. That would 
be much more do-able. 
 
Question: 

Everyone wants answers, data and modeling, at local scales. By downscaling and regional 
modeling, we have some ability to do that. To what extent is the National Climate Assessment 
going to move to more local scales. Right now, it’s like the northeast, the southeast. I’m sure 
that you get questions coming back like: ”Where in the south? Can you give me more local 
information?” So, what is the NCA thinking about in that regard? 
 
Answer: 
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Michael Kuperberg: The national climate assessment is 32 chapters, 1700 pages now and I 
think that everybody recognizes that it can’t keep getting bigger. It keeps getting bigger because 
we continue to try to cover more and more information. Regions were an addition, I think, in 
NCA3. National wasn’t good enough. Regions went from 8 to 10, I believe, in NCA4. We are still 
with 10 regions and yes, we are getting questions like that: “I can’t make any decisions until you 
tell me in my building, on my city block what the temperature is going to be in 2050.” Personally, 
I think that’s a red herring. It’s going to be hotter, plan for it, or wetter or drier, we can tell you 
what those trends are. That aside, human nature says that we won’t want to make decisions 
until we can get sufficiently resolved information until we feel comfortable making those 
decisions. I hope what happens with the NCA is that it has an associated information resource 
that’s more of what you are talking about. We can’t just keep making the thing bigger and bigger 
until you find  there’s a chapter for each zip code. But the information exists and I think that 
instead of us just pulling out and cherry picking examples to share with people, I think we can 
provide that information as a resource that you can dive further into when you want to go 
beyond the level of detail that we can provide in the document. 
 
Question:  

What are the challenges in forecasting atmospheric rivers (ARs) and what key improvements to 
forecasting models are planned by the National Weather Service? 
 
Answer: 

Zack Taylor: The things that we’re looking at in terms of forecasting atmospheric rivers are: how 
much moisture we’re dealing with and, within that, how strong are the winds that transport within 
the AR, and then in terms of more on the mesoscale or local level, what is the angle of the 
approach against the terrain and how that might impact the vertical lift and the precipitation. 
Finally, how long it’s going to last. The duration obviously is a big component in terms of the 
precipitation forecasting within the AR. The key ingredients are moisture, angle of the AR, and 
then the duration are the key factors that forecasters generally look for in terms of forecasting 
the severity of the atmospheric rivers. 
 
Question: 

You had satellites and gages working in parallel to be able to collect data, so does that mean if 
you for example got partial data from a tide gage, does the satellite complete the rest of it? For 
example, if the flood is too high for the gage to really understand the actual data going on, did 
the satellite finish that data? 
 
Answer: 

Benjamin Hamlington: I wish that was possible. It’s not really a one-to-one match. We can find 
ways to combine with consideration of the different time and space scales, but they are not 
exactly exchangeable. But there is a lot of research to go into how we can leverage the two 
together. 
 
Question: 

The second part of my question was how do you deal with partial data? It gives you a lot of 
information but doesn’t take you all the way to the actual realistic scenarios that’s happening. 
Like in the example I gave if the flood is too high for the gage to actually measure. 
 
Answer: 
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Benjamin Hamlington: Within the sea level research community, we’re increasingly viewing it as 
a network of observations and observational platforms. So, a lot of the most interesting 
research, and I think most important research, is finding ways to leverage a diverse range of 
observations to get at what you are ultimately looking for. 

William Sweet: If a gage gets destroyed, they’ll come in and re-survey afterwards and get like a 
high-water mark around where the tide gage was. As in anything it has to be surveyed, it has to 
fit into a reference frame. We have benchmarks that have elevations on them, like terrestrial 
elevations that you can make measurements to, so it can match the other types of 
measurements that are there. That’s fairly standard practice after a big event. There will also be 
high water marks that will eventually be used by FEMA to help calibrate the flooding models that 
go into FEMA for instance. 
 
Question: 

I think having the moderate and the major flooding categories are good because they include 
impacts and, as I understand it, they’re defined by local folks on ground who know what’s going 
to get flooded at different water levels. To what extent does that definition include the economic 
value of the infrastructure? If it does, that’s good in one way. But on the other hand it might have 
to be adjusted over time. How is that taken into account? 
 
Answer: 

William Sweet: Right now we are working with FEMA on their next update for the National Risk 
Index. They take these levels (minor, moderate, and major) and the associated elevations, and 
do an exposure on the ground. They get the building footprints within that to come up with what 
would be impacted. I think they have a damage curve that they have used previously. So we do 
flood frequencies exposure, let’s say moving forward to 2050. How is that likely to change? 
Those are the kind of things that they are looking to incorporate. But you’re right, the damage is 
key. It would be great to talk sea level rise in money. Don’t even talk about sea level rise, just 
talk about changes in money. That would get people’s attention. But the minor, moderate, major 
at least is a communication starting point that people hearing the weather service issue coastal 
flood warning, can take these measures. So, it means something. People can relate to it. It 
makes it very personal. What tide gage means something to folks? Getting that money aspect is 
key. So, the best thing I’ve seen is the National Risk Index. I know there’s other vendor groups 
out there, private industry groups that do a lot more of the insurance-type secrets that’s harder 
for some of us to get our hands on to really do these types of assessments. 

 

3.3  Day 2: Session 2A – Precipitation 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

3.3.1  Presentation 2A-1: NOAA’s Exploration of Future Probable Maximum Precipitation 
Datasets and Methods 

Authors: Kelly Mahoney1, Janice Bytheway2, Diana Stovern2, James Correia3, Sarah Trojniak3, 
Ben Moore1; 1NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory (PSL), 2NOAA PSL/University of Colorado 
Boulder & Cooperative Institute for Earth System Research and Data Science (CIESRDS), 
3University of Colorado Boulder & CIESRDS, NOAA/NWS/Weather Prediction Center 
 
Speaker: Kelly Mahoney 
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3.3.1.1  Abstract 

Under recent Congressional support, NOAA has renewed ability to study, develop, and 
operationalize updated probable maximum precipitation (PMP) estimates. One of the first steps 
in this process is NOAA’s support of a National Academies of Science, Engineering, and 
Medicine (NASEM) study to examine the pressing questions, needs, and modern scientific 
capabilities to inform the process. This study is now underway, and we will provide information 
about its objectives, process, and intended outcomes.   
 
NOAA is also actively performing research to optimize for extreme precipitation estimation 
analyses of existing, experimental, and possible future operational datasets. These include 
quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE), quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF), and 
numerical weather prediction (NWP) based datasets, as well as exploration of approaches to 
generate new datasets. This talk will highlight early results focusing on the assessment of the 
strengths and weaknesses of NOAA’s operational QPE products, particularly in areas of 
complex terrain and limited observations. We will also highlight emerging results from 
characterization of the QPF skill and error characteristics of NOAA’s operational high-resolution 
forecast models, including the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) and High-Resolution 
Ensemble Forecast (HREF) model datasets. We will detail next steps for further exploration and 
will welcome feedback and discussion from the audience of these research plans, as well as 
invite potential stakeholder partnerships for testing and evaluation. 
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3.3.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

When we look at our risk analysis models for our [nuclear] plants, we have to choose a mission 
time and it’s typically around 24 hours, but it could be shorter, it could be longer. So, with regard 
to the tools you are going to be developing for PMP, is it going to be able to use a different 
timescale or a selectable timescale, for example, a PMP on a 24-hour period, a 12-hour period, 
or maybe even longer that 24? Can you select the timescale that you are interested in when you 
are focusing in on a plant or a region? 
 
Answer: 

The caveat is, in terms of what results NOAA puts forth, it’s going to depend on the 
recommendation of the National Academies study. But in terms of the actual research we’re 
developing, all of NOAA’s high resolution dynamical models are well beyond an hourly time 
cycle and increasingly sub-hourly information is available. I think that that is very possible to 
have things that are scalable in duration and have near-continuity in the temporal resolution. So, 
I think those options will be certainly available in terms of the research and it’s really useful to 
hear from the community what those needs are and that they should be prioritized in terms of 
how we decide to put out the official new guidance. So thank you for that. 
 
Question: 

Usually with the information that we’ve used from NOAA for the PMP or other estimates. I think 
they have been capped at 24 hours, maybe I’m wrong. Will this go out beyond 24 hours? 
 
Answer: 

It could. For other regions they do go out beyond that, to 72 hours and so on. It depends on the 
region and the weather phenomenon of interest. I think, once again, that’s an open question. 
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They can go out longer, and whether or not they will go out longer in discrete chunks or in a 
spectrum that you could cater to your own needs, I think it’s possible. 
 
Comment: 

Joseph Kanney: I think the dam safety community would certainly want much longer durations 
for many of their applications. 
 
Question: 

Will the annual excess probability for the PMP will be presented when the improved PMPs are 
announced? 
 
Answer: 

We explored that idea through  the Colorado-New Mexico extreme precipitation study that I 
mentioned, and I see a number of folks online who were part of trying to make that happen. It 
was an interesting exploration. I do not know if or how it will happen here, but I think the 
conversation is one to keep having. I completely understand that is how most of the user 
community is going to be brought to the table here, by at least addressing each of those 
approaches. 
 
3.3.2  Presentation 2A-2: The “Perfect Storm”: Can Atmospheric Models Improve 
Confidence in Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP)? 

Author: Emilie Tarouilly, University of California, Los Angeles 
 
Speaker: Emilie Tarouilly 
 
3.3.2.1  Abstract 

The flood that would result from the greatest depth of precipitation “meteorologically possible”, 
or Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) is used to ensure the safety of nuclear power plants, 
among other high-risk structures. Historically, PMP has been estimated by scaling 
(extrapolating) depth-area-duration relationships obtained from severe historical storms, 
following guidelines from the so-called Hydrometeorological Reports (HMRs). Over the last 
decade, frameworks that leverage numerical weather prediction models to predict precipitation 
resulting from the addition of moisture (called relative humidity maximization, or RHM) have 
been developed. Incorporating current understanding of precipitation processes in those model-
based methods represents an important advance. 
 
Nonetheless, model-based PMP still relies on key assumptions: (1) that severe historical storms 
achieved maximum efficiency (moisture conversion to precipitation), such that only moisture 
needs to be maximized and (2) that maximizing moisture (i.e., saturating the atmosphere) near 
the target basin is realistic and consistently maximizes precipitation. Numerical weather 
prediction models allow us to re-evaluate those assumptions and perform scenario analyses to 
develop physically-based guidelines on how to reliably maximize storms. Additionally, as the 
use of model-based tools introduces new challenges such as model uncertainty, our scenarios 
include different model setups and parametrizations that aim to characterize the magnitude of 
this uncertainty. 
 
Focusing on the Feather River basin in California, we downscale the most severe historical 
storms from ERA5 reanalysis using the WRF model. Using this ensemble of high-resolution 
simulations, we seek to identify key attributes of these storms (storm orientation, convection and 
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large-scale convergence) that control precipitation efficiency and we characterize the nonlinear 
precipitation response to the addition of moisture in our simulations. In so doing, we highlight 
that PMP would be better presented as an ensemble of values, such that uncertainty can be 
communicated, rather than a single estimate, and develop guidance for the engineering 
community on how to consistently maximize storms. 
3.3.2.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A164) 
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3.3.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Due to technical issues, there was no Q&A for this presentation. 
 
3.3.3  Presentation 2A-3: Improving the Reliability of Stochastic Modeling of Short-
Duration Precipitation by Characterizing Spatiotemporal Correlation Structure and 
Marginal Distribution 

Authors: Giuseppe Mascaro1, Simon Papalexio2, Daniel Wright3; 1Arizona State University, 
2University of Calgary, 3University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 
Speaker: Giuseppe Mascaro 
 
3.3.3.1  Abstract 

Realistic space-time stochastic simulations of short duration (≤24 h) precipitation (P) provide 
critical support for flood hazard assessment. In this talk, we improve the accuracy of space-time 
simulations by increasing the ability to characterize and model the spatiotemporal correlation 
structure (STCS) and the marginal distribution of short-duration P. We design a framework that 
relies on multisite Monte Carlo simulations with the Complete Stochastic Modeling Solution 
(CoSMoS) which we test with a dense network of 223 high-resolution (30 min) rain gages in 
central Arizona. We first show that an analytical model and a three-parameter probability 
distribution capture the empirical STCS and marginal distribution of P, respectively, across ∆t’s 
from 0.5 to 24 h in both the summer and winter seasons. We then carry out Monte Carlo 
multisite stochastic simulations of P time series with CoSMoS which reveal significant seasonal 
differences in the statistical properties of short-duration P, especially at low ∆t: summer P 
exhibits weaker STCS and heavy-tailed distributions because of the dominance of localized 
convective thunderstorms, whereas winter P has stronger STCS and distributions with lighter 
tails as a result of more widespread and longer frontal systems. Moreover, P is largely 
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characterized by a homogeneous and isotropic STCS across the region, and by marginal 
distributions with constant shape parameters and scale parameters and P occurrence 
dependent on elevation. The only exception is winter P at ∆t ≥ 3 h, where the motion of frontal 
storms could introduce anisotropy, and additional factors are required to explain the variability of 
the scale parameter. The findings of this work are useful to generate more realistic stochastic P 
models and validate convection-permitting atmospheric models. 
 
3.3.3.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A165) 
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3.3.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

With respect to the copula used for the spatio-temporal correlation, why did you choose the 
Clayton-Weibull copula? Did you compare it with other copulas? 
 
Answer: 
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This was part work reported in a couple of papers that my colleague, Professor Simon 
Papalexio from the University of Calgary published in 2021 and 2022. They proposed a number 
of combinations of correlation functions mixed with different copulas, but they did not test them 
against the data. They proposed them, the equations are there in the papers. This is the first 
time that these have been actually applied on such a large data set. So yes, there are other 
copulas that have been proposed. We tried this one, and this was the one that worked the best 
in this study region. It doesn’t mean that it’s the best everywhere and this has to be still 
demonstrated. 
 
Question: 

Could two different copulas be chosen, one for time, the other for the space correlation? 
 
Answer: 

The idea of the copula is to essentially link two different marginal distributions, which in this 
case are not really distributions but they are the decay of the correlation in space and the decay 
of the correlation in time. They are mixed together to form the surface, so I think you should use 
one copula at a time. You can choose different distributions of the decay, the marginal 
distribution. We are actually improperly using the term distribution because this is a correlation 
function. You can choose a different correlation function for space or time, but then the copula 
that mixes them, that combines them, has to be one. 
 
3.3.4  Presentation 2A-4: Stochastic Design Storm Sequence in the Lower Mississippi 
River Basin 

Authors: Yuan Liu, Daniel Wright; University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 
Speaker: Yuan Liu 
 
3.3.4.1  Abstract 

This study aims to address major limitations of conventional univariate rainfall frequency 
analysis, which includes the difficulty of incorporating information from relevant atmospheric 
variables and representing the frequency of areal extremes that is relevant for flooding. Here we 
proposed a new method of estimating extreme rainfall frequency based on rainstorm tracking 
and atmospheric water balance. A rainstorm tracking algorithm STARCH was developed to 
identify two-dimensional precipitation systems over the Mississippi Basin based on ERA5 hourly 
precipitation data from 1951 to 2020. The 70-year annual maximum rainstorm precipitation was 
extracted and fitted to a multivariate distribution of atmospheric water balance components 
using vine copulas. We used this approach to estimate precipitation frequency for rainstorm 
areas from 5,000 to 100,000 km2 and duration from 2 to 72 hours in the Mississippi Basin and 
its five major subbasins. The estimated precipitation distribution fits well with the reference data 
and is close to the conventional GEV distribution. The approach can estimate precipitation 
frequency at arbitrary rainstorm duration and area and provides an alternative way to 
characterize the depth-area-duration relationships of major storms in a basin. Our approach 
explicitly modeled the contribution of atmospheric water balance components to extreme 
precipitation. Of these, the water vapor flux convergence is the major contributor, while the 
water vapor storage and a mass residual term can also be important, especially for rainstorms 
with short durations and small areas. The approach can utilize additional atmospheric variables 
to inform precipitation frequency analysis and benefits from advancements in reanalysis 
products and storm tracking techniques. In the end, some recent work on developing stochastic 
design storms for the Lower Mississippi River Basin will also be covered. 
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3.3.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

What are the durations of the storms that you are focusing on here? 
 
Answer: 

The duration is variable because once we selected the storm from the dataset, it just tracks 
storms from start to the end. Generally, we focus on storm durations longer than 24 hours, like 
an average of 72 hours, but it varies. 
 
3.3.5  Presentation 2A-5: An Update to the NOAA Atlas 14 National Precipitation 
Frequency Standard 

Authors: Michael St Laurent, Sandra Palovic, Carl Trypaluk, Dale Unruh, Fernando Salas; 
NOAA National Weather Service Office of Water Prediction 
 
Speaker: Michael St Laurent 
 
3.3.5.1  Abstract 

The National Weather Service’s Office of Water Prediction (OWP) has produced an authoritative 
atlas of precipitation frequency estimates as volumes of the NOAA Atlas 14 "Precipitation-
Frequency Atlas of the United States", and these estimates are published on a Precipitation 
Frequency Data Server with an interactive map interface. The Atlas 14 estimates are the de-
facto standard for a wide variety of design and planning activities under federal, state, and local 
regulations, and are used to design stormwater management and transportation infrastructure, 
develop design considerations for floodplain and watershed management, and perform 
hydrologic studies for reservoir and flood protection projects. 
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With support from the 2022 Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, OWP has received funding to update 
the precipitation frequency standard. These updated precipitation frequency estimates will be 
referred to as NOAA Atlas 15 and will be presented in two volumes. The first volume would 
apply a consistent methodology that accounts for temporal trends in historical observations, and 
the second volume would use future climate projections to generate adjustment factors for the 
first volume. This new update is anticipated to (1) develop a seamless spatial national analysis, 
(2) replace current Atlas 14 estimates based on historical data (historical estimates), (3) add 
new product features to account for future precipitation information (future estimates), and (4) 
enhance service delivery via new Web visualizations and data services.   
 
This presentation will review the planning, and development efforts on the proposed NOAA 
Atlas 15 update, and will discuss in detail the proposed methodology as well as additional 
research that is anticipated to complete product development. The Atlas 15 estimates, once 
completed, will provide critical information for the design of national infrastructure under a 
changing climate. 
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3.3.5.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Are the confidence intervals are going to take into account uncertainty that comes from sources 
that were not addressed in NOAA Atlas 14, such as uncertainty that comes from statistical 
modeling choices (choice of distribution or parameter estimation methods). Is it going to be 
considered in the confidence intervals? 
 
Answer: 

Currently we do not have that included in our method, but we’d like to have more feedback on 
that. 
 
Question: 

Later, when you consider climate models, will the uncertainty due to that be considered? 
 
Answer: 

Currently, we are handling uncertainty in the climate models by including the spread of the 
individual ensemble members. A lot of what you saw in those slides were the median and then 
the spread of the median. There’s also the spread of the individual ensemble members that 
weren’t really shown in those slides. A big part of this is also how we are going to show the final 
information. If we show every single ensemble member, all the spread of information and so 
forth, it can be kind of overwhelming of how to present that to the public. I think a lot of this will 
also have to be solved during our web dissemination, in what we present as sort of the final 
argument. If we show the true spread of everything, of every single ensemble member, you 
could get pretty much any value, to be honest. 
 
Question: 
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Can you elaborate more on the point grid-based region? Are you looking for a homogeneous 
region that includes the closest gages to each grid point? 
 
Answer: 

For the first part of that question (the grid-based regions), we did that so that we’d have smooth 
transitions as you go from different areas. We’re not, for instance, doing a project for the 
northeast or doing county by county, grouping together clusters of stations, we have sort of 
have a rolling window. And then for the homogenous region, it’s kind of a tradeoff between 
getting enough stations to have enough independent data (a big enough region to get sort of 
how things are changing with time or with respect to a covariate) versus having a region that’s 
just small enough to get local information. We don’t expect climate change to affect areas that 
are 100 miles apart differently. They are probably going to be correlated. So, we need to make 
the region size big enough to account for that. 
 
Question: 

How does your method validate estimates of future precipitation for the more extreme 
recurrence intervals (ARI > 100) when using future projected data that is limited in length and 
quality since GCMs are limited in their skill to simulate such extreme events (e.g., 1000-year 
return period) 
 
Answer: 

One way we've done a sanity check is to compare to results from the National Climate 
Assessment. So, for example in the Northeast, comparing the late century region average 
percent changes to the ones we derived. 
 
Question: 

Will NA15 include future conditions up to 1000-year return periods like NA14 shows? 
 
Answer: 

We intend to provide up to the 1000-year, though the adjustment factors above 100-year are not 
set in stone. It is very possible that adjustment factors above 100-year (% changes) are fixed to 
the 100-year adjustment factors due to the reasons you mentioned. 
 
Precipitation Panel Discussion (Session 2A-6) 

Moderator: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 
 
Participants: 

Kelly Mahoney, NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory 
Emilie Tarouilly, University of California, Los Angeles 
Giuseppe Mascaro, Arizona State University 
Yuan Liu, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Michael St Laurent, NOAA National Weather Service, Office of Water Prediction 

 
Question: 

I was wondering if Kelly and Emilie could talk a little bit about the relationship between their two 
studies because they were hitting on similar topics but maybe from a little bit different 
perspective. Just help us understand how they relate. 
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Answer: 

Emilie Tarouilly: They were planned completely separately, but they do touch on very similar 
problems. I think maybe Kelly, you can talk about what went into planning the Arizona-New 
Mexico study as that happened first. That happened before I started the work that I’m doing 
now. 

Kelly Mahoney: I used to do things more like what Emilie’s working on, but as we’ve been given 
this opportunity to do things more holistically for the nation, we’re kind of having a shift. So, I 
view Emilie’s study as a really useful deep-dive demonstration of a method or a type of method 
that we might want to consider going forward for NOAA. It is one of many really interesting 
regional, phenomena-specific demonstrations that are being done right now. So when we’re 
talking about doing something that works for the whole country, we will ultimately need to look at 
a lot of different research approaches and methods and, again, leading back to the opportunity 
that we’ve had as NOAA to put a lot of these sort of methodological and stakeholder-fit 
questions in the hands of the National Academies study. Part of their job will be to integrate the 
meaning of studies like Emilie’s in the context of what we can use that’s suitable for the country. 
That’s the NOAA answer in terms of the research and the intersection there. We have long had 
dynamical models and such derived products at our disposal, they just haven’t been brought to 
bear on the PMP problem. They’re very different worlds, the way PMP has been done versus 
what could be done going forward. So, there’s a ton of open questions and I really appreciate 
Emilie’s study trying to actually address some of the big pieces of that: the issues of uncertainty 
and what it represents for an atmospheric river and so on. 

Emilie Tarouilly: The way my work fits into what you are doing at the moment is that my 
approach to this has been to look at PMP, and given that we’re most likely going to need 
numerical models to improve PMP, what’s the biggest obstacle, what’s are the biggest issues 
that we have with the numerical models and what can we do to address those questions. That’s 
why I’ve been looking at model uncertainty and trying to use an ensemble and artificial storms 
because that’s one of the main questions that seems to be the biggest barrier to developing 
model-based PMP further. 
 
Question: 

We’ve seen different approaches this morning. The spectrum ranges from hard-core statistical 
approaches to mechanistic modeling approaches, and then there’s also bringing in the climate 
models. In each of these particular approaches, I keep coming back to this question of how well 
do we know that we are capturing the possible extremes? In regard to the dynamic modeling, do 
we have the right physics in there to really capture the most extreme precipitation that we think 
we might see? We also know that climate models have a problem with precipitation extremes 
and I think that most people feel that the stochastic weather generation statistical approaches 
sometimes we don’t capture the extremes either. What do you think is a way forward in that 
regard? 
 
Answer: 

Giuseppe Mascaro: From a statistical perspective, an extreme is a rare event that you don’t 
know exists until it happens. If that event has been recorded and it’s part of your statistical 
analysis, then that gives you some robustness and some trust on shape parameter that 
captures the most intense extremes of a statistical distribution that you use, is actually perhaps 
correct. Doing PMP is a way of setting a little bit of a limit to that. What Emilie is doing, for 
example, through physics and numerical models can give an idea to help understand what the 
shape of the statistical distribution that we use, in NOAA 14 for example, should be. Is there a 
limit to that? Is it a bounded distribution? The distributions that we use statistically, have a 
domain goes from zero to infinity. Is it really infinite? So, these are all questions that are open. 
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It’s a matter of increasing the sample size to give an answer and use physics and numerical 
models to help narrow the range, I would say.  

Kelly Mahoney: I appreciate that response, especially coming from the more dynamical side, 
and so I think the power of the complement and the need for both approaches this is a natural 
point. I think nowadays there’s an important third question or third party in the room too, which is 
the stakeholder need and whether we are asking the right questions. Should we be spending all 
of our time and resources chasing this one upper bound versus looking at decision points and 
using a dynamical approach for part of that and supplementing space and time with statistical 
approaches to get at what the true decision point is. With that I would just add that we’ve never 
had more options than we do now and with that comes a huge responsibility. To the point about 
climate models, you can mis-apply these things so easily. Even just looking at trends, if you are 
using the wrong data set and you’re applying that even as one ingredient in a process we can 
be misled.  We have a lot of options in front of us and collectively we all have responsibility to 
understand the limitations and strengths of each one  

Emilie Tarouilly: I think a lot of the limitations of the numerical weather models that we’ve had 
issues with for predicting future climates don’t necessarily apply to what we are doing with PMP, 
for example issues with representing frequency properly and biases and so on.  Because what 
we’re doing with PMP is worst case scenario, we don’t have a lot of those issues with PMP so 
that’s good. It doesn’t mean that there aren’t other issues, but there’s fewer than what people 
typically have in mind with those models. 

Yuan Liu: I was thinking about the perspective of integrating both the statistics and the current 
model together. The statistical model can describe the extreme values using the shape 
parameter but also the statistics distribution parameter can be informed externally by climate 
models or large-scale atmospheric models to incorporate non- stationarity. Also, our current 
model can provide many ensembles and that can give you more data and more objects that you 
can use instead of just using historical record which is pretty limited, with few extreme events. 
But the integration would be a very nice thing to do in the future. 

Michael St Laurent: I was just going to relate it to Bill’s question9 here about using RCP8.510:  
 

You noted RCP8.5 as the % adjustment factor for climate change. Given that this RCP is 
the most unlikely scenario and shown to already be incorrect, wouldn't utilizing RCP 4.5 
(or CMIP611 SSP4.512) be a more realistic application? And how does this process plan 
to utilize CMIP updates going forward and adjust for updated climate change outputs 
going forward? 

 
It’s unrealistic, so we use all the ensembles to get a wide range of what can happen. One thing 
we’ve experimented with is to weight the models. One way is to weight them based on the 
historical period and we’ve gone over a little bit of weighting the different climate models in our 
assessment report of. Another thing is to look at different external assessment reports. I know 
that for CMIP6 specifically there are deemed hot models (unrealistic models), so we exclude 
those from our analysis based on those recommendations. So, we use assessments that aren’t 
just from us. We look at the literature too for that type of narrowing down. 
 
Question: 

Will NOAA Atlas15 include areal reduction factors for application of the data to catchments? 

 
9 Referring to a question from the meeting chat. 
10 Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenario 8.5. 
11 Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects (CMIP) generation 6. 
12 Shared Socioeconomic Pathway (SSP) scenario 4.5 
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Answer: 

Michael St Laurent: We’ve gotten a lot of questions about that. So, there’s definitely works for 
the grantee process, that I’m not involved in, but there’s definitely talk about that.  
 
Question: 

Any possibilities to obtain NOAA draft data (for NY) for a statewide hydrologic study for the 
State? 
 
Answer: 

Michael St Laurent: I’m not sure about that, but I wrote it down and I’ll ask the correct people for 
that and get back to you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4  Day 2: Session 2B – Riverine Flooding 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

3.4.1  Presentation 2B-1: Lowering the Barriers to Process-Based Probabilistic Flood 
Frequency Analysis using the NextGen Water Modeling Framework 

Authors: Daniel, Wright1, Ankita Pradhan1, Mohammad Sadegh Abbasian1, Benjamin 
Fitzgerald1, Gary Aaron1, Fred Ogdan2, Mathew Williamson2; 1University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
2NOAA National Water Service Office of Water Prediction 
 
Speaker: Daniel, Wright 
 
3.4.1.1  Abstract 

Explicit modeling of the joint roles of rainfall, soil moisture, snowpack, and other hydrologic 
processes can improve estimates of flood frequency metrics such as the 100-year flood—as 
well as provide insights into the combinations of physical hydrologic processes that control such 
floods. These capabilities are particularly relevant for nonstationary climatic and land use 
conditions, where conventional flood frequency analysis techniques, which ignore or 
oversimplify flood physics, tend to suffer. This complexity of process-based approaches to flood 
frequency analysis, however, place them beyond the expertise and resources of many users. 
Under this project, we are developing an open-source workflow and Monte Carlo simulation 
system that combines the NextGen Water Modeling Framework from NOAA’s National Water 
Center with the RainyDay rainfall analysis system from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. It 
will leverage NextGen’s hydrofabric, model selection, calibration, and intercomparison tools, as 
well as unique high-performance computing resources at University of Wisconsin. Project goals 
include expanding the usability, reliability, and reproducibility of process-based hydrologic 
modeling for flood frequency research and practice. 
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3.4.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

I’m a big fan of the probabilistic modeling over pure statistics, but I was wondering, have you 
looked at the answers you’re getting out of the process-based probabilistic models and how 
those compare to the suite of models one would get with alternate statistical modeling 
approaches beyond just the Bulletin 17B, Bulletin 17C type of approaches and seeing sort of 
how that process-based model compares to that range of uncertainties? 
 
Answer: 

One of those examples that I gave hinted at what you’re asking about. We published a paper, I 
guess it was 2 years back in Water Resources Research where we were applying the method to 
Big Thompson watershed in Colorado, which has had the attention of flood hydrologists for a 
while now for reasons related to Big Thompson flood in the 70s and more recently during the big 
storm in 2013. In that process we did compare against a mixture distribution statistical 
approach. I blew through it in this presentation, but basically, the point here was that both the 
mixture distribution and our hydrologic process-based approach gave very similar answers. So, 
considering the physical processes that make up floods, the fact that a statistics-based method 
and our method gave very similar answers suggests that those physical processes and being 
able to explicitly account for them in one way or another is really important. If you don’t do that, 
i.e., if you use a 17B or 17C sort of approach, you might get yourself into some trouble. 
 
Question: 
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What parameters might be available within HEC-HMS for calibration that the user could toggle 
when applying this new feature for stochastic storm transposition? 
 
Answer: 

That’s a great question, but one that I’m not able to answer very well. The HMS development 
team is currently implementing the stochastic storm transposition within the HEC-HMS software. 
If what you mean by calibration is literally calibrating your HMS model, then I suspect the 
answer is going to be everything that you can do now in HMS. But when it comes to parameters 
more related to the storm transposition piece, I’m not entirely sure what all is going to be there. I 
do know that you’ll be able to not only capture the issues related to the storm transposition itself. 
but also be able to pair those transposed storms with seasonally appropriate randomly selected 
initial conditions using centrally batched processing tools within the HMS software. 
 
Question: 

Have you experimented with drawing transposition regions based on precipitation ingredients in 
combination with precipitation characteristics? 
 
Answer: 

We haven’t. I think it’s a really good idea and one that I’d be interested in exploring. I kind of 
pretend that I’m a meteorologist, but that’s not really true based on my background. So, working 
with Kelly, who asked the question here, and with others, I think would be the right way forward 
on that. Our initial goal is, let’s say, a rainfall-only approach, so that everything’s kind of self-
contained. You’d be transposing the same storms that you’re using to define these transposition 
domains. But I think, in the longer run, it’s going to be useful to pull in additional characteristics, 
or ingredients as you say. 
 
Question: 

Is there a method to group and bin weights for SST events to reduce the total sample size and 
computational demand? I'm familiar with approaches to do this in fixed distributions (convolution 
and stratified importance sampling), but don't know whether this is possible with storm 
movement. 
 
Answer: 

We haven’t done a lot of work that does exactly what you’re describing. But we are in some of 
the changes that we’re currently making to RainyDay, some of those things would end up being 
easier than they are right now. In general, computational demand hasn’t been a huge problem 
with RainyDay, so you can run it on a laptop. The computational problems come in if you are 
really trying to push to some of these very high-resolution radar datasets like 1-square 
kilometer, 5-minute rainfall data. Then we are running into some memory problems. But we’re 
going to able to work around those by re-writing the code and using some more modern Python 
libraries. 
 
Question: 

What might be good ways to validate the process-based modeling? Can the modeling use past 
extreme floods to test the validity of the model and its parameter inputs? 
 
Answer: 

When we do our hydrologic model calibration and validation, we take a very holistic view. Even 
though we’re really focused on modeling peak flows (that’s our end goal), to do this process-
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based approach, you really need to be able to simulate the entire hydrologic regime from low 
flows to high flows and everything in between, as well as soil moisture and ET and everything 
like that. You need to be able to simulate all those things well. So, we end up pulling in data, in 
some cases for calibration and in other cases for validation, from different sources including 
looking at seasonal water balances and annual ET amounts and things like that to try to make 
sure that we’re doing all the processes as best as we can. 
 
Question: 

Can you incorporate a longer-term temporal window from preconditional factors. I'm thinking of 
a brand-new paper that came out in Environmental Research Letters that groundwater-
contributed baseflow is better for predicting extremeness than precipitation on longer time 
scales. 
 
Answer: 

We do draw from a seasonal climatology of watershed initial conditions (soil moisture, 
snowpack, baseflow) to initialize each simulated flood. Not sure that is exactly answering your 
question though. 
 
Question: 

I am wondering about the time window that you are using for the simulations and are there limits 
on that window? For example, a six-month span or a 3 -day span?  
 
Answer: 

In the past we've used a +/-14-day window, so roughly a month. It would probably be ok to use 
a shorter window. A longer window would likely get into trouble with snowpack occurring 
unrealistically early or late in the season. 
 
3.4.2  Presentation 2B-2: Towards the Development of a High-Resolution Historical 
Flood Inundation Reanalysis Dataset for the Conterminous United States 

Authors: Sudershan Gangrade1, Ganesh Ghimire1, Shih-Chieh Kao1, Mario Morales-
Hernandez2, Michael Kelleher1, Alfred Kalyanapu3; 1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2University 
of Zaragoza (Spain), 3Tennessee Technological University 
 
Speaker: Sudershan Gangrade 
 
3.4.2.1  Abstract 

To evaluate regional flood risks and develop long-term flood mitigation and resilience measures, 
a high-resolution historical flood inundation dataset covering the entire conterminous United 
States (CONUS) can be very valuable. The accurate representation of flood dynamics at a large 
scale necessitates the solution of full 2D shallow water equations at a locally relevant spatial 
resolution. We introduce a CONUS-wide implementation of a GPU-accelerated 2D 
hydrodynamic model – TRITON (https://triton.ornl.gov/) to reconstruct major historic flood 
events for all HUC04 subregions. TRITON is driven by historic runoff and streamflow simulated 
by a calibrated VIC-RAPID hydrologic modeling framework forced with National Center for 
Environmental Prediction Stage IV hourly Quantitative Precipitation Estimates from 2002 to 
2018. The baseline terrain information for the TRITON inundation model is provided by a 10m 
National Elevation Dataset. The default TRITON implementation is driven by long-term climatic 
mean runoff and streamflow to obtain steady-state channel flow conditions, which serve as 
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initial water depths and velocity information for event-based TRITON simulation. The 
performance of simulated flood inundation maps is evaluated using various temporally static 
benchmark information, including high-water marks, remote sensing-derived inundation maps, 
and local high-fidelity simulation maps. The temporal evolution of flood simulations is evaluated 
using U.S. Geological Survey stage data. Finally, we discuss the challenges and barriers in 
national/continental scale high-resolution inundation modeling, calibration and validation, and 
future developments targeted to improve the representation of flood regimes, and their 
implications for real-time flood forecasting. 
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3.4.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

With respect to TRITON, what was the resolution of the cells used for a HUC-4 watershed? 
What are the simulation times? 
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Answer: 

We used a 10-meter DEM for every HUC-4, and that becomes the base resolution for the 
model. But it doesn’t have to be 10 meters. If there is finer resolution data available from lidar 
we can use that. In terms of running the simulation, we simulate a 20-day flood event. We have 
done 10-day flood events too, so it just depends. But to be consistent across all the HUC-4s, we 
are sticking to a 20-day flood event simulation. 
 
Question: 

How does TRITON compare to HEC-RAS 2D which is widely used in the industry? 
 
Answer: 

In terms of similarities, we are also solving shallow water equations. The major difference is 
TRITON’s ability to run on GPUs. It can efficiently utilize multiple GPUs to run on a very large 
scale and solve a lot of cells within the domain. That becomes the main point in this case so that 
we can efficiently conduct a large-scale simulation. For instance, we simulated a Hurricane 
Harvey flood event that was around 70 million grid cells in the Houston area and we were able 
to conduct that entire simulation, a 10-day simulation, in less than 30 minutes of wall time. I 
believe that is currently not possible with HEC-RAS 2D. 
 
Question: 

When you are simulating these flooding events, how are you defining the events (the beginning 
and end of the events) and how are you picking up the antecedent conditions such as soil 
moisture, the preceding flows, or maybe if you are in a cold region, things like snowpack? How 
are you acquiring that information? 
 
Answer: 

To come up with the antecedent conditions, we are using a framework. In terms of the 
hydrologic modeling, VIC is there, and then the RAPID13 model is there to do the stream routing. 
Some of those hydrologic processes are captured by VIC. When it comes to the initial 
conditions in the channels, the way we are approaching the problem currently is that we run the 
TRITON long enough using some climatological mean run off and streamflow as an input to the 
domain and let it run until it achieves a steady-state condition in the domain. That becomes our 
starting point for these flood events. In terms of selecting the flood event itself, the way we are 
doing it is at HUC-4 by HUC-4, so we look at the streamflow and the runoff for every HUC-4 and 
select the annual maximum flood events for each of those HUC-4s and we try to keep the peak 
towards the end of the simulation because that gives us the maximum inundation extent through 
TRITON. 
 
3.4.3  Presentation 2B-3: Quantifying Uncertainty for Local Intense Precipitation and 
Riverine Flooding PFHA at Critical Structures on the Idaho National Labs Property 

Authors: Ryan Johnson1, Shaun Carney1, Paul Micheletty1, Debbie Martin1, Bruce Barker2; 1RTI 
International, 2MGS Engineering 
 
Speaker: Ryan Johnson 
 

 
13 Routing Application for Parallel computatIon of Discharge 
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3.4.3.1  Abstract 

Research Triangle Institute (RTI) International is performing Probabilistic Flood Hazards 
Analyses (PFHA) for critical structures on the Idaho National Lab (INL) property to satisfy 
requirements outlined in Department of Energy (DOE) STD-1020-2016, “Natural Phenomena 
Hazards Analysis and Design Criteria for DOE Facilities”. Flooding hazards are separated into 
two classifications in the DOE STD-1020-2016 standard—riverine flooding hazards and flooding 
due to local intense precipitation (LIP). Depending on the location of a structure within the INL 
property, both of these flood mechanisms and their associated aleatory variability and epistemic 
uncertainty are considered. All structures regardless of location are evaluated for flooding from 
LIP events. Structures located next to rivers are also evaluated for riverine flooding. Sources of 
uncertainty evaluated for LIP and riverine flooding include precipitation frequency 
characteristics, breaches of upstream embankments, hydrologic model parameters, Manning’s 
surface roughness and culvert blockage. The Stochastic Event Flood Model (SEFM is used in 
combination with U.S. Corps of Engineers (USACE) Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) 
Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) and River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) models to 
conduct stochastic simulations, generate hydrologic hazard curves, and characterize uncertainty 
in flood frequency estimates for specific buildings of interest. This presentation will discuss the 
methods used to characterize uncertainties and propagate these through to uncertainties in key 
flood metrics for critical infrastructure, as well as discussing methods employed to address 
computational challenges with employing detailed structure-level hydraulic modeling in a 
stochastic framework. 
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3.4.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Did you say that riverine [flooding] is screened out everywhere on the INL site? 
 
Answer: 
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Yes. 
 
Question 

So, for this LIP example you presented, is this the only part of the INL site where LIP is an 
issue? Did the other sites not matter or have you just not shown that? 
 
Answer: 

Actually, this was our third site and we’re doing another one now. LIP is always an issue. We 
always have to look at it because LIP could happen anywhere on the site. Here there is no 
major river going by the site, so it wasn’t important. 
 
Question: 

I’ve heard they’ve been a little concerned about Big Lost River and a Mackay Dam failure. But 
you don’t think that’s an issue? 
 
Answer: 

We looked at a site during last year’s analysis that was closer to the Big Lost. The Mackay Dam 
failure is really the biggest concern there. But there was a diversion structure downstream. We 
compared to paleoflood analyses and when we ran the flows to be expected for certain return 
intervals, what actually makes it past the diversion structure was low enough that it wasn’t 
creating water surface elevations that were in the realm of LIP and so LIP was actually the more 
dominant source there. 
 
Question: 

What was the greatest 1-hr LIP depth from these simulations? Was that based on stochastically 
derived rainfall amounts from observed events or maximized observational data in the region? 
And how did that compare to the HMR 57 1-hr local storm PMP for the site? 
 
Answer: 

The 95th percentile [1-Hr LIP] depth  the at 10-6 [annual exceedance probability] I think was 3, to 
3 ½ inches depth or somewhere in there. As far as how it’s developed, I’m not completely expert 
in that. That’s MGSs and DTNs world, but I know that they developed a gridded L-moment 
analysis looking at historical records and maximums and a gridded L-moment output for the 
entire property. From that, they fit a four-parameter Kappa distribution to develop the 
precipitation frequency curves. 
 
Question: 

Do you have any information about how that compares to HMR 57? 
 
Answer: 

I didn’t look at that personally. 
 
3.4.4  Presentation 2B-4: Back to the Future: Paleoflood Hydrologic Analyses Provide 
Insights into Extreme Flood Risk in the Tennessee River Basin 

Authors: Lisa Davis1, Ray Lombardi2, Matthew Gage1; 1University of Alabama, 2University of 
Memphis 
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Speaker: Lisa Davis 
 
3.4.4.1  Abstract 

Extreme floods are likely underrepresented in many flow records. Quantitative paleoflood 
hydrologic (QPH) techniques can reliably estimate the timing and magnitude of past extreme 
floods, helping to increase their observations. Including paleoflood hydrologic data greatly 
reduces the uncertainty associated with flood frequency analyses of low annual exceedance 
probability floods. Because of their proximity to major population centers and river infrastructure, 
many alluvial rivers urgently need new flood frequency analyses that incorporate a wider range 
of hydroclimate regimes than possible with instrumented records alone. Erosion and deposition 
cause channel dimensions to change over time in alluvial rivers, challenging the application of 
many QPH methods originally developed in bedrock channels. In this presentation, we will 
discuss several advances in QPH methods we used to develop paleoflood hydrologic data in 
the Tennessee River (USA), which were then applied in probabilistic flood hazard assessments 
made in collaboration with the Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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3.4.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

How should the possibility of change in watershed area, land use type, topography, surface 
conditions, etc. be treated when estimating the probable maximum flood on rivers under future 
climate change conditions? 
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Answer: 

Paleofloods are not quite the same as the PMF, but they can provide info about what extreme 
floods are like under climate drivers in isolation of human changes to hydrology and the 
landscape. 
Thinking about you question a little more, one line of thinking is that if you can reconstruct floods 
from warmer phases of past climates, this might help provide extreme flood information under a 
warming climate. That could certainly help with validating simulations of worst-case scenarios. 
 
Question: 

Do you do any correction for grain shape, which will affect transport? 
 
Answer: 

There are no corrections for shape because we’re only working with sand particles, which are 
the most transportable fraction of the sediment load for most rivers. 
 
3.4.5  Presentation 2B-5: Testing New Approaches to Integrating Sediment-Based Flood 
Records into Flood Frequency Models 

Authors: Ray Lombardi1, Lisa Davis2, Tessa Harden3,4, John F. England, Jr.5; 1University of 
Memphis, 2University of Alabama, 3Thomas College, 4U.S. Geological Survey, 5U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, Risk Management Center 
 
Speaker: Ray Lombardi 
 
3.4.5.1  Abstract 

Increasingly probabilistic flood risk assessments for infrastructure (e.g., dams and levees) use 
paleoflood hydrologic data (geomorphic and botanical evidence of past floods). Statistical 
procedures, such as the Expected Moments Algorithm, incorporate paleoflood data into flood 
frequency analyses (FFA) as a number of exceedances over perception thresholds (PTs). 
Similarly, Non-exceedance bounds (NEBs) can constrain the right-tail of flood distributions by 
defining a threshold that has not been exceeded over a specified period. Rivers vary in their 
hydrogeomorphic complexities, and this can complicate the selection and application of PTs and 
NEBs. We revisited these concepts, using case studies from previous work, to examine 
challenges and potential alternatives for defining critical thresholds for FFA. We found that when 
moderate and extreme paleoflood discharges are available selecting the smallest identified 
paleoflood discharge as the PT discharge overestimates model certainty and reduces the 
discharge estimates for flood with rare exceedance probabilities (< 0.01). In these cases, one 
alternative involves using the 90th percentile discharge of the flood distribution to set a higher 
PT and to determine which paleofloods are opportunistic peaks. Additionally, in locations where 
evidence for a NEB is spatially inconsistent across a topographic surface, we one of the 
following approaches can be taken: 1) defining a “hydrogeomorphic bound,” which is a surface 
elevation representing the natural upper limit to fluvial activity identified using geomorphic 
evidence of where the hillslope process domain ends and the fluvial process domain begins; or 
2) using NEBs for years with known paleoflood estimates. By expanding these concepts, we 
can apply paleoflood hydrologic data more consistently and in understudied regions. 
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3.4.5.3  Questions and Answers 

There were no questions for this presentation. 
 
3.4.6  Presentation 2B-6: Using Paleoflood Analyses to Improve Hydrologic Loading for 
USACE Dam Safety Risk Assessments: A Nationwide Approach 

Authors: Keith Kelson1, Justin Pearce2, Amy LeFebvre2, Ryan Clark3, Bryan Freymuth4, Nathan 
Williams5, John England2; 1US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), South Pacific Division Dam 
Safety Production Center, 2USACE Risk Management Center, 3USACE Dam Safety 
Modification Mandatory Center of Expertise, 4USACE Northwest Division Risk Cadre, 5USACE 
Lakes and Rivers Division Risk Cadre 
 
Speaker: Keith Kelson 
 
3.4.6.1  Abstract 

Since 2015, results from paleoflood analyses (PFA) have been used to reduce uncertainties in 
hydrologic loading components of USACE dam-safety risk assessments. A tiered approach 
allows reductions of uncertainties through analyses having progressively greater detail, if 
supported within the risk-based decision framework. Tier 1 efforts are conducted to address 
watershed PFA viability and to recommend actions for minimizing uncertainties in initial 
hydrologic loading estimates. If appropriate, Tier 2 PFA are conducted where results are likely 
to improve confidence and reduce uncertainties in hydrologic loadings, and therefore benefit the 
risk assessment. Tier 2 PFA involve an integrated program of geologic and hydraulic analyses 
to identify and characterize paleostage indicators (PSI) and non-exceedance bounds (NEB) that 
constrain long-term paleoflood chronologies. Tier 2 often includes geologic and geomorphic 
characterization of riverine flood-terrace and slackwater deposits to identify and date specific 
flood events in the historic and pre-historic record, coupled with detailed hydraulic modeling to 
characterize peak flood magnitudes. These efforts involve state-of-art deposit and soil 
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characterization, multiple age-dating techniques (i.e., relative soil development, radiometric, 
optically stimulated luminescence, mass spectrometry analyses), and 1D/2D hydraulic modeling 
using HEC-RAS software to define flood water-surface elevations. The best-estimates and 
ranges in peak discharge and age for all PSI/NEB are included into flow-frequency statistics 
through use of perception thresholds and flow intervals, and sensitivity analyses provide 
guidance on the value of PFA datasets in reservoir-stage frequency analyses. If needed, Tier 3 
efforts are then conducted to resolve specific technical issues with a focus on characterizing 
specific uncertainties in parameters that drive hydrologic loading. Incorporating PFA results into 
flow-frequency curves has shown that frequencies of rare and extreme peak discharges can be 
either over- or under-estimated compared to analyses using only historical data. PFA have been 
successfully applied to USACE dam-safety risk assessments throughout many geographic and 
meteorologic domains including projects on the Willamette River in Oregon, Missouri River in 
North Dakota and South Dakota, and Carbon Canyon Wash and Mojave River in California.  
These projects demonstrate applicability of PFA across the Nation.  PFA are currently being 
applied to ongoing risk assessments for USACE dams on the White River in Missouri and 
Arkansas, the Naugatuck River in Connecticut, the Guadalupe, North Concho, and Red Rivers 
in Texas, the Kootenai River in Montana, and the Arkansas River in Colorado. Overall, these 
PFA add significant value to USACE dam-safety risk assessments by improving confidence and 
reducing uncertainty in hydrologic loadings. 
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3.4.6.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Have you looked at the data if a dam failure was due to a seismic event?  
 
Answer: 

That has nothing to do with paleoflood, but I can answer that question anyway. There’s only 
been a couple of dam failures related to seismic events and one of them was in the 2011 
Tōhuku earthquake14. It killed 8 people and I happened to be the first geologist on site, so that’s 
how I know about that. There are dam failures due to seismic events but they’re pretty rare and 
rarely do they kill people. There’s been the San Fernando event and Baldwin Hills, and there’s a 
couple more. But, Fujinuma Dam, look that one up. 
 
Comment (Joseph Kanney): 

In your first stage screening analysis you referenced the report by Jim O’Connor, and I’m 
pleased to see that because that was work that Jim originally did for us. You mentioned the 
Army Corps 2020 guidelines, and we also worked with Jim, Tess Harden, Karen Ryberg, Julie 
Kiang and others at USGS to put together a set of guidelines for our purposes. I recommend if 
you haven’t had a chance to look at that, you might find some of that useful for Army Corps 
applications as well. 
 
Answer: 

I’m fully aware of that and I helped review it. The work that Jim O’Connor did was funded by the 
NRC and we appreciate that. Tess was writing the USGS report at the same time that I was 

 
14 Fujinuma Dam. An earth-fill embankment dam in Sukagawa City, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan 
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writing the ETL15 and we were doing it independently. When we were out in the field, shed 
mentioned that she was  doing this methodology document and I said so am I. It turns out that 
they are independent but they’re still significantly well-overlapped. They have different 
purposes. Ours is a regulatory or a guidance document for the Army Corps and hers is more for 
the NRC and for actual users. So, it’s much broader and it’s better. I hate to say it but, if you 
could only read one methodology, you should read Tess’s. Ours is really addressing some of 
the internal issues that we had at the Army Corps where people were saying you shouldn’t be 
doing that. I wrote it to say well, we should be doing this. 
 
Question: 

You mentioned a lot about reducing uncertainty. When I think about this, it’s not always true. 
Certain data points or paleoflood information may be confounding sometimes. Should we be 
creating this expectation that it will always reduce your uncertainty? I know we hope it will. 
 
Answer: 

Keith Kelson: That’s bigger than the science of paloeflood. The only way to decrease 
uncertainty is to collect additional and critical data or collect additional information on process-
based models. If we collect more data and our uncertainty bands go up, that tells us we didn’t 
have a good understanding of uncertainty before we started. That initial band of uncertainty that 
we estimated was wrong. My opinion is, if you collect more data, you should always be able to 
narrow your uncertainty, if you’re doing it right. Lisa, Ray? 

Ray Lombardi: You’ve hit on it, but I want to re-iterate on the process understanding. If you use 
the word confounding, perhaps what you have is a mixed distribution of flood drivers. 
Sometimes, I guess you could in theory, by including this mixed population, increase 
uncertainty, because you have essentially, two distinct distributions of events. But again, the 
paleoflood information, if used in tandem with other paleoflood records, could help us decipher 
what those distributions are, because I still don’t think that the gage record is telling a clear story 
about distinct floods. Extreme flood drivers are distinct, but what are they? We don’t really have 
a good sense of it. And so paleoflood information is beneficial in both those ways. It just might 
be that at the present time there’s not a good way to split up that mixed population of flood 
events. 
 
Question: 

Given the widespread the data that you're collecting, have you ever thought about doing a 
'space for time' substitution to apply that to sites with no paleodata? 
 
Answer: 

Keith Kelson: Of course. The ergodic assumption is part of geomorphology, so of course. But 
you can only do that if you’re, I’ll use the hydrologic term, if you are transposing within a given 
[homogeneous] domain. We would not want to use the ergodic assumption to transfer out of 
one area into another domain that has a different hydrologic loading. That’s why we’re looking at 
storm typing and runoff production. But within any given domain where everything else can be 
held constant, then yes, you could use space for time. Hydrologists have always known we 
have different storm types, and we’ve always known we have different runoff coefficients. Thats 
why we have NOAA Atlas 14. So, there are boundaries we can use that ergodic assumption 
within, and we’ve got to be aware of those. 

 
15 USACE Guidance (ETL 1100-2-4; USACE, 2020).  

https://www.publications.usace.army.mil/Portals/76/Users/182/86/2486/ETL1100-2-4%20corrected.pdf
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I want to address one other thing. When the uncertainty broadens (thank you Ray for pointing 
this out, and I think the lightbulb just went on for me), what that tells us is that our understanding 
is not complete. That’s pretty basic, but it sheds light that we’re not understanding the 
processes, and the processes are actually bimodal, and we have to then extract those two 
different populations within the one population. That means it’s epistemic. If you can collect 
more information and go from a single population that has a broad uncertainty, you collect more 
information and you gain a better understanding and then you can say, well these are actually 
two sub-populations, but the uncertainty of each of those are smaller. And then you could use 
the space for time solution on one of those, but you shouldn’t be using it on the other. I see Ray 
you are nodding your head, so I think you are agreeing. 

Ray Lombardi: I think paleoflood information is very dynamic and useful for just generally 
understanding flood process and I hope that we can use it in other ways, beyond curve fitting. 
 
3.4.7  Riverine Flooding Panel Discussion (Session 2B-6) 

Moderator: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 
 
Participants: 

Daniel Wright, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Sudershan Gangrade, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Ryan Johnson, RTI International 
Lisa Davis, University of Alabama 
Ray Lombardi, Lisa Davis, University of Memphis 
Keith Kelson, US Army Corps of Engineers, 

 
Question: 

How can we improve the synergy between mechanistic physics-based modeling and the use of 
paleoflood information? I think we’ve seen lots of examples of paleoflood information being used 
to refine flood frequency analysis, but I think a broader question is: how do we use paleoflood 
information to inform our mechanistic flood models, whether they be looking at a particular event 
or an ensemble approach or a probabilistic approach? I’d like to ask this question from both 
sides. For the mechanistic modelers, what would you like to see in terms of paleoflood 
information that would really be helpful? From the other side, from the paleoflood folks, is there 
something that you’ve identified that you think could be used to improve physics-based 
modeling? 
 
Answer:  

Daniel Wright: Where the synergies could really come in is getting as specific as possible about 
how a specific flood has happened. I believe it was Keith that mentioned storm typing. That 
would be very difficult to do, if not impossible, when it comes to prehistoric events. But even in 
the historical and gaged records, that’s really important for distinguishing different types of 
floods and how they happened. So, storm typing on the meteorologic side, and then the other 
ingredients that were involved, such as snowpack and snow melt. So one concern that I 
generally have about paleofloods is did they occur in the same kinds of ways that modern floods 
occur, and do the conditions under which they occurred still exist? Or could they happen in 
some tail low probability sort of thing? So, thinking about ways of bringing that kind of 
information together with process-based modeling could be a fruitful way forward. 

Keith Kelson: I agree with that Daniel. I appreciate your expertise on that. We’ve given a little bit 
of thought on how to do that because it’s important. We’re coming out with  two things (or one 
and it’s hybrid into two different things). We want to branch out in a watershed perspective. 
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Originally our first analyses were just to understand the reach that is directly below a dam. We 
were concerned about what goes on, say, on the Feather River between Oroville Dam and the 
town of Oroville, a two-mile stretch. But what we found is that they might be the same [in 
adjacent watersheds].If they are, then that tells you that these are big storms. That’s why we’re 
working in central Oregon, taking three different watersheds, to see if there’s synchronicity in 
the paleoflood chronology amongst these watersheds that are hundreds of miles apart. There 
might be a storm in January and another storm the following December and the age dating 
techniques are not good enough to differentiate that, I get that. But the presumption would that 
be a big storm in CE 500 in one watershed was the same storm as the one that occurred in CE 
499 [in an adjacent watershed]. The other hybrid approach is in the Texas Hill country where 
we’re working on these watersheds that flow from west to east, and the storm track goes from 
south to north. What we’re seeing is a storm track from historical storms, like 1936, 1898, track 
from south to north, and they effect only parts of those watersheds. So we’re looking at the parts 
of the watersheds, fortunately that’s where a dam was, and we’re finding the record there. But 
as you go upstream out of that storm track, we have a different flood of record, or a different 
paleoflood of record, and a different paleoflood chronology depending on where you are in the 
watershed. So, we are able to kind out suss out how those paleoflood storms tracked from 
south to north and whether they are coincident with the historical storm tracks or whether they’re 
something different. That’s our thoughts and open to discussion. 

Lisa Davis: What we’ve basically been presenting today is what’s called the quantitative 
paleoflood hydrology approach, where the goal is a stage, which can be integrated into a flood 
frequency analysis. But there are other flavors of this work that some people may consider as 
Quaternary geomorphology, where you get more of a sense of what are the drivers of the 
particular changes to flood frequency and their magnitude over time. Those kind of studies don’t 
necessarily give you discharge estimates, but they will definitely give you information about 
changes in flood frequency. A lot of scientists have done a good job at looking at long-term 
temperature changes and a whole bunch of other climatic variables, but I will kind of go back to 
this idea that Keith presented earlier. That is thinking a little bit more about site selection and 
broadening your horizon in terms of the scope of that really gives you more data. It’s something 
that we’ve been doing in the Tennessee River Basin, looking at multiple sites across the basin 
and different kinds of paeloflood sites.  

The presentation I gave today focused on the quantitative flood frequency analysis but a lot of 
the work that Ray and I have been doing is trying to look at floods throughout the basin, and 
when they tend to occur. A lot of them have occurred during really abrupt climate transition 
times. Not necessarily warm phases or cold phases of climate, but the transition times seem to 
be where we have the most frequent and the most extreme floods. The other thing that we’ve 
done is targeted specific sites for information. That DT3A site that I showed is actually a site 
that’s prone to hurricane induced extreme floods and that 1791 flood happened to occur when 
there was a very large hurricane in the Caribbean that made landfall in the Northern Gulf of 
Mexico. We know that by comparing our data to the work of paleotempestologists (people who 
look at past hurricanes), there is a lot of this information available, particularly in the academic 
literature. The dots just have to be connected. But like Keith mentioned before, , if you think a 
little bit more about site selection when you’re doing these studies, you can actually get to some 
of that mechanistic information if you choose your sites thoughtfully. 

Ray Lombardi: Building off that a little bit, one thing that I’m trying to do with my research is to 
marry the insights from modern hydrology with paleoflood information. Our capabilities with 
watershed modeling and landscape evolution modeling give us a very good spatial 
understanding of process and the connections of those systems, particularly how it’s related to 
the atmospheric system. Then building hypotheses with the paleoflood information based off 
this really extensive temporal insight that we get from longer, generally 5000-year records, 
because that’s when effective moisture is about the same as modern day. We can look at all of 
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the variable response of floods over that time period to give insights. Maybe we don’t have the 
temporal resolution to say “it was a hurricane” or “it was an atmospheric river”, but we could 
then move into the modeling space a little bit and kind of synthetically use watershed models to 
hypothesis test some of these processes and see if it plays out. I will also mention that the three 
of us have presented very much sedimentary paleoflood approaches. There are also botanical 
approaches like tree scars and any kind of tree ring records that you can look at actual 
anatomical failures of the trees and years that are related to actual extreme floods. That’s going 
to give you down to a seasonal resolution over the last, in best case, in most cases about 1000 
to 2000 years before present. And so there are ways to use multi-proxy paleorecords to get 
insights, and when possible, we always do this. For example, let’s use lipid biomarkers and 
plants in the flood deposits to see what the oxygen isotope was, and then we can determine 
was this water coming from the Gulf of Mexico or was it water coming from the Arctic? I often 
tell my students I’m a dirt detective because I’m putting together all these clues to say beyond a 
reasonable doubt that something occurred. Then, once we have that collection of evidence, go 
and test that in the model space, or even trade space for time in the modern sense. Because 
maybe we have only one observation of a particular flood, say, on the lower Missouri River, but 
maybe floods like that have occurred globally that we can then compare, and ask is there 
something to this configuration of antecedent and atmospheric conditions that lead to the most 
severe floods. 

Keith Kelson: I would concur with that. You gave some really good examples of what I was 
glossing over as different arrows in our quiver. You’re right, botanical is good; archeological is 
incredible. We’ve had some features that were flooded and no longer used that we can date 
because of archaeology. So, there’s all kinds of things. Another tool that we use is to integrate 
with folks who have good understanding of physical models like Dan. Part of that is we need to 
be able to make sure whether the process-based modeling effort is consistent with, or not 
consistent with, the empirical database. This is what paleoseismology does. We have 
paleoseismologists and earthquake seismologists, and the biggest jumps in our understanding 
in earthquake hazards are when those two groups get together. And now, in earthquake 
hazards forecasting, you always have those two different things. What I really appreciate about 
what Joe has done with this workshop is to have us talking. My question for Dan (I think Ray 
asked it also): is there a way that you could use the physics-based, process-based modeling on 
an extreme event, could you do that in the Tennessee Valley (or with the Big Thompson flood, 
there Bob Jarret has a good record of it)? What we’re talking about is turning knobs and flipping 
the switches in the process-based model to make sure that you retro-dig correctly. Maybe 
you’ve done that. That’s my question. 

Daniel Wright: Using earlier, let’s say non-physically-based hydrologic models (I don’t know how 
familiar you are with the hierarchy of these hydrologic models), there’s reason to doubt the 
realism of blasting those things with a really big storm that’s way outside of your calibration 
record. I am not familiar (maybe this exists, and I’ve just not looked for it) with people 
interrogating these more modern models for realism in terms of really big events, you know 
5000-year events. Do they even seem to give anything feasible? You know of course there are 
good reasons why that’s challenging to do, but it’s a good point. I think one obvious connection 
to the sorts of things that I’ve been doing is the storm transposition concept because extremely 
rare storms are only extremely rare at a local scale. If you look over some large enough domain, 
they’re not all that uncommon. Of course there are limits to how far you can look away from the 
actual watershed of interest, but being able to pull in storms (it doesn’t have to be in a very 
rigorous probabilistic framework like the way that I’ve been doing it, but identifying one or two 
large storms), putting them into a model of a particular watershed of interest that has a lot of 
paleoflood data, and essentially seeing whether there seems to be any story that can be drawn 
from that. I think that can be an interesting pathway towards kind of addressing your question 
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here. I’m not familiar with much work that’s been done on that. We have a little bit of that in one 
or two or our papers, but not very much. 

Ryan Johnson: I’ll just comment on Keith’s last question on comparing the two. During the break 
here I talked with some of my colleagues that are doing the PFHA analysis for TVA and 
comparing to what Lisa is doing. I asked them how it’s looking in the initial comparisons, I think 
it was near Guntersville [dam]. The two methods are fairly close. But to Dan’s point, looking at 
hydrologic models, sometimes when we plot these huge events onto parameters that maybe 
calibrated for more operational-based or even observed large events, they can cause some very 
high responses or response that we don’t have a lot of confidence in. So I think having 
paleorecords to compare to can help inform, or maybe start that discussion of the drivers. 

Sudershan Gangrade: I think in some of the cases we have implemented very large-scale flood 
modeling applications through these hydrologic models and hydraulic models.  For instance, we 
have been talking about probable maximum precipitation and probable maximum flood in the 
earlier sessions. I think generating some sort of comparisons against that with the paleofloods 
that may have occurred in the past and also having some sort of a long historical reanalysis 
inundation data base that can also help validate some of the paleoflood data that may be 
available. So, I think I agree on that. 

 

3.5  Day 3: Session 3A – Posters 

Session Chair: Thomas Aird, NRC/RES 

3.5.1  Poster 3A-1: Identifying and Cataloging Major Storm Events from Gridded 
Quantitative Precipitation Estimates for use in Stochastic Storm Transposition 

Authors: Alyssa Dietrich, Eric King, Seth Lawler; Dewberry 
 
Speakers: Alyssa Dietrich, Eric King 
 
3.5.1.1  Abstract 

Stochastic Storm Transposition (SST) is a modern technique used to move observed 
precipitation associated with a storm event from its original location to multiple, randomly 
selected alternate locations within a climatologically comparable region. Storm transposition has 
its root in deterministic probable maximum precipitation studies for the purpose of 
supplementing storm data in locations with limited observed historical events. Advancements in 
computational speed and technology allow for the “stochastic” component of storm 
transposition, where a suite of realistic spatial precipitation patterns can be created that are 
suitable for probabilistic modeling.  
 
In order to do SST, there is first a need for a storm catalog or database from which the suite of 
moderate to extreme storms can be selected. Selecting storms for a catalog has traditionally 
been a subjective process, limited by a storm being observed at a precise location and the 
quality of gauge-based precipitation observations.  Combining computational approaches with 
the availability of CONUS-wide, remotely sensed, gridded daily and hourly precipitation datasets 
provide a unique opportunity to overcome many of these traditional limitations. Utilizing 
published gridded datasets eliminates the requirement for a storm to be analyzed from gauge 
data to determine total storm magnitude; and their use ensures that a large event, no matter 
where it occurred, is not missed due to lack of ground observations.  While remotely sensed 
gridded datasets remain imperfect, a notable flaw being their relatively short record lengths, 
year after year datasets continue to grow. For example, the Stage IV dataset from the National 
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Center for Environmental Prediction now has over two decades worth of data, and the Analysis 
of Record for Calibration (AORC) dataset from the National Weather Service contains hourly 
data back to the 1970s. 
 
To populate the storm catalog an unsupervised python-based algorithm was developed to 
iterate over an entire period of record (POR) and identify storms contained in gridded 
precipitation data. For a given SST transposition domain, a storm is identified as a contiguous 
group of grid cells that accumulate statistically significant precipitation over some defined 
duration. The unsupervised learning concepts of thresholding and clustering are applied to a 
sliding window (based on event duration) over each date in the POR. For each of these 
windows, the time-series grids are aggregated, an accumulated precipitation threshold is 
calculated, and all grid cells with precipitation greater than the threshold are grouped in clusters. 
Statistics such as size, mean, total volume, and maximum are gathered for each cluster and 
stored in a searchable and filterable database. Storm criteria can then be applied as filters to 
retrieve storms for use in SST. 
 
This poster will present a reproducible methodology to download, analyze, and objectively 
catalog historical precipitation data suitable for SST studies, including regional precipitation and 
flood frequency analyses. 
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3.5.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

Do you plan to include topography somewhere in that pipeline, either in the initial transposition 
mask or maybe in that storm typing part that you mentioned? Because at least for some storm 
types in certain regions you may get orographic effects enhancements, which could be 
important. 
 
Answer: 

Alyssa Dietrich: What I think you’re referring to is called enhanced transposition often, where 
you normalize precipitation based on some underlying topography or frequency information. 
That can be done in both the transposition itself or beforehand like this. We’re still kind of in the 
pilot study portion, but yes, that’s a good point to include. 
 
3.5.2  Poster 3A-2: A Bayesian Network and Monte Carlo Simulation PRA Approach for 
External Flood Probabilistic Risk Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants 

Authors: Joy Shen, Michelle Bensi, Mohammad Modarres; University of Maryland, College Park 
 
Speaker: Joy Shen 
 
3.5.2.1  Abstract 

This poster presents a hybrid probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) methodology, augmented by 
a Bayesian network and Monte Carlo simulation to assess external flood risks at nuclear power 
plants (NPPs). The nuclear industry has employed event trees (ETs) and fault trees (FTs) in the 
PRA framework to assess potential accidents and the resulting consequences. This 
methodology has provided a wealth of knowledge and experience over the decades, particularly 
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for static level 1 internal event PRAs. However, conventional PRA tools are limited by the binary 
component state assumption, system, structure, and component (SSC) independence 
assumption, and the static treatment of time. These limitations may mask significant 
vulnerabilities and reduce model accuracy. These limitations are particularly relevant to external 
flood PRAs, external floods are a spatially and temporally dependent hazard with varying impact 
on the NPP. Research is needed to investigate hybrid PRA methodologies to develop a 
framework that utilizes both conventional and novel PRA tools to overcome limitations. This 
research provides an opportunity to address limitations, as well as contribute to external flood 
PRA knowledge. This poster proposes to augment the conventional PRA framework with a 
Bayesian network and Monte Carlo simulation to model the significant external flood 
considerations. These novel tools address the conventional limitations by modeling partial 
damage states by incorporating multiple component states, SSC dependencies, and temporal 
dependencies. Two hybrid approaches are considered in linking the conventional and novel 
PRA tools. The first approach adapts a hybrid causal logic model to link the Bayesian network to 
the FT, and the other is a function-focused model to link the Bayesian network to the ET. 
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3.5.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Was it a national or multinational poll? 
 
Answer: 

It was international. We sent it out to people who were attending PSAM16, ANS17, and other 
conferences. I’ve been presenting to an international audience and inviting them to share their 
thoughts. We’re hoping to get as much of an international and widespread lay-of-the-land, if you 
will, of the insights that they have. 
 
Question: 

When you do this work, what event trees would you be  feeding this into? For example, slow 
moving floods often give the operators of the plant a chance to trip the plant, basically go to a 
shutdown condition well in advance. So it’s not a surprise (sometimes there are surprise 
flooding events like the St. Lucie event from a few years ago). But the Fort Calhoun event was a 
very slow-moving event. So how do you figure out, once you do all this work with the Bayesian 
network and the SSCs and the fragilities of the external flood, how do you identify which event 
trees to feed it into whether it be a reactor trip, or loss of offsite power event trees? How do you 
decide that? 
 
Answer: 

As of right now, we are in the development phase, but if I’m understanding your question 
correctly, this does go into HRA space of operator reaction time or warning time. I think it would 

 
16 Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management 
17 American Nuclear Society 
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be a really good opportunity to connect HRA capabilities and incorporate response time into 
that. 
 
3.5.3  Poster 3A-3: Probabilistic Compound Flood Hazard Assessment Using Two-Sided 
Conditional Sampling 

Authors: Somayeh Mohammadi1, Ahmed Nasr2, Muthukumar Narayanaswamy1, Celso Ferreira1, 
Arslaan Khalid1; 1Michael Baker International Inc, 2University of Central Florida 
 
Speaker: Somayeh Mohammadi 
 
3.5.3.1  Abstract 

Compound floods are flood events caused by more than one coincident or nearly coincident 
flood mechanisms and usually have severe impacts on people, and the natural and built 
environment. Coastal areas are usually exposed to compound floods due to storm surge, 
precipitation, and tides. A holistic assessment of flood hazard in coastal areas requires 
consideration of compounding impacts of these drivers. 
 
This study is focused on probabilistic assessment of compound flood hazard, in a coastal area 
located in LA, due to surge and precipitation. This study is conducted using NOAA gage data 
and Analysis of Record for Calibration (AORC) precipitation data. Two-sided conditional 
sampling is used to generate paired data samples related to both variables. In this method two 
types of data samples are generated. Each sample is generated by considering the extremal 
value related to one variable and the maximum value of the second variable within a time 
window.  In the next step after fitting the marginal distributions to the data, a best-fit copula 
function is used to capture the dependence between variables and generate compound flood 
return periods. Furthermore, this study has compared the impact of only analyzing the tropical 
events as opposed to analyzing the entire dataset. Based on the results of this study a stronger 
correlation is observed between data for hurricane events. 
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3.5.3.3  Questions and Answers 

There were no questions for this presentation. 
 
3.5.4  Poster 3A-4: Estimation of Probabilistic Flood Hazard Curve at the NPP Site 
Considering Storm Surge 

Authors: Beom-Jin Kim, Minkyu, Kim; Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) 
 
Speaker: Beom-Jin Kim 
 
3.5.4.1  Abstract 

The intensity of typhoons hitting Korea is recently increasing due to climate change. Eight 
typhoons occurred from August to September 2020. Among the eight typhoons, Typhoons Bavi, 
Maysak, and Haishen, category two or higher, hit Korea, and flood damage occurred due to 
heavy rain. In particular, nuclear power plants in Korea are installed and operated nearby the 
coast. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the risk of external hazards that may occur due to 
typhoons in nuclear power plants. Also, it is necessary to assess the safety of nuclear power 
plants through risk analysis of external hazards. 
 
To this end, in previous studies, a probabilistic wave height hazard curve by storm surge was 
estimated at the coast near a nuclear power plant. After that, the overtopping discharge was 
calculated using the EurOtop model. And based on the results, a two-dimensional flood analysis 
was conducted at the nuclear power plant site. This study applied a probabilistic method to the 
flood depth estimated through a two-dimensional flood analysis according to the return period. 
First, flood probability distribution was estimated through AIC verification. Second, the estimated 
probability distribution was applied to the flood depth according to the return period. Finally, 
Monte Carlo simulations were applied to estimate 5%, mean, median, and 95% flood depths by 
return period. Based on the analyzed flood depth, a probabilistic flood hazard curve due to 
storm surge was estimated and presented. 
 
The results of this study are expected to be the basis for the waterproofing design of nuclear 
power plant sites and the planning of various flood prevention measures caused by combined 
hazards such as local intensive precipitation (LIP) and storm surges. 
 
Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea 
(NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (RS-2022-00144493) 
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3.5.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

In the FLO-2D modeling, did you include the subsurface drainage system or is that just 
assumed not to be active in this sort of an event? 
 
Answer: 

We are not considering drainage system because we don’t have drainage system data. 
 
3.5.5  Poster 3A-5: Compound Flood Risk Assessment of the Coastal Watersheds of 
Long Island and Long Island Sound in Connecticut and New York 

Authors: Liv Herdman, Robert Welk, Robin Glas, Salme Cook, Kristina Masterson; U.S. 
Geological Survey New York Water Science Center 
 
Speaker: Liv Herdman 
 
3.5.5.1  Abstract 

Long Island Sound (LIS) has 600 miles of coastline in New York and Connecticut with over 23 
million people living within 50 miles of its shores. Flooding associated with either combined or 
individual incidents of shallow water tables, heavy rainfall events, and elevated coastal water 
levels has been reported in multiple locations around LIS and for many communities is a 
frequently occurring hazard. In recent years, the occurrence of extreme events has amplified the 
need for an integrated assessment of the vulnerability of coastal communities and infrastructure 
to compound flood events. For this assessment we have designed a compound flooding 
vulnerability framework to show the susceptibility to shallow water tables, rainfall events, and 
elevated coastal water levels at an 800-meter scale. Each process is evaluated individually and 
jointly to understand the likelihood of compound or simultaneous flood events and conditions.  
Historical data is used to determine the temporal relationship between each of the drivers 
(rainfall, water table level, coastal water levels). Groups consisting of one precipitation station, 
groundwater level station, and coastal level station (triads) are identified to analyze the 
geographic variability in the occurrence of compound events. Within each time series a peak 
over threshold approach is used to identify flood events, and the correlation between the 
timeseries is explored with a lag of plus or minus three days to identify locations where flood 
types are likely to co-occur. Over the domain, coastal water levels and rainfall tend to have a 
statistically significant correlation. The slower response time and frequency of measurement 
(approximately monthly) at many groundwater observation wells makes identifying a correlation 
difficult. Here we present the results of the analysis of these triads over the study area, as well 
as a semi-quantitative framework that combines geospatial attributes of compound flood 
susceptibility. 
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3.5.5.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

When your analyze the correlation between storm rainfall and surge, which metric do you use 
for the storm rainfall. Do you use storm rainfall intensity? 
 
Answer: 

Salme Cook: For looking for a rainfall event, it’s 5 inches in 24 hours and we have the rainfall 
time series. We started looking at 2 inches in an hour because our stakeholders were interested 
in that as an event too, but this analysis is 5 inches in 24 hours. 
 
Question: 

So, it’s total rainfall of the storm? 
 
Answer: 

Salme Cook: Yes, where that time series is located, where that station is. We have other 
analysis where we are looking at spatial analysis of rainfall across the entire domain and that’s a 
different part of the study. This is just looking at that each triad, where that one observation 
location is. 
 
Question: 

What is the duration of the storm events like 24-hour or 48-hour? 
 
Answer: 

Salme Cook: All of these are on daily time steps. When we are using the coastal station, for 
example, we also do an non-tidal residual analysis, to get the peaks. 33 hours is our filter for 
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water level time series at the coast and then it’s a daily time step. So everything is on a daily 
time step here. 
 
Question: 

You referred to coastal stations. Are those strictly tide gages or are they a combination of tide 
gages and other gages? 
 
Answer: 

Salme Cook: They are primarily tide gages if you are talking about NOAA stations, but we use 
NOAA and USGS gages. Some of those USGS gages have also record atmospheric and water 
quality parameters as well, but we just look at the water level. 
 
Question: 

I also noticed in one of the plots, you had these blue dots that were way out there. Were those 
buoys? 
 
Answer: 

Yes. We have wave analysis and there are 5 buoys that we use (not in this part of the study, but 
we’re using that same graphic). We’re looking at coastal storm surge everywhere for the spatial 
analysis and we also have similar wave discharge risk as one of the other presenters. So that’s 
part of the other three parts of this study and this is sort of the compound part. But yes, we have 
looked at waves and those are buoys. 
 
3.5.6  Poster 3A-6: Steps Toward Extensions of Existing Probabilistic Coastal Hazard 
Analysis for Coastal Compound Flood Analysis Leveraging Bayesian Networks 

Authors: Ziyue Liu1, Michelle, Bensi1, Meredith Carr2, Norberto Nadal-Caraballo2, Madison 
Yawn2, Luke Aucoin2; 1University of Maryland, College Park, 2U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Engineer R&D Center, Coastal & Hydraulics Laboratory 
 
Speaker: Ziyue Liu 
 
3.5.6.1  Abstract 

In the past decades, coastal floods have caused significant losses to coastal communities. To 
develop an accurate and complete probabilistic framework for assessing coastal floods, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers established the Probabilistic Coastal Hazard Analysis (PCHA) 
framework. To date, implementations of the PCHA framework have focused primarily on a 
subset of coastal hazards, particularly storm surges. This poster summarizes recent research 
activities seeking to build upon the PCHA framework by developing a multi-tier PCHA 
framework extension to consider compound hazards using Bayesian networks (BNs). In pursuit 
of that goal, we begin by assessing some of the assumptions and modeling approaches in the 
PCHA to better understand their use in the compound PCHA framework.  We perform a 
comparative assessment of a series of different Joint Probability Method (JPM) assumptions for 
modeling dependence among tropical cyclone (TC) atmospheric parameters, which include 
parameter independence, partial dependence (i.e., only considering dependence between 
central pressure deficient and radius to maximum winds), and full dependence. Candidate full-
dependence models include meta-Gaussian copula and vine copulas combining linear-circular 
copulas with Gaussian or Frank copulas. Emphasis is placed on modeling the circular behavior 
of storm heading and its dependencies with other linear parameters since the heading 
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parameter is hypothesized to be comparatively more important when modeling compound 
hazards. Next, a BN of storm-induced coastal hazards is constructed, where the conditional 
probability tables of TC atmospheric parameters are computed using copulas. A deaggregation 
method is implemented to identify the dominant TC parameter combinations for coastal hazard 
events of interest. The dependence between storm surge and storm rainfall is explored based 
on the BN. Finally, based on the outcomes of the analysis described, the PCHA is extended and 
leveraged to develop multiple tiers of BN for modeling compound coastal hazards. The tiers are 
intended to be useful under different levels of data availability and computational resources for 
compound flood analysis. Machine learning-based predictive models are used to develop 
several conditional probability tables required by the BN model. 
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3.5.6.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

In the New Orleans case study, does that domain include things like the Morganza Floodway, 
and would you include the operation of that? Or is that too far up out of the domain. My 
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knowledge of the geography there isn’t that good so I don’t know whether your domain would 
include that floodway or not. 
 
Answer: 

So currently, the case study is still in progress, so now we start with some nodes inside the 
river, but generally we will cover a bigger region in the New Orleans study. So now we only 
have a couple of nodes studied. 
 
Question: 

Can I put Meredith on the spot. Meredith, I think you know that area a lot better than I, how far 
up is the Morganza Floodway? 
 
Answer: 

Meredith Carr: This is going up to the Bonne Carré spillway. I’m not sure about Morganza. The 
gage is up above where the Atchafalaya joins. That’s outside of the model, but it’s included in 
the flow calculation. 
 
3.5.7  Poster 3A-7: Assessing Uncertainty Associated with Hurricane Predictions and 
Duration to Inform Probabilistic Risk Assessments for Nuclear Power Plants 

Authors: Kaveh Faraji Najarkolaie, Michelle Bensi; University of Maryland, College Park 
 
Speaker: Kaveh Faraji Najarkolaie 
 
3.5.7.1  Abstract 

Hurricanes can cause damage to infrastructure facilities located along the storm track. Critical 
infrastructure facilities, such as nuclear power plants, will typically take actions to protect against 
the impacts of hurricane events (e.g., wind, rain, or storm surge). As a result, probabilistic risk 
assessments for critical infrastructure facilities require information about the warning time 
available to take action and the duration during which storm conditions will prevail. However, to 
date, existing literature has not addressed this information need. This presentation describes 
the recent progress of an ongoing research activity focusing on temporal uncertainties related to 
probabilistic risk assessment for nuclear power plants exposed to hurricane events.  
 
The National Hurricane Center (NHC) tracks hurricane features and generates forecasts for 
storm locations and characteristics up to 120 hours in the future. However, these predictions are 
associated with uncertainty. In this study, we aim to identify and characterize the uncertainty 
associated with hurricane prediction in a way that could be useful for probabilistic hazard 
assessment of critical infrastructure like nuclear power plants. 
 
We used the NHC database to gather information on observed and forecasted hurricane tracks. 
We processed and prepared the storm track data for geospatial and statistical analysis, focusing 
on storms that originated in the Atlantic Ocean between 2008 and 2022. We analyzed the 
prediction errors of the track landfall location, wind radii landfall location, and their timing using 
analyses that extend beyond previously published error assessments. We calculated an hourly 
interpolation of hurricane features and wind radii for 34, 50, and 64-knot wind speeds. We 
extracted track and wind landfall location and timing information using the intersection of 
hurricane track centerlines and wind radii polygons with the land boundary. The wind radii 
landfall location and timing provide important information regarding when the hurricane winds 
start to impact a region. We then estimated the duration that a hurricane would affect locations 
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within a region affected by the storm. This helps to develop an understanding of the duration 
that infrastructure would be affected by the winds generated by a hurricane. Finally, we present 
the results of this study using visualizations that are intended to help inform external hazard 
probabilistic risk assessment. 
 
3.5.7.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A180)  
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3.5.7.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

Do the various uncertainty statistics depend on where the nuclear plants are located (e.g.., Gulf 
Coast of the US, east coast of the US)? 
 
Answer: 
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We want to consider this in the next phase of our study. We want to consider the effect of 
location in our analysis and see are we going to get different results if we consider nuclear 
power plants located in the Gulf of Mexico or in the North Atlantic region. We didn’t consider that 
yet. 
 
Question: 

I think that’s an important thing to consider [dependency on location]. I think you probably would 
see some differences as you go up the east coast and some differences in the Gulf [of Mexico]. 
Specifically the [Gulf of Mexico] Loop Current gets really warm late in the hurricane season, 
which leads me to my question: Have you thought about looking at how that error may depend 
upon the hurricane intensity? You may have some different populations there where the errors 
are not so great for Category 1 and 2 storms, but the errors are bigger for bigger storms. Or 
maybe it’s vice versa I don’t know. 
 
Answer: 

We are thinking about that. We are thinking about considering both location and intensity in our 
analysis. When I talked about developing joint distributions, it was about considering these 
things in producing some charts that shows the difference that hurricane intensity and hurricane 
landfall location will make on the uncertainty we have regarding warning time, regarding other 
factors that are important here. 
 
Question: 

Have you looked at uncertainties at potential locations for advanced reactors in the U.S. 
territories? 
 
Answer: 

No, we did not consider that. 
 
3.5.8  Poster 3A-8: Assessment of Uncertainty Associated with the Development of 
Intensity Duration Frequency Curves under Changing Climate for the State of Maryland 

Authors: Azin Al Kajbaf1, Michelle Bensi2, Kaye Brubaker2; 1Johns Hopkins University, 
2University of Maryland, College Park 
 
Speaker: Azin Al Kajbaf 
 
3.5.8.1  Abstract 

The contiguous United States has experienced an increase in mean average precipitation in 
each decade beginning in the 1950s. These trends, which are expected to continue, will affect 
water infrastructure and require updates to the associated planning and design policies. 
Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) curves are often used as the basis for engineering design 
decisions involving water infrastructure. However, IDF curves developed using conventional 
approaches based on historical/observational data may not reflect hazards under a changing 
climate. Synthetic climate model projections provide information to account for the potential 
effects of climate change in developing IDF curves. This poster is intended to share with the 
probabilistic flood hazard assessment (PFHA) community a summary of a recently completed 
project focused on exploring the uncertainty associated with the development of IDF curves 
under current and future climate conditions for the State of Maryland. We first apply machine 
learning to temporally downscale synthetic time-series outputs of climate model projections from 
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the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP) (available at a 
3-hour temporal resolution) to durations as short as 15 minutes. We then assess the epistemic 
uncertainty associated with development of IDF curves on two levels: across model and within 
model. Across model uncertainty refers to the uncertainty arising from the differences in 
synthetic precipitation and other meteorological variable time-series resulting from different 
NARCCAP climate model projections. Within model uncertainty refers to the uncertainty arising 
from the modeling choices, including temporal downscaling methods, time-series types, 
distributions, and parameter estimation methods used to develop IDF curves using the synthetic 
time-series from a single climate model projection. We provide a graphical framework to explore 
and compare the contribution of sources of uncertainty. 
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3.5.8.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

With respect to the climate models, are all the climate models were running the same emissions 
scenarios? Or did you look at different emissions scenarios? 
 
Answer: 

Emission scenarios are the same. 
 
Question: 

Which scenario was that? 
 
Answer: 

I need to check that, but I did not select the emission scenarios myself. These are the outputs of 
the NARCCAP18 climate models. So, these are the already down-scaled regionally with a 
specific scenario. 
 
Question: 

As far as I understand machine learning models, their capabilities are mainly within the 
boundaries of their training sets. Climate model results are almost guaranteed to exceed these 
boundaries in some respects, as these training sets are based on current climate. Some 
parameters will be outside of the training regime. How do you account for these exceedances? 
 
Answer: 

 
18 North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program 
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In order to train the machine learning models, you have a have a ground truth and that is not the 
case with the result that you get from the climate models. With observational data we can train 
the models based on the observational data and then test the accuracy of the models using the 
observational data as well. So yes, I agree that this is a limitation that we face in the models, but 
this is what is possible with the available data. 

Michelle Bensi: I just want to give more credit to Azin than she gave herself right there. In the 
paper that she wrote on this, she spent a lot of time looking at visualizations that look at the 
input-output pairs of the machine learning, basically looking at the response function. This 
allowed her to see the physical reasonableness of those models so she could sort of see the 
predicted response function and see if that produced physically reasonable results. 
 

3.6  Day 3: Session 3B – Coastal Flooding 

Session Chair: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 

3.6.1  Presentation 3B-1: Flood Inundation Modelling on Nuclear Power Plant Site due to 
Complex Disasters 

Authors: Byunghyun Kim1, Jaewan Yoo, Beomjin Kim2, Minkyu Kim2; 1Kyungpook National 
University, 2Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute 
 
Speaker: Byunghyun Kim 
 
3.6.1.1  Abstract 

Recently, the intensity and frequency of typhoons and local intense precipitation are increasing 
worldwide due to climate change, and Korea is no exception. On July 23, 2020, heavy rain of 83 
mm per hour occurred in Busan, South Korea, where the nuclear power plant is located. In 
addition, the maximum tide level rose to D.L.176cm, which was a record value far exceeding the 
D.L.46cm of the existing approximately highest high tide level. 
 
The purpose of this study is to provide basic data for reducing flood damage to nuclear facilities 
and establishing systematic disaster prevention plans through two-dimensional (2D) flood 
analysis under complex disaster conditions including storm surge and localized heavy rain on 
the nuclear power plant sites located on the coast.  The amount of external inflow into the 
nuclear power plant site according to the simultaneous occurrence of storm surge and local 
intense precipitation, which are increasing in frequency and intensity due to climate change, 
was estimated, and the flood depth and velocity were calculated through 2D flood modeling 
applying these as boundary conditions. The run-up and overtopping amounts affected by the 
storm surge on the nuclear power plant site were calculated based on EurOtop (2018). The 
estimated amount of overtopping was applied as an inflow boundary condition of a 2D flood 
inundation model that generated a grid with a resolution of 3m. In the case of a complex 
disaster considering the return period of 10,000 years and the duration of 5 hours, the maximum 
flood depth was 0.928m in area 1 and 0.522m in area 2. 
 
This study was intended to help decision-making for flood prevention, flood reduction, and 
preparation of alternatives related to external flooding in nuclear power plant sites due to 
complex disasters. 
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3.6.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

What sample spacing was applied along the overtopping boundary at the shoreline? Does it 
depend on wave attack angle and side slope? 
 
Answer: 

To calculate the amount of overtopping, we used the EurOtop empirical equations You can see 
the EurOtop parameters in this slide19. We considered all of the parameters: angles, the berm 
height, the wave height, slope. All of them were considered. 
 
Question: 

Why did you use the software FLO-2D versus other 2D modeling software? 
 
Answer: 

In this study we used FLO-2D, which is a finite difference model. My future plan is to use a finite 
volume model to simulate the flood inundation because the finite volume method has 
advantages to calculate the dry bed. So next time I’m going to use the two-dimensional finite 
volume model. 
 
Question: 

For the rainfall, you had the duration 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 hours. How did you deal with the distribution of 
the rainfall within that duration and sort of the uncertainty in how it’s distributed within the time 
period? 
 
Answer: 

The Huff distribution is usually used in Korea for the distribution of the rainfall so we used the 
Huff distribution in this case. 
 
Question: 

I see in the south side20 that you have a very wide boundary and it is storm surge inflow. How 
do you apply this boundary condition? Do you include the stage, I mean the water level directly 
or do you have a wind force input? How do you build the boundary condition of the south 
coastal line in your model? 
 
Answer: 

I’m going to explain briefly. As an input boundary condition, the storm surge inflow and that input 
were considered. To calculate the amount of the overtopping for storm surge inflow we used the 
EurOTop empirical equation. We considered wind and the other kind of parameters. The tide 
and wave height are calculated considering the wind. 
 
Question: 

So, if I understand correctly, you input your surge as a boundary condition. But I see the south 
side of your model has a long coastal line. Do you have one single input, a constant surge 

 
19 Referring to slide 21 of presentation 
20 Referring to slide 17 of presentation. 
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around the whole coastal line or you discretize it into different sections, each section have a 
different series of surges or surge values? Because it’s a long coastal line it’s not a single point. 
 
Answer: 

The height of the wave depends on the water depth so we considered several points, not a 
single point. 
 
 
3.6.2  Presentation 3B-2: Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment for a Coastal Nuclear 
Power Plant Using Climate Change Projections 

Author: Gorkem Gungor, Zeynep Arslan; Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, Turkey 
 
Speaker: Gorkem Gungor 
 
3.6.2.1  Abstract 

Risk analysts consider the seismic hazard the most critical external threat to the safety and 
reliability of NPPs. However, inundations caused by extreme rainfall triggered by climate change 
also has a significant threat to NPPs. Therefore, assessing and modeling flood hazards and 
their effects on NPPs is critical for preventing initiating events and evaluating NPP safety. The 
probability of occurrence of such initiating events and their effects on the facility are determined 
using various statistical data, mathematical models and probabilistic simulations. For example, 
researchers applied a model combining stormwater management and overland flooding to 
simulate the flooding process at a coastal NPP in China, using parameters such as extreme 
rainfall, wave overtopping, and tidal flow. Another study assessed the risk of a spent nuclear 
fuel storage facility exposed to flood hazards by applying the Bayesian network, in three 
different time scenarios at the Sizewell-B NPP in the UK. There are also studies testing the 
validity of flood hazard risk assessment on a synthetic sample by processing the event and fault 
trees constructed for system-level performance into the Bayesian network. Researchers have 
conducted risk assessment studies in Turkey to analyze the financial risks for the safety of life 
and property against seismic, earthquake, volcano, and flood hazards. However, to the author's 
knowledge, no researcher has conducted a probabilistic flood hazard assessment for nuclear 
facilities in Turkey considering the impacts of climate change. In the first part of the study, the 
authors aim to assess the flood hazard assessment using Bayesian inference on a potential site 
used for benchmark study. In the second part of the study, the authors aim to conduct an 
extreme value analysis to extrapolate the hazard curves by focusing on the uncertainties related 
to climate change. 
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3.6.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

You mentioned very briefly, the tsunami hazard. Is there much of a record of tsunamis affecting 
the Turkish coast and if so, what part of the coast? 
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Answer: 

Yes, there are records of historical tsunamis. It’s in the special plan of Turkey. It was not 
considered as a major hazard, more as an extraordinary hazard, which has happened in long 
time periods. However, last year in the earthquake in western Turkey, on the Izmir coast, there 
was a tsunami originating from a landslide in the sea, which resulted in both property damage 
and life damage actually. 
 
Question: 

With respect coastal storm surge hazards, what is the major storm type that’s responsible for 
the storm surge hazard along the various parts of the Turkish coast? What type of storms and 
what seasonality is associated with those storms? 
 
Answer: 

The main risk is flooding from the increase of the water table in the country. We have different 
climate regions in Turkey and the seasonality is shifting, both the precipitation periods, the 
snowfall, things are shifting. So, it is difficult to say at which seasonality there is an increase in 
risk of flooding, but considering the elevation and the watersheds, and the mainly improper land 
use, the main risk comes from the increase of water table and flooding in the watersheds, which 
also damages the urban environment due to carriage of the debris from high elevations 
downstream to urban areas. 
 
Question: 

But is that also a factor in coastal areas? 
 
Answer: 

Yes, definitely. It’s also a factor in coastal areas. 
 
3.6.3  Presentation 3B-3: Probabilistic Coastal Compound Flood Hazard Analysis Pilot 
Study 

Authors: Victor M. Gonzalez1, Meredith L. Carr1, Luke Aucoin1, T. Chris Massey1, Ning Lin2, 
Dazhi Xi2, Norberto C. Nadal Caraballo1, Karlie Wellls1; 1U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Engineer Research and Development Center, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory, 2Princeton 
University 
 
Speaker: Meredith L. Carr 
 
3.6.3.1  Abstract  

Coastal flooding due to storm surge and waves is often exacerbated by coincident weather 
events such as rainfall from extreme storms, including associated runoff and riverine flooding. 
This presentation will report on the Coastal Flooding Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment 
(PFHA) Pilot Study performed for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) Engineer Research and Development Center Coastal and 
Hydraulics Laboratory (USACE/ERDC/CHL). The pilot study demonstrates the application of 
PFHA to external flooding at a hypothetical nuclear power plant (NPP) location on the Lower 
Neches River watershed in Texas.  
 
Characterization of the compound flooding hazard, including storm surge, astronomical tide, 
waves, rainfall, and coincident riverine flooding, along with associated uncertainties, is 
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necessary to fully address storm risk in coastal settings. A joint probability method (JPM)-type 
Probabilistic Coastal Hazard Analysis (PCHA) framework for quantifying coastal storm hazards 
was followed herein. It includes storm climatology characterization, high-resolution, high-fidelity 
numeric atmospheric, hydrodynamic, and wave modeling, and advanced joint probability 
analysis of atmospheric forcing to develop storm hazard curves and uncertainty. Incorporation 
of compound effects due to precipitation have previously relied on multivariate statistics and 
copula approaches of historical observations to quantify joint probability. However, TC rainfall-
driven approaches have recently become more feasible, as precipitation models can be forced 
by the synthetic storm parameters that also drive the surge.  
 
The compound probabilistic modeling approach being implemented here incorporates rainfall 
using a physics-based parameterized tropical cyclone rainfall (TCR) model driven by the same 
JPM atmospheric forcing developed for a regional Coastal Texas Coastal Hazard Study (CTX) 
available through the USACE Coastal Hazards System, allowing concurrent characterization of 
the compound flooding hazard and associated uncertainties. An optimally selected subset of 
144 TCs were used to drive an HEC-HMS watershed model, coupled to a 2D HEC-RAS model 
of the Lower Neches River, and loosely coupled to the CTX surge at the boundary.  A second 
coupling approach modified the CTX ADCIRC-STWAVE model to incorporate the time varying 
HMS outflow hydrograph as upstream boundary condition. The impacts of several model 
options were explored, including seasonally sampled relative humidity for the precipitation 
model, precipitation-based infiltration parameters, and antecedent riverine flow conditions. 
Coastal compound hazards were quantified through the integration of the combined water level 
responses at sites of interest. A Gaussian process metamodel was trained with the TC 
parameters and the TC responses to better represent the joint probability between atmospheric 
forcing parameters, hazard curves and their uncertainties through the development of an 
increased number of TCs. These results demonstrate the application of a Compound PFHA 
expansion of the ERDC/CHL PCHA with TC rainfall in the Lower Neches River. Modification of 
existing models and use of metamodeling in compound space were demonstrated as tools 
applicable to Compound Coastal Flood Hazard Analyses. 
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3.6.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

When you were combining the HEC-RAS model and introducing the ADCIRC model results, 
was there any criteria about at which downstream boundary location for  to incorporate ADCIRC 
results? 
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Answer: 

We did two approaches. In one we used the 2D RAS model and in that case, on that 
downstream boundary with the lake, we used the ADCIRC results from the coastal Texas model 
that aren’t influenced by rain.  We saw that the surge was more important in the lower part of 
the basin and rain was more important upstream so the thought is that that boundary is surge 
only and we can use those ADCIRC results. But we also looked at using ADCIRC up into that 
inland flat area. My colleagues modified it  to have flow come into ADCIRC  at a point where the 
river goes through a salt-water barrier structure so it’s pretty contained. Those were the results I 
showed you here, where we re-ran those hundred forty-four storms with the specific outflow 
from the hydrologic basin. In that case the boundary was between the hydrologic model and 
ADCIRC at that interface. And it was more of a flow boundary. 
 
Question: 

When you couple ADCIRC at the boundary, is it just water level that RAS 2D sees? What about 
the momentum that comes with the storm surge that travels upstream 
 
Answer: 

It’s currently just the water level. 
 
Question: 

How are outlets of streams or rivers affected by sea level treated in the probabilistic flood 
assessments? 
 
Answer: 

There are multiple ways to do it. Here we looked at using it as a downstream boundary that 
varied with time as the sea level changed through the model runs. But there are other ways, like 
using it upstream as a flow boundary to a hydrologic model. There’re a variety of ways that can 
be done. If you’re talking about sea level change, in some of the work that we’ve done with the 
storms, we consider sea level change explicitly. But in this basin, we only have zero sea level 
rise. But that’s available. 
 
Comment: 

Joseph Kanney: It occurred to me that the question may have been about tides. 
 
Answer: 

So, the way uncertainty is currently done with the PCHA21 results for the coast is that we have 
confidence limits, in which the tide is considered as an error. So, it actually increases or 
decreases the uncertainty at that point. 
 
Question: 

You mentioned briefly, in terms of going forward, about being basin agnostic. I’m not sure what 
you mean. Can you explain that a bit more? 
 
Answer: 

 
21 Probabilistic Coastal Hazard Analysis 
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Although I just touched on it briefly, there were a lot of points where we had to use engineering 
judgement or information about the basin to make decisions about what base flows we would 
use, how we would vary certain conditions within the basin, etc. That’s being done in pilots, but 
what we’d like to do instead of having that be a judgement every time, where you could get a 
different answer, is to try to tie those to probability. Instead of picking one thing that has a 
probability of one, you would apply a distribution to the base flows you put in, or you would 
apply a distribution to your infiltration parameters. That way you would model those differences 
and that could be applied to any basin. It could be more consistent with the basin making the 
decisions for you instead of whoever is running it. Often judgement is still needed and is helpful, 
but to try to make it so it would work for a large basin or small basin, you would just incorporate 
those things probabilistically. 
 
Question: 

You use the TC22 rainfall model in this work, and for the region that’s an appropriate choice. But 
as you move, especially up the U.S. east coast, the rainfall is still very important in the flooding, 
in addition to the surge, but the rainfall is quite a bit different because the storms have typically 
undergone extratropical transition and it’s not a pure TC rainfall event. Have you given any 
thought about how to handle rainfall for those regions? 
 
Answer: 

The probability of the parameters that drive the TC rainfall are varied in this method, but that 
model essentially gives you one result. So, we’re looking at different models we could use and 
how that would provide uncertainty and natural variability. We’re also looking at how one might 
include just natural variability you’d expect over time. We are looking a lot at what happens once 
the storm comes on shore because the tracks were developed for storm surge. So, questions of 
when they come on shore and how you can treat that and also what you do at extratropical 
transition because the models are for TC are larger issues. A lot of the focus is on getting that 
driving part correct. A nice thing about the framework is that we can add in parameters that 
characterize that into the whole framework, especially that second part. We’re starting to test 
that in another study we’re working on. But the extratropical transition is tough because not only 
does it add a lot more parameters to what happens with the rain, but also with the pressure and 
winds and the speed of the track and so forth. 
 
Question: 

Can you discuss a few details of the Copula model? 
 
Answer: 

For the next steps of that we’re looking at with the GPM23 and the copula model? The PCHA 
model takes that JPM24 workflow and to try to increase that space we develop a set of [storm] 
suites based on a copula of those parameters. Usually the relationship with the parameters is 
considered implicit in your selection of storms, but here we actually develop a copula between 
all those parameters and then use that to create a suite of storms that cover that more of 
probability space than in those individual storms. Once we have those storms we can take the 
resulting high-fidelity model and we can train it with the parameters. Then we can say we have 
these storms for which we know the parameters and the probabilities from that copula, give us 
an output. But we couldn’t run 765,000 different relationships in a high-fidelity model like 

 
22 Tropical cyclone 
23 Gaussian Process Metamodeling24 Joint Probability Method 
24 Joint Probability Method 
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ADCIRC, so we’re using those metamodeling skills and we’re working on improving them. That 
was one thing in the work with the University of Maryland that we heard about earlier, where 
we’re looking at those copulas and trying to really make them consistent because this 
metamodeling is a key element for the compound hazard as we try to cover more space with 
less storms. If you consider that 660 storms were enough for surge, how many storms would 
you need to get surge and rain? So, that’s really one of the goals and the details of applying it 
here. We’re actually looking at two levels where we use that hydrograph coming into the system 
to add that random information about the rainfall to expand those storms. 
 
3.6.4  Presentation 3B-4: HEC-RAS Modeling Framework and Lessons Learned from 
Coastal Flooding PFHA Pilot Study: Coupling and Automation of HEC-HMS and ADCIRC 
Outputs to 2D HEC-RAS Model Using Python 

Authors: Kathleen Harris, Chase Hamilton, Weleska Echevarria-Doyle, Meredith Carr, Victor M. 
Gonzalez; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineer Research and Development Center, 
Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory 
 
Speaker: Kathleen Harris 
 
The compound flooding impact of combined inland and coastal forcings is a large and growing 
research area of interest and has implications on damages to vital infrastructure in coastal 
environments. Complications can easily arise in attempting to couple existing models to 
simulate the combine effect. A coastal probabilistic flood hazard assessment (PFHA) pilot study 
was conducted to demonstrate the application of PFHA to external flooding at a hypothetical 
nuclear power plant location on the Lower Neches River watershed in Texas. This presentation 
will focus on the modeling framework that was built for the task at hand. Using a python 
framework, a 2D HEC-RAS model of the Lower Neches River Basin was automated to update 
boundary conditions, run simulations, and extract and plot results for thousands of hypothetical 
tropical cyclones (TC). The HEC-RAS model used the HEC-HMS outputs of the TC as the 
upstream flow boundary condition, the ADCIRC outputs of the corresponding TC as the 
downstream stage boundary condition, and the rainfall from the same TC within the HEC-RAS 
2D domain. Python scripts were created to assign the proper boundary conditions for the TC of 
interest by altering the HEC-RAS unsteady flow file (.u01) to incorporate the DSS file paths for 
the TC for the upstream boundary flow and rainfall and writing in the downstream boundary 
stage from ADCIRC outputs. The model is then run by calling the HEC-RAS executable within 
the script. Once run, addition python code is used to export the result hdf file to an external 
location, export results of interest that were saved the HEC-RAS reference points, and plot and 
save data for accessible viewing. The code then moves on to the next TC, proceeding through 
the TC numbers provided based on boundary conditions available. The framework was used to 
run thousands of simulations using various probabilistic inputs and allowed for many lessons 
learned regarding working with these models and how to automate. Probabilistic results are 
discussed in other accompanying presentations. 
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3.6.4.2  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

Do you know if there are plans to update the HEC-RAS controller to include all the 2D 
capabilities since everything is kind of going to 2D?  
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Answer: 

That’d be an HEC question. It would be Mark Jensen. He’s the RAS controller guy. I don’t know 
if there is as much of a need as there once was because there tends to be work arounds. And 
with the HDF files, if everything is written out to there, it’s more accessible. If you know Mark, 
then I’d ask him. I think he’d be the point of contact on that one. 
 
Question: 

How do you generate the DSS rainfall files from the synthetic storm? 
 
Answer: 

Those are provided to me. I think Meredith might be able to answer that a bit better, but they 
were converted from netCDF to ASCII and then to DSS. Does Meredith want to chime in on 
that, because I’m not super familiar with it. I think that was Karlie’s work, right? 
 
Meredith Carr: One of the co-authors, Karlie Wells, worked through a rather long procedure to 
make that conversion. Now HEC has posted some tools on their website because HMS now 
has a way to input this data. We’ve been working on using those tools but there have been 
some little steps to try to figure out because HEC-DSS is unique to HEC programs and there’s a 
bit of getting used to using it when you’re not a regular user of the system. We’re working 
through that and reaching out to HEC. So, we initially chose a very long convoluted way and are 
now trying to upgrade what we did. 
 
Question: 

Another question is about the stage-hydrograph input. I see in your slides you use CSV files. I 
think the HEC-RAS model has a limitation of 100 rows for those stage hydrograph boundary 
condition input. How did you deal with that? 
 
Answer: 

We never ran into that limitation. I don’t know if that’s because it wasn’t an issue because we 
didn’t have 100 inputs, but I would think we had more than 100 inputs. Just to be clear, when I 
was listening back to my presentation, I feel like I wasn’t very clear that we didn’t use the RAS 
GUI to input that stuff. I tried to relate what the Python code was doing to what you would do in 
the RAS GUI just to have that frame of reference, but we weren’t actually pasting it in there, so I 
wanted to be clear on that. The code was actually writing into the .u01 unsteady flow file without 
accessing the GUI. We didn’t run into that limitation, and now I’m questioning, have I seen that 
limitation before? You can update the number of ordinates as far as how much you paste in. I’m 
going to just check right now if that’s OK. In the unsteady flow editor for inputing the stage-
hydrograph there is an option to update the number of ordinates. The one I just looked at was 
3,200, so well over 100. 
 
Question: 

When you are writing the data into the .u01 unsteady file, there are restrictions that are a hard 
part when developing your code. For each time step, the value of the stage must be an 8-digit 
number right? How do you solve that problem? 
 
Answer: 

I wouldn’t say it is inherently difficult. It is tedious in that you have to go back and check. There 
was a bit of reverse engineering as far as counting the spaces in the text file and then testing 
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whether RAS recognized it. There was some tedious work to be done there, but it boiled down 
to counting and then implementing that into the code to paste it every so often. 
 
Comment:  

On the question of converting netCDF/GRIB files to HEC-DSS format, HEC has also created 
HEC-Vortex, a lightweight data processing utility to convert netCDF/GRIB or other formats to 
HEC-DSS files. 
 
3.6.5  Presentation 3B-5: An Overview of a Multi-Agency Modeling Effort to Quantify 
Future Conditions in the Great Lakes 

Authors: Margaret Owensby1, T. Chris Massey1, Robert Jensen1, Norberto Nadal-Caraballo1, 
Madison Yawn1, David Bucaro2, Johnna Potthoff2, Kaitlyn McClain2; 1U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Engineer Research and Development Center, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory, 
2U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chicago District 
 
Speaker: Margaret Owensby 
 
3.6.5.1  Abstract 

A large, multi-year modeling effort focused on characterizing current and future hydrodynamic 
conditions in the Great Lakes is being conducted by a multi-agency team comprised of the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s 
Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory (NOAA-GLERL), the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA), and various state stakeholders. Carried out as part of the Great Lakes 
Restoration Initiative and prompted by the need to improve planning, design, and 
implementation of resilient and sustainable projects in this region, this study is designed to 
identify the expected range of future water levels and wave heights for each of the five Great 
Lakes along with Lake St. Clair. A distribution of future static lake level conditions is first 
computed by employing computationally efficient models to account for potential future changes 
in temperature and precipitation and calculate expected runoff, evapotranspiration, and ice 
coverage conditions. When a representative set of static lake levels and ice coverage conditions 
for each lake is determined, coupled ADCIRC and SWAN models are used to generate the 
resulting surge and wave responses for a suite of historical extreme storm conditions. 
Probabilistic hazards analysis will then be conducted on model results to calculate the 
distribution of total water levels and wave heights for each lake for each climate scenario. The 
resulting statistics will be made publicly available through USACE’s Coastal Hazards System 
and be used to assess flood risk, provide guidance for future projects, and promote coastal 
resiliency in the region. This presentation provides a general overview of the entire project, 
including a summary of the methodologies used for storm selection and statistical hazards 
analysis. 
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3.6.5.3  Questions and Answers 

Question:  

If wave runup and overtopping are not included, what is the reason to include the land 
topography up to 6 meters?  
 
Answer: 
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We essentially chose the 6-meter mark as the extreme, as the elevation at which we didn’t 
believe any flooding in this area would exceed. That was the main reason for that. We wanted to 
have a few meters of coverage, in case some water levels got a little bit higher than we 
anticipated. But like I said, we anticipate that if the flooding got higher than 6 meters, probably 
impacts on the coast of the Great Lakes would be the least of your problems at that point. 
 
Question: 

The model framework looks great. How will the shore change work contributed by Woods Hole 
is used? 
 
Answer: 

Unfortunately, I’m not going to be able to give you a satisfactory answer. I believe that work is 
going to be conducted in the later stages of the project. So maybe check back with me this time 
next year and I might be able to give a better answer. But I apologize that I’m not able to give a 
satisfactory summary of what that team is doing. 
 
Question: 

I kept listening for the word seiche in your talk and I didn’t hear it and I was also particularly 
listening for low water hazards associated with seiche. Can you speak to either of those? Are 
those included in the framework and in some of the issues you might be looking at? 
 
Answer: 

We had many discussions about capturing seiche events for this project. I could be mistaken on 
this, but I believe the consensus was that, for a lot of the conditions that were causing those 
seiche events, that we were not going to be able to characterize those in our wind and pressure 
fields. So, there wasn’t as much of an emphasis on the seiching events. I could be mistaken on 
that, but I believe there’s not a huge focus on those seiching events in our storm suites. 
 
Question: 

You talked about using ADCIRC and SWAN. NOAA has a set of forecast models that they use 
for the Great Lakes. I believe those are using FVCOM. Are those [NOAA forecast models] going 
to be leveraged at all in the project? 
 
Answer: 

Yes. We’ve been having discussions with the folks that run the models at NOAA and I believe 
there is an intention to compare some of our results; test them and compare them with each 
other to validate our models. 
 
Question: 

I know that there’s a set of buoys that are put out in the Great Lakes, when they’re not iced 
over. Would those be used to validate the models? 
 
Answer: 

I know that we’re making use of WIS25 buoy data in the Great Lakes. I can’t remember the 
comprehensive list of the buoys that we’re including, but pretty much any buoy information that 

 
25 USACE Wave Information Study (wis.erdc.dren.mill/index.html)  
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we’re able to find for those historic events are being included as part of the validation process in 
our analysis. 
 
3.6.6  Coastal Panel Discussion (Session 3B-6) 

Moderator: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 
 
Participants: 

Byunghyun Kim, Kyungpook National University, Republic of Korea 
Gorkem Gungor, Zeynep Arslan; Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, Turkey 
Meredith L. Carr, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineer Research and Development 

Center, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (USACE/ERDC/CHL) 
Kathleen Harris, USACE/ERDC/CHL 
Margaret Owensby, USACE/ERDC/CHL 

 
Question: 

We’ve had several presentations on coastal flooding hazards and I think almost all of them in 
some way or other touched upon the idea that coastal flooding phenomena is really a 
compound flooding hazard. I think that the days when we would just strictly look at storm surge 
and be done with it are past. But think I also identified, in many of the talks, that this is not a 
slam dunk either. There’s still a lot of challenges in implementing the compound hazard 
assessment for coastal situations. So, I’d like each of the presenters to reflect on, from your own 
experience in a project that you’ve reported on here or other projects you’ve worked on, what do 
you think are the largest challenges.  What do you think are the real challenges that we have to 
address and if you have some ideas for addressing those, whether it be that coupling issue that 
was discussed by Kathleen or about the rainfall modeling, or getting the different models to 
communicate. So, any of those topics. 
 
Answer: 

Meredith Carr: I think compound is an issue and I think there’s a lot of people interested in it. 
That is very helpful, but I think the biggest challenge is it’s crossing disciplines. You’re bringing 
together meteorologists, inland hydrologists, and coastal experts. You’re also bringing in people 
who have the experience in the field, mitigating, and also forecasting. These are very different 
and you have to find a way to work together and establish language together. We have experts 
in modeling who are doing that coupling, but we also have smaller basins where it might be 
something that local stakeholders want to do with their own existing information. So, I think it’s 
important to have a range of options and levels of complexity, but to provide guidance and to 
also look at the extremes, where we have very sensitive situations like large cities or nuclear 
power plants. So, I think getting those groups together is both difficult and a challenge. People 
are excited about it, but it can cause some definite challenges. 

Margaret Owensby: Piggybacking off what just Meredith said, for our GLRI26 project, there are a 
lot of different agencies involved. One of the reasons why we made the point to include what our 
definition of total water level is for this study is because we found out, through conversation with 
our colleagues at some of the different agencies, that just about all of us had a different 
definition of what total water level was. That’s something that we wanted to make sure that we 
very clearly defined, because the different agencies in many cases have a different vocabulary 
as to how they describe some of these issues If you can’t even speak in the same terms then 
you’re just going to cause more problems. 

 
26 Great Lakes Interagency Task Force 
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Byunghyun Kim: To analyze the compound hazard we need many cooperations. We have to 
analyze the rainfall, the tide, the wave height. We have to calculate all of them to analyze the 
compound hazard. Although we need time for cooperation, but we have to cooperate. 

Gorkem Gungor: I was a bit anxious to make a non-academic presentation, but I can say that 
for Turkey, for our case, one of the challenges to make the interaction between policymakers 
and researchers. This was somewhat accomplished in our special plan, in the preparation. But 
sometimes one stakeholder might be dominant in this interaction, so there are always difficulties 
and challenges. But we are trying to increase our stakeholder involvement between the 
policymaker and the regulator and the research and science community in our country. 

Kathleen Harris: I don’t think I have anything too original to add, but to piggyback on what other 
people have said, just the inherent difficulty of having so many moving parts and each moving 
part can affect the other moving parts. So which moving part do you prioritize? There’s a lot of 
judgement that goes into that and complication and computation time. So, I think it’s just an 
inherently difficult problem that everyone’s kind of chipping away at, and it’s exciting to see each 
little piece of progress.  

Meredith Carr: Just to follow up, we do talk a lot about it as a challenge, but I think the fact that 
each of these disciplines has gotten to the place they are is why we can start addressing 
compound. The expertise, the focus, the computer power, and the modeling is why we can 
actually deal with compound. I think that’s part of why, even though it is challenging with a lot of 
moving parts and sometimes you don’t know where to start, it's very exciting and important as 
well. 
 
Question: 

Climate change is on many people’s minds. I think, especially for coastal hazards, there’s a lot 
of concern about how climate change may impact coastal hazards, so the question for all the 
panelists is: In addition to coupling issues between the storm surge and high winds, is there any 
frameworks under development for the inclusion of the climate change model predictions? If so, 
what climate change models would be credited, what times frames, what climate change 
scenarios? What level of complexity would be needed to achieve this? Do we currently have an 
accepted method for this analysis?  
 
Answer: 

Margaret Owensby: I can lead off on this. This is kind of a component of what we’re trying to 
accomplish in our GLRI study. Unfortunately, we’re reduced to taking the historic data that we 
have and kind of bootstrapping for different proposed scenarios. We’re trying to use that 
methodology with the weather generator and the lake level modeling suite to capture what is a 
possible range of future conditions. Then at a certain point, if you want to get more into the nitty 
gritty of doing numerical modeling of how that’s going to impact coastal flooding, at a certain 
point you just have to narrow it down, narrow the number of possible scenarios down in some 
way. So, like I mentioned in my talk, we’re basically just trying to choose plausible low, medium, 
and high values on those lake level and ice condition scenarios to try to cover the whole range 
of possible values. That’s the best way that we had at our disposal to try to characterize future 
conditions. I’m sure there are much better ways of doing that, but that was kind of the best 
methodology that we could come up with for the purposes of our study. 

Meredith Carr: In terms of the compound work that we’ve been doing, a lot of the meteorologists 
we work with, with the rainfall, are leading the effort to deal with the climate change issues. I 
think, applying it in the whole framework, we need to move forward more beyond scenarios at 
some point, but right now, most of what we’re addressing is in scenario form. Knowing that 
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individually looking at the meteorology we can see more and help us choose those scenarios for 
the time being until we can incorporate it all together. 

Gorkem Gungor: We’re mainly a user of the climate modeling results, but I think we should keep 
in mind the nonstationary impacts and also the possible singular impacts. The models usually 
go as a continuous process but we should also always keep in mind that there can be singular 
events, which can move the equilibrium to another position. 

Kathleen Harris: Coming at it from a more riverine perspective, there is the Army Corps 
nonstationarity tool. There’s been a push to use that in our projects, and we’re starting an effort 
as part of the streambank stabilization manual we’ve been updating. Another project I’m on 
we’re looking at compiling the climate change implications for the riverine side. It is so spatially 
variable on the riverine side, and we’re on the front end of this investigation right now for this 
project. But I think what Meredith had mentioned, with the meteorologists, that seems to be 
where the uncertainty lies for me. I have the least expertise or confidence in that field, but the 
idea that one climate model can say that this area is going to be wetter moving forward and this 
area is going to be drier, and another climate model’s results are swapped. It also has to do with 
organization and runoff and all those variables. I don’t think I added any clarity to that, just the 
idea to look at both the coastal side and the riverine side moving forward and that the 
nonstationarity tool is a tool that is available on the Army Corps side. 
 
Question: 

Did anyone compare hazard curves for the compound event model to the rainfall only model? It 
seems that, compared to the rainfall only event, the compound event may produce less 
conservative flood hazards by adding two hazards but multiplying probabilities of two events. 
Any comments on this issue? 
 
Answer: 

Meredith Carr: We have compared those, and it doesn’t necessarily mean that for specific return 
periods or annual frequencies that you will have more, or less. Obviously, there’s less events 
that are compound than are not. But the issue can be that smaller events might give, if you look 
at them separately, wouldn’t seem like as large an event and so that’s why it’s important to look 
at them compounded because it’s not strictly additive. But yeah, we have compared that. We 
have tiered models, so we’ve compared that using bivariate copula analysis. And with this 
project, we’re looking at comparing surge and the surge with rain and trying to see the different 
impacts and compare that. 
 
Question: 

Unfortunately, this question is going to be just directed to our U.S. colleagues. On Tuesday we 
had Mike Kuperberg, the Director for the U.S. Global Change Research Program, here and he 
talked about the National Climate Assessments. What information are your various projects 
pulling from the National Climate Assessments? Is that the correct level of granularity that can 
be used in projects like this or is it high-level information, but then you still need to do a lot of 
very detailed modeling by the meteorologists in order to get to information that would be usable 
as input to your models? 
 
Answer: 

Meredith Carr: I think a lot of things that are in the National Climate Assessment (and also you 
had someone who spoke about billion-dollar disasters), speak more to the concern about 
compound flooding and the drivers. When I work with folks in the Gulf who are focusing on 
compound, they don’t have a whole lot of tidal difference, so small increases in elevation is an 
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issue. I’ll often hear “well we need to get control of the compound because once you add in sea 
level rise or climate change, we’re going to have two issues.” So, I think at this point it’s very 
helpful in summarizing the knowledge across fields that can drive both where our focuses are, 
where stakeholders realize it’s an issue and that sort of information. It is general for the models 
we use, but we can also use if to look at the physical reality of what we might be modeling. 

Margaret Owensby: I think that Meredith pretty much summed it up. 
 

3.7  Day 4: Session 4A – Operational Experience 

Session Chair: Tom Aird, NRC/RES 

3.7.1  Presentation 4A-1: PRA Modeling the FLEX Strategies for External Hazards 

Author: John Hanna, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation 
 
Speaker: John Hanna 
 
3.7.1.1  Abstract 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) maintains a set of Level-1 probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA) models, called standardized plant analysis risk (SPAR) models, which are 
the analytical tools used by the agency to perform risk assessments. Following the events in 
Japan on March 11, 2011, the NRC issued orders to all operating commercial reactors and 
required implementation of Mitigating Strategies, commonly known as FLEX. The SPAR models 
now include the FLEX equipment, strategies, procedures, etc.  During this presentation, a brief 
overview of the Mitigating Strategies will be given, current challenges in modeling FLEX in the 
PRA will be described, and qualitative and quantitative impacts of the Mitigating Strategies 
provided. 
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3.7.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

On your about quantitative insights, you mentioned about the difference in design. Is that a 
difference between a pressurized water reactor (PWR) and a boiling water reactor (BWR)? Is 
that the main difference? 
 
Answer: 

I have to be careful because they are both B&W plants, and we don’t have too many B&W 
plants in the fleet so it may not take much difficulty to figure those out or what they are. But they 
were similar vintage and of course we’re treating the same the S in SPAR model means 
standardized. So, we’re using the same modeling techniques for both plants. So the differences 
that we are seeing are reflective of the as-built, as-operated plant for plant A and plant B. So 
yes, it’s a good question, and I tried to keep the playing file level, if you will, by selecting two 
plants of the similar design, similar vintage. 
 
3.7.2  Presentation 4A-2: Failure to Verify Flood Restoration Times at Millstone Unit 2 

Author: Dave Werkheiser, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 1 
 
Speaker: Dave Werkheiser 
 
3.7.2.1  Abstract 

During an inspection follow-up to a design basis team inspection, the NRC identified that the 
apparent time needed to restore from their design basis flooding event (a maximum probable 
hurricane) was not consistent with their procedure nor the expected inundation and recession 
time for the flooding event.  In addition to a short background, the speaker will discuss the 
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importance of checking/re-checking the licensee’s strategies for extreme weather; questioning 
the feasibility and/or reliability of a licensee’s flood mitigation strategies; and importance of 
inspectors and analysts working together to assess the practical and theoretical elements when 
analyzing a challenging scenario. 
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3.7.2.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

The event that gets us to this issue is a tidal surge from a hurricane, right? 
 
Answer: 

That’s correct. 
 
Question: 

I’m curious because I’ve had to do this myself for other flooding events. How did you generate 
the initiating event frequency? We’ve had a lot of discussion this week about tidal surges, about 
PMF, about hurricanes and landfall and all that kind of stuff. So how did you generate the 
frequency? What tools did you use? 
 
Answer: 

A lot of the information came from the post Fukushima report [flood hazard reevaluation report]. 
Since they’re coastal plant in the Long Island Sound, this plant was determined to need a 
integrated assessment. If you just did the original analysis, I don’t think it would have passed, so 
they did this 10-4, 10-6 [annual exceedance probability, AEP] storm approach. The original 
analysis did not take into account wave action. The updated analysis did take into account still 
water and wave action and it was really more of an integrated approach, what’s more probable. 
Inside there [the flood hazard reevaluation report], gave us those frequencies. So, in our 
SAPPHIRE models, which is what the NRC uses for the SPAR models, we have bins for 
different hurricanes and high winds. Bin number 1 for hurricane, was along the line of the 10-4 
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AEP. We were using that as our event tree, making sure to have proper linkage back to loss of 
offsite power (LOOP) which we assume was a 1.0 [conditional probability]. So, we used the 10-4 
storm external event and then 1.0 for a LOOP and we propagated that through. The NRC has 
guidance documents, the RASP manuals. Volume 2 gives us a little bit of a template to use for 
external events and that was a very good representative methodology and that’s also 
referenced in our references on the last slide. 
 
Question: 

So, you ended up using the probabilistic storm surge assessment that was done for the post-
Fukushima flood hazard re-analysis to get that initiating frequency, is that correct? 
 
Answer:  

Correct. I think without that there would have been a lot more conversations with headquarters. 
But because that was a ready-made off-the-shelf activity and some of the work that a lot of staff 
here have done and the research, that definitely helps us to do this in a timely fashion. And then 
also, are we open and scrutable for reviews since it’s already on the docket. 
 
Question:  

What type of information is stored in NRC Safety Portal?  
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: You are referring to the Natural Hazards Information Digest (NHID), hosted on 
the Safety Portal. As part of our probabilistic flood hazard assessment research program, we 
initially developed what was called the Flood Hazard Information Digest (FHID). This was to 
support the analysts and folks in NRR who are responding to inspection findings or other 
events. We collected all of the known information that we have from the FSARs, from any re-
analysis, from past events, and collecting that up all into one database. Later, post-Fukushima, 
we expanded that to other natural hazards. So, currently we have flooding hazards in there, 
high winds, extreme temperatures, seismic, and that’s a resource that is used by NRC staff. It’s 
an internal resource. 
 
 
3.7.3  Presentation 4A-3: Impact of the 2022 Lake Erie Seiche the Davis-Besse Nuclear 
Power Station 

Authors: Daniel Mills1, Russ Cassara1, John Hanna2; 1U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Davis Bessie Resident Inspector, 2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation 
 
Speaker: Daniel Mills 
 
3.7.3.1  Abstract 

The Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station relies on Lake Erie for water to supply its ultimate heat 
sink. From December 23-25, 2022, Lake Erie experienced a seiche caused by high winds that 
resulted in historically low water levels at the southwest basin. Because of the low lake level, the 
Davis-Besse ultimate heat sink dropped below the level required by the plant’s technical 
specifications. After discussion with the licensee and consideration of risk, the NRC granted the 
plant enforcement discretion to allow continued operation. This presentation discusses the 
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event, its impact on the plant, and the considerations NRC used to grant a Notice of 
Enforcement Discretion (NOED). 
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3.7.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

How long did it take for water levels to return after the storm? 
 
Answer: 

It took on the order of 24 hours. 
 
Question: 

When we (hydrologists) estimate the design basis low water levels, we sometimes use average 
1-day or 7-day low water levels for rivers and lakes as design basis. Do you think these average 
estimates, instead of instantaneous water levels, are reasonably conservative for emergency 
plant operations? 
 
Answer: 

In this case, the technical specification requirement for Davis Bessie is an intake forebay level 
562 feet. However, the safety analysis supports safe shutdown under most limiting conditions, 
which would be during summer when the ambient temperatures are elevated and water 
temperatures are also elevated at an intake forebay level of 560 feet. That’s the level at which 
the intake canal and the lake decouple. So, the plant design is likely conservative enough. I 
think those numbers are based on the 100-year low water level, which if memory serves, was in 
the 1930s and I think it was lower than this event. But this event was one of the top 10 most 
significant wind-driven seiche events on Lake Erie. 
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Question: 

Is Lake Erie the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) or does the station utilize a separate pond or an 
underwater dam to create their UHS? 
 
Answer: 

The intake canal and intake forebay is the ultimate heat sink. The lake supplies that ultimate 
heat sink. The intake canal and intake forebay is designed to hold sufficient amount of water 
volume to allow plant shutdown and plant cooldown from 560 feet water level while decoupled 
from the lake itself. 
 
Question: 

Was there an EAL27 Declaration for this? 
 
Answer: 

There was not. There was no emergency declaration for this. 
 
Question: 

Please discuss the content of NOED28. Did it include a risk analysis? Was it quantitative or 
qualitative? 
 
Answer: 

There were discussions starting on the 22nd, the day before this event occurred, based on 
weather forecasts and that included regional risk analysts and risk analysts at headquarters as 
well. The NOED itself included a discussion of the risk profile related to the ability of the plant to 
affect a safe shutdown and the ability to remain shut down and cooled down, if the event were 
to worsen and become a prolonged drop in the lake water level. 
 
3.7.4  Session 4A-4. Operational Experience Panel Discussion  

Moderator: Joseph Kanney, NRC/RES 
 
Participants: 

John Hanna, NRC/Region 3 
Dave Werkheiser, NRC/Region 1 
Daniel Mills, NRC/Region 3 

 
Question:  

John Hanna: Dave and Daniel, what are you seeing with respect to how licensees treat FLEX 
equipment. We’ve touched on FLEX in all three of these presentations, the mitigating strategies. 
What are you seeing out in the field? How are licensees treating the FLEX equipment, the 
procedures, and the training. Is the equipment being treated as important when issues come 
up? Are they being treated under the corrective action program? Are failures taken seriously? 
 
Answer: 

 
27 Emergency Action Level 
28 Notice of Enforcement Discretion 
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Dave Werkheiser: Being the SRA29 for Region I, I tend to see the plants for the northeast United 
States. We see, at least over the last number of years, as licensees are putting FLEX into their 
PRA models, they see the benefits. They see the impact on the risk. The pedigree is what it is 
right, but they’ll start to treat the model much more with respect. The thing that is interesting is, 
the majority of them that do incorporate FLEX but just keep them in their shelters, you’ll see that 
they’ll just stick to what’s the minimum required, for maintenance. They’ll still go into corrective 
action program, just so they can stay ahead of that. But if any of those pieces or parts are 
functions that are permanently installed in the plant, that they partially credit (in this Millstone 
case there was a subset of FLEX equipment that was permanently installed or pre-staged), in 
the procedures they recognized that impact for maintenance and review and corrective action 
program. And that training, at least what we found throughout our reviews, are much more 
refined and consistent with things we see that are stage-related or very important to safety. 
 
Daniel Mills: At Davis Besse, there is a somewhat unique FLEX approach, which includes a 
permanently installed diesel-driven, what they call, emergency feedwater pump. It allows them 
to take credit for a significant risk reduction. It includes its own facility with its own diesel fuel 
source, its own water source, and can inject into both or either of the steam generators. It is a 
backup essentially for the turbine-driven auxiliary feed pumps, which are very risk significant 
pieces of equipment. So that piece of equipment in the facility is essentially treated by the 
licensee as another safety-related piece of equipment. They have what they call their FLEX 
specs which are modeled on their technical specifications and include periodic surveillances. In 
general, that piece of equipment and the facility it’s in are treated as a very risk significant piece 
of plant equipment. Half of their portable equipment is stored in that facility, which is a hardened 
concrete bunker-type facility. It is treated as is normal for the industry, which is those pieces of 
equipment are run on scheduled periodic surveillance schedules and in general that equipment 
is well cared for. From what we’ve seen, at least at Davis Besse, the FLEX approach is trained 
on and is well understood by plant staff and especially operations. 
 
Question: 

John Hanna: Correct me if I’m wrong, but that FLEX equipment that you described in that 
hardened structure, which is part of the Phase 2 strategy, is also paying significant dividends for 
their fire risk, right? That’s also helping out for internal events but also for fire risk as well in their 
CDF30, right? 
 
Answer: 

Daniel Mills: That’s correct. In fact, part of their transition to NFPA 80531 was the construction of 
and installation of this facility and the emergency feedwater pump. 
 
Question: 

(to Jon Hanna) I’m very interested in your results considering the FLEX model. If possible, can 
you explain a little bit regarding the event tree model considering the FLEX system? 
 
Answer: 

John Hanna: The way we handled that modeling is shown in the prior slide, where you had that 
Venn diagram32. It was not as hard as you might think. In this slide you can see loss of offsite 

 
29 Senior Reactor Analyst 
30 (estimated) core damage frequency 
31 National Fire Protection Association Standard 805. 
32 Referring to slide 10 in presentation 4A-1. 
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power (LOOP), station blackout, which is essentially just a loss of offsite power without any 
diesels, and loss of heat sink. Those were already existing in our SPAR models in SAPHIRE, so 
adding FLEX was not that difficult. It was just adding additional branches, so when you got to 
the event trees for LOOP, that then transitioned to station blackout. Take those station blackout 
trees and just add several fault trees to then give you a chance for success. So, just putting 
yourself in the shoes of the operators. The loss of offsite power happens for whatever reason, 
and the diesels don’t start. Within a fairly short amount of time they have to decide whether or 
not to go into the declare extended loss of AC power (ELAP) and start implementing the FLEX 
strategies. Then you just add on a fault tree for the FLEX equipment, whether it be for 
secondary heat removal, primary injection, spent fuel pool makeup, whatever the strategies are. 
It’s fairly simple to add that on, and Idaho did that for us for all the SPAR models. 
 
Dave Werkheiser: You’ll see that fault tree and where those functions are success, just like 
John said. That functional element in the event tree we can go down and that fault tree, which 
may have the safety-related components, as the FLEX equipment, directly linked into the full-
power internal events. 
 
Question:  

How could you calculate the failure probability of the FLEX system? 
 
Answer: 

John Hanna: Initially, we really didn’t have very much information. This equipment was installed 
in the last few years and it was only tested either monthly or quarterly depending on the type of 
equipment. We didn’t have a lot of data. So, if we had a portable emergency DC generator, a 
480-volt or a 4160 portable diesel generator, we just used the numbers for fail-to-start, fail-to-
run, test and maintenance on availability for the installed in-plant equipment. We knew that 
wasn’t really a great approximation, but it was a good starting point. We could at least start with 
that. Your question is a good one, because now with the new PWR owners group data that has 
been shared with the agency, we now have a better estimate of what the availability/reliability is, 
and it is not as good as the installed, in-plant equipment. 
 
Dave Werkheiser: Just to add on what John was saying, that FLEX equipment, because there’s 
a lot of uncertainty for that, as analysts, we multiply that by 3, or some factor, mostly 3. Because 
that failure probability is taken from historical operating experience for safety related equipment, 
which has a maintenance, and a training, a pedigree that goes along with that. So, to offset the 
uncertainty, we would turn on our FLEX, and then we would multiply those FLEX hardware 
equipment times 3, along with human error probabilities. We’d make adjustments to that. Like 
what John was saying, we had gotten information from industry in 2020 and we’re starting to 
incorporate that into our FLEX and those failure probabilities tend to be higher than our factor of 
3. So, we’ve been doing some sensitivities with regard to that, so we’re starting to use the 
licensees’ failure information. 
 
John Hanna: It’s worth noting the industry has been working with the agency in a very 
cooperative, collaborative kind of way. For example, we’ve identified that there’s been issues 
with the batteries on some of the portable equipment so the industry and NEI33 has taken that 
on and is doing something to address those hardware issues and improving the 
availability/reliability of that equipment. So, some kudos to the industry for working with us in a 
collaborative kind of way to make sure that sure that FLEX is reliable as it can be. 
 

 
33 Nuclear Energy Institute 
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Question: 

I recall that FLEX only needs to be trained or demonstrated on a multi-year timeline, right? And 
did you say that some of the sites are doing that more frequently and is that able to inform the 
reliability of the overall strategies? 
 
Answer: 

John Hanna: Maybe you could clarify the first part of the question about on a multi-year? 
 
Question: 

I could be completely misremembering, but I thought that the requirement to go through the 
FLEX procedures, wasn’t on a monthly or quarterly like the equipment. It was a longer 
timeframe, and I might be wrong. 
 
Answer: 

John Hanna: This is all spelled out in an NEI document, which I don’t remember the number of 
off the top of my head. But that NEI document explains which type of components you should 
test monthly and which components you test quarterly. Then as far as the training, I believe that 
the job performance measures, for example, for the operators, is on a re-qual basis, so however 
often the reactor operators and senior reactor operators are getting qualified or re-qualified. 
That’s part of their testing and training program. So, it might be only every two years, for 
example, but that’s as frequently as they train on all their emergency operating procedures. 
 
Dave Werkheiser: You’ll find that the plants that are just using the FLEX equipment for FLEX, 
not incorporated into any other type of operating procedure, will tend to stay with the NEI 
guidance, along with the facility implementation plan (FIP). For the plants that are starting to 
realize the benefits of that particular device from a risk perspective for whatever event they can 
credit that, you will see probably more training, more maintenance because that snaps into their 
normal pedigree, their frequency. They just put it right into the regular program. So, you start to 
see as they use it more, and they incorporate it more, there’s more training, and there’s more 
maintenance. That’s just starting to become the norm. But there’s still a group that says that 
FLEX is great, we had to do it. It’s there and we’re just doing the minimum required. Then 
there’s plants that really see that benefit and they are really taking more care of it and doing 
more training. So, it really depends. 
 
Comments: 

Joseph Kanney: There are a couple of references to some documents in the chat: PWROG-
18042-NP Revision 1, FLEX Equipment Data Collection and Analysis. 
 
John Hanna: Yes, that’s the data that we were talking to earlier. 
 
Dave Werkheiser: That’s the owners group information for the failure data; we are in the 
process of incorporating that into our SPAR models. 
 
Joseph Kanney: The chat also mentions that the NEI document is NEI 12-06. 
 

3.8  Day 4: Session 4B – Wrapping Up 

Session Chair: Tom Aird, NRC/RES 
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3.8.1  Presentation 4B-1: On Fuzzy-Systems Modeling of Ponded Infiltration, as 
Analogue to Flooding, in Fractured-Porous Subsurface Media 

Author: Boris Faybishenko; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
 
Speaker: Boris Faybishenko 
 
3.8.1.1  Abstract 

The goals of the presentation are to illustrate (1) the application of ponded infiltration tests as a 
physical analogue for understanding water and contaminant transport phenomena under 
flooding conditions, and (2) the use of fuzzy soft computing as a suitable technique for 
numerical modeling of unsaturated-saturated subsurface media, using uncertain field-based 
information. Fuzzy logic is generally a form of artificial intelligence (AI) software and is 
considered a subset of AI.  
 
The presentation will include an overview of the design and the results of observations obtained 
during a series of ponded infiltration tests conducted in fractured basalt in Idaho at the 
Radioactive Waste Management Complex (Large Scale Infiltration Test), Box Canyon (Meso-
Scale infiltration test), and Half-Hells Acre (Small-Scale field test) sites.  These results will first 
be used to demonstrate the complexity of the geometry and physics of flow and transport 
through fracture-porous media, followed by the analysis of three types of uncertainty 
representation for modeling of subsurface heterogeneous media: (a) randomness (random 
fluctuations are described using traditional probabilistic models), (b) fuzziness (using imprecise, 
subjective, linguistic, or expert-specified information), and (c) fuzzy randomness (incomplete, 
fragmentary objective, data-based, randomly fluctuating information, which can also be dubious 
or imprecise). Hydrogeological flooding predictions are subject to two main types of 
uncertainties: aleatoric uncertainty—mainly caused by subsurface heterogeneities and 
variability; assessing such variability is subject to ambiguity, vagueness, imprecision, ignorance, 
etc., and (b) epistemic uncertainty—caused by selection of different conceptual and simulation 
models and their parameters, involved in hydrogeological modeling. 
 
The application of the fuzzy system approach will be demonstrated using calculations of the 
fuzzy regression and a fuzzy C-means clustering for the water travel time, based on the results 
of ponded infiltration tests, fuzzy number presentation of the water flux and hydraulic 
conductivity of fractured rock, and the fuzzy evaluation of the groundwater recharge as criteria 
for the assessment of groundwater vulnerability. 
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3.8.1.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

In the research that you’ve been doing, you’ve been looking at preferential flow due to fractures, 
but at nuclear power plant sites, there’s a lot of preferential flow, due to the way that backfill is 
placed around things. If you have underground pipes, and when you compact the excavation 
around that pipe, there’s still going to be preferential flow. When you’re trying to compact up 
against buildings, there’ll be preferential flow. So there’s a lot of preferential flow around the site. 
Would the fuzzy calculus application be applicable to that kind of preferential flow as well? 
 
Answer: 

It is a common feature of preferential flow along the underground infrastructure along the pipes. 
I believe that this approach can help to assess this type of preferential flow based on our 
approximate knowledge about the location of pipes. Because we cannot build conventional 
deterministic or stochastic models to describe this type of preferential flow, fuzzy logic will 
provide significant improvement and will provide the assessment of this type of water 
penetration. I believe so that it will work. 
 
3.8.2  Presentation 4B-2: Probabilistic Flood Hazard Assessment for Local Intense 
Precipitation at Nuclear Power Plant Sites – A Pilot Study 

Author: Rajiv Prasad1, Arun Veeramany1, Rajesh K. Singh1, Joseph Kanney2; 1Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, 2U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
 
Speaker: Rajiv Prasad 
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3.8.2.1  Abstract 

While nuclear power plants (NPP) in the United States provide approximately 19 percent of the 
nation’s energy production, they are also critical infrastructure that are threatened by extreme 
hydrological events. We describe a methodology to perform probabilistic flood hazard 
assessments (PFHAs) from local intense precipitation (LIP) for NPP sites. A pilot study was 
performed at an existing NPP to develop the methodology and obtain insights that can help 
improve safety. The methodology leverages statistical properties of hydrological inputs and 
parameters with a deterministic, dynamic hydraulic model to probabilistically estimate flood 
hazards.  
 
The LIP PFHA was performed using the selected NPP’s existing LIP flood model developed to 
support post-Fukushima flood re-evaluation. A set of sensitivity analyses was performed to 
understand the sensitivity of the flood model predictions to inputs, model parameters, and site 
configuration. The LIP PFHA methodology used a stratified sampling approach for the aleatory 
variables (i.e., precipitation depth and associated storm characteristics). The scope of this study 
did not include performing a site-specific, precipitation-frequency analysis. Instead, probabilistic 
precipitation characteristics were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration Precipitation Frequency Data Server. The epistemic variable (i.e., Manning’s 
roughness coefficient multiplier) was sampled from a uniform, discrete distribution covering a 
reasonable range of values.  
 
The LIP flood model simulations were performed in FLO-2D™, a two-dimensional flood routing 
model using the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory high-performance computing cluster. 
The predicted flood parameters were post-processed to create flood hazard curves at selected 
locations important to safety of the NPP. The pilot study shows that existing NPP site flood 
models can be leveraged to perform LIP PFHAs using a statistical-dynamical approach. 
However, it is recommended that site-specific, precipitation-frequency analyses be used to 
support these PFHAs. 
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3.8.2.3  Questions and Answers  

Rajiv Prasad was not available for the Q&A, so Joseph Kanney (NRC Project Manager) fielded 
the questions. 

Question: 
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You calculated flood velocity and also flooding depth times and velocity. Can you explain the 
reason why you used the flood velocity and also flood depth times the flood velocity for the 
intensity measure? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: We wanted to provide information that would be useful for assessing any 
impacts or consequences, and that will depend upon the structure, system, or component that 
you’re looking at specifically. In some cases, say for example, a pump or a piece of electrical 
equipment, then the flood depth is what you’d be interested in. If it gets wet, it’s gone. In other 
cases, say for example, a structural element, you may be interested in the dynamic forces on 
that structure that would allow you to estimate whether that structure might fail. So that might be 
one reason for using the velocity, so you can get the dynamic forces. Then for depth times 
velocity, that would be interesting in the case where the plant flood response procedure has 
people actually going out and doing something, maybe put some flood protection feature in 
place, or turn a valve, or do something when there is actually water on the site. The ability of a 
person to either stand or walk, is related to that depth times velocity. 
 
Question: 

I’m not very familiar with FLO-2D, what is the region of the hazard that’s being taken, like when 
you get the hazard curves, is it for a particular area, and can you change that area? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: FLO-2D is a finite difference model, so basically it would apply a uniform grid to 
the entire domain that you are trying to model and for local intense precipitation you’d typically 
be looking at the power block maybe some other regions close by. Maybe if you are interested, 
say, in the switch yard you might expand it out. So that would typically be the domain that you 
are looking at in terms of a local intense precipitation analysis. FLO-2D just applies a uniform 
finite difference grid so then for each cell you are going to get the results: the depth, velocity, 
whatever, at each cell. Then you’d go in and look at the cell that’s located near the SSC that you 
are interested in. 
 
Question:  

Can you put that site in relation to the water source, in the case of a coastal area, and get that 
information? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: Yes, you can do that. In some cases, you might want to do that even for a local 
intense precipitation analysis if there is, for example, a nearby water body, where the water level 
could be coming up in that water body such that the outlet of some drainage feature would be 
affected and you could have backwater coming on to the site. At this particular site, we didn’t 
have any of those features, but you could easily envision a site where you might need to do 
that. 
 
Question:  

In LIP modelling is there any difference between directly inputting rainfall data and calculating 
runoff and inputting it as a boundary condition? 
 
Answer: 
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Joseph Kanney: Again, you may have an adjacent water body. Or in some instances, you could 
have an adjacent area where there is water moving onto the site from the LIP event. In that 
case, you would need to account for that in terms of a boundary condition. But absent those 
sorts of features, you’d just be applying the rainfall right onto the site. But always you want to 
move your boundaries out far enough that it’s not impacting your solution obviously. 
 
Question: 

I may have missed this but so, your Z is that Z per rainfall duration? Or is it Z integrating over 
possible rainfall durations? Like is it a Z-1-hour? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: No because we do multiple durations. So, the hazard curve should be 
integrating over the different durations that we used. 
 
Question: 

OK, so I totally may have missed this and if it’s in the report, you can tell me to look. So, how did 
rate the relative frequencies of those different durations, and then the fact that they are 
embedded within each other? 
 
Answer: 

Joseph Kanney: We did discuss that in the report, and I can’t remember exactly what the correct 
answer is, so I’ll get back to you on that. 
 
3.8.3  Presentation 4B-3: Research Activities on Extreme External Hazard Risk 
Assessment of Korean NPP 

Author: Minkyu Kim, Daegi, Hahm; Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) 
 
Speaker: Minkyu Kim 
 
3.8.3.1  Abstract 

Global climate change is currently underway, and it has already reached an irreversible level, 
and Korea is already affected by it. Nuclear power is being suggested as a very good alternative 
to reducing the rate of climate change, but reducing carbon emissions by dramatically 
increasing the amount of nuclear power plants is not possible in the short term. In reality, it is 
more urgent to secure the safety of nuclear power plants from the effects of external disasters, 
which are increasing in intensity and frequency due to climate change. For this reason, the 
Korean government launched a five-year research program to improve the safety of operating 
nuclear power plants in 2022. The project is led by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, 
with seven universities and three companies participating. 
 
This research program is constructed into three parts. The first topic is an extreme/combined 
external hazard assessment, the second topic is a risk assessment of NPP and safety-related 
infrastructure systems and the last topic is the safety enhancement for operating NPPs in Korea 
regarding the extreme/external hazard considering climate change. For performing the external 
hazard assessment, we will develop the simulation and hazard assessment methods for 
extreme/combined external events. For performing a risk assessment of NPP against 
extreme/external hazards, we will develop a fragility assessment method and probabilistic safety 
assessment method for external hazards. For the development of safety enhancement against 
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the external hazard, we will develop an optimal risk mitigation and management strategy based 
on hazard progress scenarios and SSCs safety enhancement methods and demonstration 
technology. 
 
3.8.3.2  Presentation (ADAMS Accession No. ML23177A147) 
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3.8.3.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

It was interesting to see the part about the landslide modeling. As a preliminary to that, have 
you done any sort of screening to decide which sites might need that type of modeling? Or 
would you just plan to do that modeling at every site? 
 
Answer: 

We already decided a target site of one nuclear power plant because actually it is impossible to 
perform the modeling for all of the nuclear power plant sites. But anyway, Korea has a lot of 
mountains, so it is very difficult to find some flat land, so all nuclear power plants are located 
near very sharp slopes so it is important, one of the important issues for Korea. 
 
Comment: 

On the slide that showed how certain typhoon features would change under climate change, I 
noticed that, at least for the Pacific, the projections that you are using are showing that wind 
shear is expected to decrease. That was very interesting because, at least from the studies that 
I’m familiar with in the North Atlantic, climatologists expect the vertical wind shear in the North 
Atlantic to increase with climate change. It basically introduces a fair amount of uncertainty in 
terms of North Atlantic tropical cyclones because the sea surface temperature is increasing, but 
the wind shear is also increasing and how those two factors will compete with each other 
introduces a lot of uncertainty.  
 
Question: 

Regarding the fragility of the electrical towers, would you also want to include not just damage 
to the tower due the wind, but also debris hitting the tower or maybe debris hitting the wires. 
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Maybe the tower may remain in-tact, but the wires could be damaged by debris associated with 
the storm. 
 
Answer: 

Yes, wind-blown debris is one of the very important issues for the nuclear power plant, not just 
for the transmission tower. During the first three years, the first phase, we plan to develop this 
kind of high-wind fragility. But after that last two years we are going to consider the wind-blown 
missile for the transmission tower and, moreover, the turbine buildings. It’s relatively weaker 
than the auxiliary building and the containment building. We are planning to perform those 
simulations and also test. 
 
Question: 

I assume since all of the Korean plants are located on the coast, that typhoon winds would 
dominate over any other types of wind events like tornadoes or straight-line winds. Is that 
correct? 
 
Answer: 

Yes. In Korea, we can say there is no tornado at all. We only have typhoons. So, the high winds 
sources maybe, more than 90%, is from the typhoons in Korea.  
 
3.8.4  Presentation 4B-4: External Flooding PRA Guidance 

Authors: Marko Randelovic1, Raymond Schneider2; 1Electric Power Research Institute, 
2Westinghouse Company 
 
Speakers: Marko Randelovic, Raymond Schneider 
 
3.8.4.1  Abstract 

EPRI is currently developing guidance for performing an external flood PRA for use in the 
nuclear industry. The guidance establishes a structured framework for treating the spectrum of 
external flood hazards and provides background materials and examples for the PRA analyst to 
use. Specifically, the project aids the PRA analyst in: 
 

1. Defining and characterizing the external flood hazard, considering event and plant-
specific issues.  

2. Estimating external flood hazard frequencies.  
3. Developing external flood fragility curves for flood significant Systems, Structures, and 

Components (SSCs).  
4. Preparing an external flood event tree, including consideration of actions preparing the 

plant for the flood, mitigating the flood hazard, and responding to random and flood-
induced failures of initial flood mitigation strategies. 

 
Guidance is being developed to be consistent with expected requirements of the ASME/ANS 
PRA Standard. To facilitate understanding simple hypothetical example applications illustrate 
the interface with the probabilistic flood hazard assessment (PFHA), parsing the flood analysis 
to characteristic event frequencies and the development of various PRA flood event trees and 
overall quantification overall process. This guidance also includes a potential screening 
approach for the flood related combined/correlated hazards. 
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3.8.4.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

You mentioned at the very start that you included international perspectives in the guidance 
document. Could you describe, briefly, where did that international experience and perspective 
have the most effect? 
 
Answer: 

Marko Randelovic: It has the effect in terms of the implementation and integration of all of the 
different elements. How do we develop the scenarios? How do we quantify different elements? 

Ray Schneider: It also helped in the hazard characterization. We looked at other methods that 
were done by other countries in how they calculate that hazard and how they include wind-
related effects and stuff like that. It was most important in understanding how they basically 
analyzed the hazard and that would be my take-away from this. 
 
Comment:  

Joseph Kanney: Thank you for this presentation. I think this a very important topic. I think 
effective communication and cooperation between the hazard analysts and the PRA experts is 
really crucial to having a good product at the end that really helps us develop the appropriate 
risk insights. 
 
3.8.5  Presentation 4B-5: A Proposal for Paradigm Shift in Hydrological Ensemble 
Predictions: From Parameter Inference to Probabilistic Error Estimation 

Authors: Vinh Ngoc Tran1, Valeriy Y. Ivanov1, Donghui Xu1, Jongho Kim2; 1University of 
Michigan, 2University of Ulsan, South Korea 
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Speakers: Valeriy Y. Ivanov 
 
3.8.5.1  Abstract 

Although the application of sophisticated hydrologic-hydrodynamic models (HHM) to flood 
forecasting has grown significantly over the last decade, it has remained limited due to the 
inherent computational burden and data-model uncertainties. We present a novel modeling 
framework that has the potential to address these issues by combining the advantages of three 
modeling techniques: HHM, surrogate, and machine learning (ML). Specifically, a 
comprehensive HHM can integrate a large amount of watershed information and knowledge-
based parameter assumptions to provide physics-informed predictions. Surrogate modeling can 
resolve the computational burden of a high-fidelity HHM, opening the opportunities for 
uncertainty quantification, sensitivity analysis, and applications in real-time. By combining HHM-
surrogate model simulation outputs with observations, the potential of ML approach can be 
explored to create a novel probabilistic framework capable of forecasting an ensemble of HHM-
surrogate errors that include both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. Overall, the proposed 
framework advocates practical utility of first-principles, high-fidelity models for flood-forecasting, 
with surrogate and ML modeling aiding real-time applications and uncertainty quantification. 
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3.8.5.3  Questions and Answers 

Question: 

In some cases where we do have some observational data, it seems to me that you could apply 
that in the place that you applied it (in terms of improving the surrogate model), but you could 
also have applied that at the very beginning to do better calibration of the high-fidelity model. 
There’s probably a balance to be struck between those two. Could you comment on that? 
 
Answer: 

Definitely. It’s not something I really discussed, but the framework that we develop essentially, 
it’s totally open to this. In other words, when we run high-fidelity simulations to train surrogate 
models, it’s the type of information that we get for this inverse problem.  In other words, we can 
extract effective parameter values and adjust aleatory uncertainty at the same time. Even 
though we train surrogate model representation, the same simulations can inform what’s a more 
effective roughness coefficient or what is a more representative soil moisture field as an initial 
condition. So, it’s all amenable for that type of assessment. We have not done it in that 
particular study. This parametric game was beyond the scope of our specificness, but it’s 
definitely a part of the exercise.  

By creating a more confident high-fidelity model simulation and still understanding that there is 
epistemic uncertainty, we may not even consider this if we have this additional machine learning 
exercise. That’s the idea, that once we have the most effective response from the high-fidelity 
model, we have also the machine learning trained model that addresses the error. You may not 
really address the parametric uncertainty. We can capture this with the machine learning 
additional component. 
 
Question: 
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How transportable is this function to other events at Houston or elsewhere. Or is every 
surrogate function going to need a large event and a detailed analysis? 
 
Answer: 

Essentially the machinery behind this methodology is not location specific. Just like in the case 
of the high-fidelity model, if you want to run it in a new location, you need to port the model. You 
need to provide new types of data, change boundary conditions and so on. The methodology 
presented here is identical in that sense. You would have to move the high-fidelity model to a 
new place, you would have to re-train surrogate models focusing on the variables of interest to 
you. But again, the method is not location specific. We have published a paper that addresses 
this issue. 
 
Question: 

Your final comment about the accessing the georeferenced footage reminds that many decades 
ago, after large flood events, the Army Corps, the USGS, and other agencies would perform 
what were called “bucket surveys”. They would go in after large flood events and to look at the 
effects, and the idea was to back-estimate what the possible precipitation was. For the last 
decade or so now, I’ve looked at events and thought to myself that it would be very useful to 
develop a high-tech version of the bucket surveys through the information that you referenced. 
We’ve got cameras everywhere: traffic cameras, security cameras, and then of course people 
taking videos posting them online. There are some citizen science websites like Watch Water 
and things like that where people are putting cameras or taking photos in the same location 
every time after a storm. If we could somehow collect and aggregate that information, I think it 
would be very useful. Could you comment on that. 
 
Answer: 

My former student actually a few years ago was working in Jakarta. Social media is used even 
more than what is used here, and you can access this data. So, my student, was looking at how 
you would use technology that is installed on roads, but also on social media posts to 
essentially derive information where the flood is happening like right now. If these kinds of data 
can be made publicly available, like the camera footage, I think universities will be very hungry 
to get these kinds of data. I don’t think they are, unfortunately. We have been looking, for 
example, at insurance claims, as one interesting and potential data stream. But again, it’s not 
something that’s easily available at the right level of spatial resolution. You can get it for a block 
but not necessarily at the level of the building. If these data can become publicly available, I 
think it will create an alternative and very useful data stream. 
 
Question: 

Can you maybe speculate a bit, what would it take to get there? Do you think this is something 
that university-based research groups could take the lead on? Does this need to be something 
that the federal or state agencies need to fund or organize? Where do you think is the best 
level, the best sector to lead this? 
 
Answer: 

Right now, the issue is the privacy. It’s both the footage from the streets and it’s also insurance 
claim’s locations. Right now, all these data, from my understanding, are not available for exactly 
these reasons. To make something like this publicly available, I don’t know what it has to go 
through. But I don’t think it’s that easy. Behind a lot of this is just the issue of privacy. If you can 
somehow de-humanize this information, like for example you have footage of traffic, and you 
can scrub license plate numbers, that could be one way to go, but who is going to do that? 
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Somebody from municipalities or maybe at the federal level should step in and make this 
technology available. 
 
Comment:  

Joseph Kanney: I think that’s technically feasible. If you look at the Google Street Maps, all the 
faces are blurred, the license plates are blurred. So, I think there is a technical solution for that. 

Shelby Bensi: I was just going to make a comment about the NHERI program. NHERI has these 
RAPID centers where they can go out and collect data. They use a street-view technology, 
which is I think the same that Google uses, but it’s a different party. I think they can drive these 
cars around and it automatically scrambles that information. Just what you said, that’s feasible. 
But I think that we have infrastructure in the U.S. set up to do these types of things. The 
question is, is just, is it rapid enough for the types of situations we’re dealing with here, where 
things go away so fast. But we do have that whole system in place. 

Valeriy Ivanov: I don’t know about this system, but my comment, even if we start with a post-
event analysis, just like what we were doing, it’s already a big help. Literally, my graduate 
student had to scroll through a lot of Facebook posts and whatever they could find. It’s 
extremely difficult to geolocate. But for us, as I said, if we’d run a high-fidelity model, we do 
need to say something about its performance and right now, it’s sort of like stream flow or 
maybe like a few locations where we saw a car passing and it was half of the tire height, you 
know the flooding depth. So, I think even if it is possible in the model post-event analysis, I think 
it will create a path forward. The “real-timeness” of this may come in the next decade, but I think 
even right now they would be extremely useful if you could do it in post-event calibration or 
confirmation analysis. 

Joseph Kanney: Shelby, I was just going to ask you if you could just give the full name of 
NHERI so folks online can look it up if they want to. 

Shelby Bensi: Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure. These NFS funded 
centers, they have a SHAKE table and wind tunnels, but one of them is gaged specifically 
towards the rapid response and they have made all of these investments in infrastructure, 
whether that’s the car top things, LiDAR systems, for this rapid response. I just don’t know if 
they deploy fast enough to be rapid for some of the urban flooding things because those can go 
away within a day. I don’t think they necessarily deploy that fast, but maybe it’s something that 
NSF would be thinking about in the future. 

Joseph Kanney: I think maybe you’ve identified the right program to take the lead on something 
like this.
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4    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

4.1  Summary 

This report includes the agenda and presentations for the Eighth Annual PFHA Research 
Workshop, including all presentation abstracts and slides and abstracts for submitted posters. 
The workshop was virtually attended by members of the public; NRC technical staff, 
management, and contractors; and staff from other Federal agencies and academia. Public 
attendees over the course of the workshop included industry groups, industry members, 
consultants, independent laboratories, and academic institutions. 
 

4.2  Conclusions 

As reflected in these proceedings, PFHA is a very active area of research for the NRC and its 
international counterparts, other Federal agencies, industry, and academia. Readers of this 
report will have been exposed to current technical issues, research efforts, and 
accomplishments in this area within the NRC and the wider research community. 
 
The NRC projects discussed in these proceedings represent the main efforts in the first phase 
(technical basis phase) and second phase (pilot studies) of the NRC’s PFHA Research 
Program. This technical basis phase is complete, and the NRC has initiated the second phase 
(pilot project phase) that synthesizes various technical basis results and lessons learned to 
demonstrate development of realistic flood hazard curves for several key flooding phenomena 
scenarios (site-scale, riverine, and coastal flooding). The second phase is essentially two-thirds 
complete. The third phase (development of selected guidance documents) is also in progress. 
The NRC staff looks forward to further public engagement on the second and third phases of 
the PFHA research program in future PFHA research workshops. 
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